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INTRODUCTION
Charles Sydney Hopl(jnson, a resident of Boston, Cambridge, and
Manchester, Mass., led a lony, happy, and suprisingly productive life. Born in
Cambridge in 1869, he was already a recognized artist by 1904 when his oneman show at 5 ParI( St., Boston, won strong acclaim. He painted portraits,
Illndscapes, and marine scenes for almost 70 years. In all, he painted about 900
portraits and portrait-s~etches and more than 850 landscapes. He died in 1962
lit the 6ge of 93.
rhls r.alalog deals with paintings of landscapes, marine scenes, amI floral
arrangements ollly.
A separate catalog, called .Charles Hopkinson Portraits:
an Informal
Catalog", has been prepared by the present authors. There have been several
editions, the most recent of which is dated February 1991. Included are
Hopkinson portraits of two US presidents, four US Supreme Court Justices, 19
college and university presidents, 45 university deans and professors, and scores
of leading lawyers, bankers, and philanthropists.
Many of the Hopkinson
portraits were of members of his own family and other close relatives. Most of
the Hopkinson portraits are In private homes; many are In unIversity buildings,
government buildings, museums, and other Institutions.
The great majority of Hopkinson's landscapesand marine scenes were
painted in watercolor. Some of his earlier ones were in oil. A few were in
tempera or gouache.
About half of the landscapesand seascapeswere painted at Manchester,
Mass. The Hopkinson house, situated on a 60-ft. granite hll1 only 300 ft. from
the ocean, commandeda broad view of coastal cliffs, promontories, and two
romantic uninhabited islands. From the front lawn and nearby terraces and paths
a great variety of scenes were available, and the variety was increased by the
changing seasonsand changing lighting from morning to late afternoon. The ocean
itself was ever changing; during southeast storms giant waves dashedagainst
ledgesand cliffs, prodUcing bursts of spray sometimes leaping 50 ft. Into the
air. Such scenes were eagerly painted by Hopkinsonover a period of 50 years.
Many landscapeswere painted during trips abroad. Hopkinson made more
thall a dozen trips to Europe, and he made five visits to New Zealand(1947 1952) to stay with his daughter Harrlot Rive and her family. He made brief
trips to California, Hawaii, and Bermuda. Short visits were made to nearby
locations such as Naushon Island, MA, Cornish. NH, and Northeast Harbor, ML
Always he found beautiful and challening scenes to paint.
Many of the watercolor paintings are In museums. Many are In the homes
of persons who purchased the paintings or received them as gifts from the artist.
Several hundred of the watercolors are In the homes of the artist's daughters and
grandchildren. During the artist's productive year, large numbers of landscapes
and seascapeswere sold at annual shows, including several one-man shows, in
Boston and New York. Many of the paintings that were sold have not been
catalogued; we have little Information concerning them.

PUfoose

of this

cotolog

To help owners of Hopkinson paintings keep track of the landscape
paintings they possess: how the paintings are identified, whether they are signed
and dated. where they are kept. what conditions (re mat, frame, glass, etc.) they
are in. Also to help the owners decide which of their paintings might
appropriately be given aWfrl/or sold.
To assist estate planners. executors of wills, and tax consultants in
keeping track of ownership of the paintings and in some instances to present data
as to sales prices.
To assist art experts and museum curators in surveying the hundreds of
landscape paintings. Also to provide information as to location and ownership.
Above all, to give pleasure to persons who enjoy contemplating the works
of beauty created by Charles Hopkinson.
HODkinson's stvle of oainting
What are the outstanding characteristics of Hopkmson's landscape and
seascape paintings? A brief answer is: bri lliance, vital ity, vIgor, color, and
design.
But these terms can be applied to many other artists.
distinctive characterization be formulated?
Yes!

Can a more

Hopkinson succeeded In portrfrl/ing not so much the detalls of the scene as
Its essence. He often painted the central features with precision but left the
peripheral features vague, generalized. What he sought was to record the overall
message of the scene as it had first Impressed him. In a Hopkinson painting of
cliffs and ocean, what the viewer perceives Is -- not Just cliffs and ocean -- but
the brilliance of a mld-summor's day, the gleam of sunlight on water, the dreamy
haze veiling the horizon.
A Canaletto palntlng of Venlce-- with Its canals, ships, and gondolas and
spacious plazas teeming with people -- presents a wealth of fascinating detail.
One mfrl/ almost require a magnifying glass to garner the full harvest of
Information on the riggings of the ships, the designs of the buildings, and the
costumes of the people. Canaletto's goal was the very opposite of Hopkinson's.
Hopkinson was masterful at simplifying a scene. Mainly he used a broad
brush and secured bold effects. He chose a strong focus to produce a powerful
concentration. Trees, Shrubs, etc., at right and left were usually IndIcated in a
vague token manner onIy: they are to be seen .out of the corner of the eye. and
are not to dIVert one's attention. Contrariwise the heart of the stttle is portrfrl/ed
clearly, accurately, vigorously. Selection and emphasis were central to his
strategy. To reject unessential detail requires daring and skill; he had both.

He was dilIgent 1n ignorlng lIItel1ectual cliches.
Intelligent people have
learned to cla:;sify wooded hill:; as green, grassy lawns as groen, and sky as blue.
but Horltinson, always 1.rylOY to see beyond the cl1che, and concentrating on
relationships
and contrasts,
found that, under some circumstances,
quite
different colors apply. Wooded hills may be blue, purple, or magenta. Lawns may
be yellow. Skies may have a great variety of hue:;. Never did he use off-normal
hues merely liS Ii trick or novelty, or to make Ihe pIcture "pretty".
R<.lther, the
resulting scene appears, to the viewer's surprise, to be especially correct.
dellctously valid. Hoplunson insIsted on portraYlny th1ngs as seen by the
"innocent eye", not the intellectual eye.
He gave much attention to the degreee of lightness or darkness;
contrasting
values (for sunlight and shadow) were the foundations of his paintings.
Hue and
saturation could not have full effect unless the underpinning of value was sound.
Often. in painting an object (a cliff or large rock.. for example) that was
partly in direct sunlight. partly moderately shaded. and partly deeply shaded, he
employed a very limited sat of colors. a sat constituting large steps in value and
hue. Often the sat consisted of only three colors. An amateur might assume a
painting oOlAld be improved by the usa of a dozen differont colors to portray a
dozen different degrees of shadow. Hopl:.lnson stressed firmness of relationships
. -- relationships
that stood out more strongly when the number of colors used was
limited.
In deciding on the colors of surfaces, he was careful to take into account
the effect of light reflected from any large, nearby, highly colored surface.
Recognizing and capital izing on such reflective Interactlons gave him much
pleasure.
He painted fast. Inspiration and decision came readily.
Sometimes
was essential. as when capturing a brJ IHant sunset scene, soon to fade.

speed

He practIced genef<1l1zation of scene. He portrwoo not lust these particular
rocl<s. these particular
sumac trees, these particular waves, but the essence of
such rocks, the dominant features of a clump of sumac, the age-Old motions of
waves. He generalized in color and form. Painting some of the some Manchester
shore-front
scenes decade after decade, he could perceive ever more clearly their
essential character,
essential mood. The greater the depth of his understanding.
the greater the slmpllflcatton
of the paInting and the stronger Its Impact.
Always he gave much thought to the over-all desIgn, layout, com posit lon,
and to the usa of strong diagonals, to the right-vs. -left balance, and to accents.

HIS paintings raOlate optlmlsm, delight In sunlight and shadow. AccordIng
to one of his daughters (IH):
His sense of composltlon was Intuitive, rather than Intel1ectually
planned in advance; painting a watercolor was for him an absorbingly
Joyful and lmmediate response to whatever aspect of llature appeared
before him at that time. He was always fascinated by the effect of sun
and shadow and the mutatfons of color they produce In a landscape.
Some of his compositions dependmore on the drama of a slanting pine
bough, swooping diagonally toward a counterbalancing solid rocl:.

When he was a young student in Paris, he was told to •...worl: for
symmetry, rhythm, and harmony, and hope for beauty.• This he never forgot.
continued to Quote it sixty years later.

He

He enormously enjoyed the challenge of painting scenes that were nearunpaintable, such as an over-water view toward the west at sunset, with a central
rich dazzle from the golden sun, or a !:ite-f1ying field where a hundred gaily
dressed adults and children are flying scores of I:ites, or a wild profusion of
autumn foliage in a steeply sloping ravine.
He loved to portray nature's richly varying moods. He painted many
favorite scenes again and again, dedade after decade, each time capturing a
dIfferent mood. He used to say that he •...held Nature In er~<;lacyand awe."
Although his paintings were strong, fresh, daring, and surprISing, they
were not merely showy, merely pretty, merely novel. Basically he was a totally
seriOUSpainter ever attempting new approaches and new techniques but accepting
them only if they rang true.
An Important dlstlnctfon existed between his painting of portraits
painting of landscapes:

and his

In palntfng a portrait of a client, he had to (I) produce an artistic
wor!: of art, (2) create a close Ii!:eness of the client, (3) produce a
cllenHmage that would be agreeable to the client. Should he fail any
of these tests, unpleasantnesscould result, and, at worst, the client
might refuse to accept the portrait.
In palntfng a landscape, he had to please only himself. He could
experiment; he could try new methods to achieve the effect he desired.
If the result pleased him, it was Ii!:ely to please others. Even jf he
would eventually sell a landscapepainting he was wor!:ing on, selling
was not the point. The point -- the main reward -- was the
satisfaction of having successfully captured another of Nature's fine
facets.

Locations or scenes oatnted 1n North AmerIca
Manchester Mass. Throughout a perIod of 60 years Hopldnson spent most
of his summers and some winters at his home in Manchester. The
house Is on a large tract of land (1 OO-acres early In thIs century,
later reduced to 50 acres) originally owned by the (kaaly Stevenson
Curtls family and later owned by a famIly trust (Shelving Rock:
Trust). The house is situated atop a steep 60-ft. -high hill close to
the grantte rock:s and cl1ffs that frInge the ocean. Through spaces
between hard pine, oak:, and hick:ory trees one can obtain fine views
of several islands (Dana Island, Egg Rock:, Kettle Island, and others)
with the tall buildings of Boston dimly visible 25 miles to the
southwest. several hundred watercolor paintings show the vIews
obtained from the lawns and terraces adjacent to the house. In many
of these paintIngs one or more figures of famfly members (wife,
daughters) were included.
Ipswich Mass. During the period 1945 - 1960 Hopk:insonattended many
July 4th neighborhood k:lte-f1ylng contests held on the Sidney and
William Shurcliff fields off ArgillaRoad, Ipswich. The gay costumes,
varl-colored k:ltes, and large display of flags of many nations
inspired him to paint the scene. There are about 15 such paintings.
Cornish, NH. During the period 1940 - 1947 Hopk:insonmade several
short vlstts to Cornish, NH. He stayed with hIs landscapearchitect
friend Arthur A. Shurcliff in the latter's made-over barn from the
terrace of whIch one could obtain a fine vIew of meadows,a pIne
forest, and (six miles away, in Vermont) Mt. Ascutney.
Northeast Harbor, MaIne. During Hopk:inson'searly years, his parents
and varIous Elfot relatives spent many summers at Northeast Harbor,
Maine. At that time he painted mainly In oils and made many small
landscape palntlngs.
Other locations In the Untted States. Hopk:lnsonmade several paintings In
Marblehead, Petersham, and Naushon Island, in Massachusetts; also
at Intervale and Squam Lak:e, New Hampshire. Also Pasadena,
Cal1fornla, and Honolulu, Hawaii.
Canada. He made paintings in Kingston, Ontario ( 1953-1955 residence of
his oldest daughter. Mrs. Alfred Rive). He visited the Canadian
Rock:las In 1938.
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Note: More than 90% of the Hopkinson landscape and marine paintings
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Overseas Countries Visited by Charles Hopkinson
France,
Roscoff, Finisterre, and other places in Brittany
1894, 1895,1901 -- after his first marriage and before
his second marriage. He lived with the family
Guillaume Bellec. He made brief visits in later years.
Paris, Chamonix, etc.
1892 - 1894, 1919,
1924, 1926, 1930, 1935, 1937, 1938.
Spa.in

1901.
Madrid, Toledo, etc. Also, in later years,
brief stopovers on cruise ships.

Holland

1890, 1901.

England

1890, 1924, 1926, 1930, 1935, 1937, 1938. London,
Cornwall, Devon, Durham, Cumberland, etc.

Italy

1924, 1926, 1930, 1937. Florence, Venice, Genoa, Lake
Maggiore, Comp, Naples, Rome, Dolomites, Sicily, etc.

Switzerland

Amsterdam,

192~, 1926, 1935, 1937.
1926.

Geneva, Basel, Lucerne, etc.

Heidelberg etc.

1930. Stalheim
1930.

Haarlem, etc.

etc.

NorkBping, Stockholm,

etc.

1933 -- two mid-winter months. Cairo etc. The stay ~n
Egypt was prolonged by a serious illness of his wife.
1937.

Athens, Olympia, Sunium, Delphi.

1940, 1947, 1952.

Somerset, Paget, etc.

1955, 1956, 1957. He spent several spring months with
his oldest daughter,Harriot. (Mrs. Alfred Rive), and
her family. He made paintings in Dublin, Killiney,
and the Wicklow Hills •.
New Z~aland 1948 - 1952. He spent several months (months called, in
Massachusetts, mid-winter) with his oldest daughter,
Harriot (Mrs.Alfred Rive), and her family.
He made many paintings of the hills, shorelines, and
bays near .Wellington and Lowry Bay. He visited South
Island also.
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MECHANICS OF CATALOG PREPARATION
Two Classes of Serial Number
In preparing the catalog, We have assigned
serial numbers to the paintings. The assignments are arbitrary and, of course,
the entire set of assignments could be revised if this should become necessary.
Two classes of serial numbers are used:
Full serial number (often called merely serial numberl This is a number
that implies the key characteristics of the painting. Knowing just
the full serial number, one may infer at once the main features of
the painting. Conversely, on examining the painting one may at once
infer all, or nearly all, of the full serial number. Such number
is, necessarily, long. An example is: HW-Manch-2\22-18x22. The system
is explained in detail in a later paragraph.
HWS-GB serial number This is a number that applies to a set of very small
watercolor landscape paintings made by CSH in England in 1890 while he was
still a Harvard College undergraduate.
The symbols comprise the series
'
HWS-GB-1, HWS-GB-2, etc., where the succefisive letters stand for Hopkinson,
watercolor, small, and Great Britain.
Difficulties in finding simple methods of organizing the full serial numbers
One might expect that the cataloguers would pay attention, first, to the date of
execution of the painting. That is, one might expect them to arrange the paintings
in chronological order. Unfortunately this is not feasible. Most of the paintings
are not dated, and often there is no reliable way )Of estimating the exact year of
a painti~.
(See also a later discussion of dates.
One might expect the paintings to have formal names, and one might then
propose that the paintings be listed alphabetically by name. In fact, very few
ha ve names.
One might expect that the artist's records would somehow provide a basis
for organizing the paintings. Unfortunately ~he artist left very few records -few concerning his portraits and almost none concerning his watercolors.
Additional complications are: (1) some of the paintings are incomplete,
but of excellent quality, (2) some are incomplete and of dubious quality,
(3) some fail to fill the entire paperboard or canvas, so that the dimensions of
the paintings are smaller than those of the paperboard or canvas, (4) in many
instances the artist made paintings on both faces of a paperboard or canvas,
(5) in many instances little or nothing is known as to the ownership or
whereabouts of the painting, (6) the various views from Hopkinson House in
Manchester were painted dozens of t1me~ I thus there are dozens of paintings
that are much alike (alike in form, even if differing in color, mood, etc.).
The cataloguers' 'main strategy, in organizing the paintings, is to employ
characteristics that are apparent entirely from the painting itself and are objectively determined. That is, the decisions are clean-cut -- not dependent on
artistic judgment of color or spirit or design. (There are some exceptions.)

Sequence of Symbols
In this catalog, the symbols are arranged in two large groups:
Symbols of watercolor landscapes
These include landscapes, seascapes, still life paintings, etc.
all in watercolor.
Symbols of oil landscapes
Here we include, actually, not only oil ~andsca~es, seascapes, and
still life paintings, etc., but also paintings in other media,
e.g., tempera, gouache.

Indicated below is the set of criteria for sequencing the watercolor
landscapes. The same set is employed in the sequencing of oil landscapes.

First criterion:

Location of scene depicted .. Specifically:

USA

Manchester, Mass.
Ipswich, Mass.
Mass., other
Cornish, NH
New Hampshire, other
Maine
Hawaii
USA, other

Abbreviation
Manch
Ips
Mass
Cornish
NH

Maine
Hawaii
USA

Canada
Bermuda

Canada
Bermuda

Canada
Bermuda

Europe

Ireland
Norway
Europe

Egypt

Ireland
N orwa.v
Europe, other
Egypt

Egypt

New Zealand

New Zealand

NZ

Land, other

Land, other -- whe:ther or
not the location is
identifiable
Ocean with boats but no
land

Land

Still life; no suggestion
of any specific place,
no boats

STL

Ocean
Still life etc.

Ocean
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Second criterion: four-digit code of subject matter:
First digit:
Number of persons discernible. For none, one, and
more than one, we use the numbers 0, 1, 2.
Second digit: Number of houses, sheds, churches. bathhouses,
barns, office buildings, etc. (But not tents.)
For none, one, or more than one, we use 0, 1, 2.
Third digit:. Sum of ocean number and boat number, but never more
than 2. Ocean number 1s 1 for ocean or salt-water bay and 0 when
there is no body of salt water. Boat numberis 1 whenthere is
one boat afloat on salt or fresh water, and 2 whenthere are two
or IlOreboats afloat.
It is zero for boats on dry land.
Fourth digit: Number of segments of horizon-at-ocean discernible.
To qualify as separate segments, a solid body of land (island,
peninsula, or rocky cliff, etc.) must intervene -- not merely clouds,
leaves, tree trunks, persons, sailboats, or the like. For no segment,
one segment, more than one segment,we use 0, 1, 2.
Thh-d. criterion: height; "that,is, the vertical
dimension of exposed
area of painting, to nearest half-inch. If the painting is framed by
"a mat or wooden frame, one should deal just with the exposed area.
Otherwise one should deal with the entire extent of the sheet (unless
the painting clearly falls short of filling it -- in which case one
should use the extent of filled area only).
Fourth cri terion: \~idth:
horizontal dimension of exposed area.

EXAMPLE OF FULL SERIAL NUMBER
It is explained as follows:

Consider this one: HW-Manch-2122-18x22.

Hopkinson ~atercolor
Manchester, Mass., scene
\
Two or more persons shown
One house shown
One ocean and ~
or more boats shown
f ~Two
regions where an ocean horizon is shown
~
Height and width, in inches.
\
HW-Manch-2122.t8x22

"\ft;
\

I

)

The symbols are arranged by location (Manch, Ipswich, Mass other,etc.),
then numerically. For example,
HW-Manch-OOOO-18x22
HW-Manch-l0l0-12x18
HW-Manch-2000-24y)6
HW-Ips-0010:'~:xl)
HW-Ips-0012-1R:x~4
HW-Ips-0012-2Ox£.4
The entries having symbols of the HWS-GB family are situated immediately
preceding the entries for oil paintings.

__

~----------------------_.

._-------------------
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Establishing

the dates of paintings

Only about 10% of Hopkinson's watercolor and marine-scene
incl ude dates.

paintings

The dates of other such paintings have been determined by several methods:
If the painting was made in some distant place, the date of the painting
could be found by findingthe date of Hopkinson's trip to that place.
The dates of his trips are well known and are incltrled, for example,
in an unpublished biography, by one of us (W.S.), of Joan Hopkinson
Shurcliff. The dates of the trips are well known to Hopkinson's
daughters and to some of their children. The dates of the main trips
are listed on a previous page of the present catalog.
If the painting was made at Manchester (where' Hopkinson spent much of his
time' throughout 60 years), often no exact year can be specified.
However, strong clues may exist:
(a) recognizing certain figures
in the painting (Hopkinson daughter~ when young and small, for example)
and estimating their age, one can estimate the date of the painting,
(b) recognizing certain trees that fell tn__
storms.of known date or
died and were cut-down at known times,one may find the approximate year
of the painting, (c) recognizing certain configurations of rocks on the
wave-battered shore, and knowing when certain storms drastically changed
the configurations, one may estimate the year of the painting.

If the painting has a definite style, a person familiar with the progressive
changes in his style, decade by decade, can make a rough estimate of
the year of the painting. Several of the Hopkinson daughters have
great familiarity with the various styles he adopted over the years.

In the individual write-ups of individual paintings, we have given some
indication of theTel iability, or accuracy, of the date given. For example,
a date "1940" may be taken as correct; a date ".-1940h may be off by a few years;
a date" ""'1940 - 1950" implies wide uncertainty.
In nearly all cases where the dates were estimated, the estimates were
made by JHS.
Si~ature
Most, but not all, of CSH's high-quality paintings are signed.
Usually the signature is in the left or right lower corner.
Often the signature consists merely of "Hopkinson."s
Hopkinson" or "C. Hopkinson".

ornet.lmes "Charles

Often, on marine watercolor paintings, he incltrled, between the C and the H,
a symbol suggestive of a small sailboat, thus: C.4.I-\.

i

On rare occasions he included with the signature, the (l.ateand an
indication of the location.

12.

Dossier System
The cataloguers have created a set of folders containing
basic and detailed information. Usually there is one folder for each painting.
For a painting about which there is much information, the folder may contain
a photograph of the painting and information as to approximate date of painting,
ownership, location, etc.
Cartoons
The catalog contains, for many paintings, a small cartoon-like
sketch of the painting in question. The cartoon (easily prepared, easily
reproduced) is intended merely to show the general shape and layout of the
paintings; there is no intent to indicate the full character or beauty of the
painting. Persons desiring a fuller impression of the painting should examine
the photograph (if any) in the pertinent folder, or examine the painting itself.
Photographs Many of the photographs were taken by the cataloguers and are
in color. However,the quality is often poor because (1) they were taken very
hurriedly, without adequate light, (2) often they were taken from an off-center
location in order that glossy reflections from the painting or its glass cover
would not badly impair the resulting image. In very few cases are the
photographs of good enough quality to show the true beauty and merit of the
painting itself.
Labeling of paintings
In some cases the cataloguers have applied a serial
number to the painting itself-- on the back of the painting, usually. In some
cases a complete information sheet has been secured to the back of the painting.
Accuracy
In no case should anyone place full reliance on the information
presented in the catalog. Mistakes are present. Also, ownerships, locations,
etc., change from time to time.

Acknowledgments
We are much indebted to many persons for help in
preparing this catalog. Many persons have helped us to examine the Hopkinson
paintings in their possession and helped by supplying information concerning
ownership, locations, etc.
Abbreviations
Persons

CSH
EH

EHB
HHR

IH
JHS

MHT
WS

Charles
Elinor
Elinor
Harriot

Sydney Hopkinson
Hopkinson (wife of CSH)
.Hopkinson "Barr (Elly)
Hopkinson Rive (Happy)

Places
Ips

Ipswich, MA
Manchester,
MA
Manch
New
Zealand
NZ

Other
Isabella Halsted (Ibby)
Joan Hopkinson Shurcliff
Mary Hopkinson Thompson (MalY)
William A. Shurcl1ff

HDD

Hopkinson daughters and
other descendants
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PAINTINGS

HW-Manch-0000-10~14
.~ 1920 - 1935. 3-inch-wide white mat.
No f rame, no g 1 ass. S.19ne d "C H" l'nlO'.Terrl'ght corner.
Manchester marsh near White Beach and Kettle Cove.
View from near White Beach causeway, looking north .
Marsh, two telegraph poles, portion of roadway at right.
Hills beyond. Yellow color predominates.
Owned by JHS. In her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/1/88 inspection and photo)

4t

HW-Manch-0000-11xl
- 1940. 3"-wide black mat, 1"-wide black frame. Glass.
No signature.
One large sumac tree, with upper right foliage orange-yellow,
some left foliage blue, lower right foliage yellow.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME, in lowest room.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

N1930

HW-Manch-0000-12x19
1920-1950. No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
On back is stamped: "Charles Hopkinson Estate 1962 HHR"
View of marshes (yellow) and green hills beyond, at location
NNW of Little Crow Island and White Beach, Manchester.
At lower right a creek bed is visible; but no water.
Massive tree foliage at left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection &~photo.)
On back: HW-Europe-0200-12x19. View of Lake Como,
Italy. In foreground, near-horizontal tree trunk.
This painting is incomplete, not worth cataloging, and
.~
h., not b"n cataloged.

HW-Manch-0000-14x21
c 1945-1955. 4-inch-wide white mat. No frame, glass, or
date. No signature. On back there is the legend: "Sunlight
in the Woods, #C-l144".
View of many slanting tree trunks and heavy green foliage
in deep woods at Sharksmouth Estate. Upward-curving
red-brown band, probably a path, at lower right.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0000-14tx21
1930-1940. 3"wide white mat'No frame or glass.
Signed "Charles Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
Shows a large impressive sumac tree, and little else.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME. In folder
on second floor.
(\ITS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-0000-14tx21
Windmill Pond
.About 1930.
Mat and frame (?). Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower left corner.
View of small pond, Windmill Pond, between ocean-front
cliff and Hopkinson House hill in Manchester.
Reddish-brown near-vertical rock reflected in murky
water of pond.
No ocean visible: it is hidden by the rock:
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 1989 gift fran IlOther.
At Hopkinson HoUSel~lexcept when away at an: exhibition).
and in the winter 1988-1989 Danforth Museum exhibition.
(WS 1986 inspection. professional photo.)

HW-Manch-OOOO-14tx21t
1938
5"-wide mat, l}"-wide gold-colored
sculptured frame. Glass. Signed and dated "Hopkinson '38"
in lower right corner.
Manchester marsh, with hills and shadows in background.
Foreground includes stone wall (of small bridge) at
left and pole at center. No creek visible.
Back of framed painting contains legend "Afternoon
Light".
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 6/25/86 inspection and photo.)

HW-Manch-0000-14tx21}
i-in. white mat, i-in. wood frame.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left. No date.
Trees and foliage, presumably adjacent to a driveway or pai
at Sharksmouth estate. Large boulder at lower center,
Bare near-white tree trunk above. Pale orange foliage at
upper left. No visible road, path, or ocean.
Owned by Alice Saltzman. At her home in Costa Mesa, CA.
(Dec. 1988 photo and data from Arthur Saltzman.)

HW-Manch-OOOO-15x20~
No mat, frame, glass, or date.
Signed
"Hopkinson" in lower left.
Forest scene at
Manchester, with blue-green, green, and yellow leaves
of Permsylvania maple in foreground, brown carpet
of leaves etc. below, Sane purple at lower right.
Tree trunks in background.
Chmed by T. A. Halsted; 1989 gift fran IH. At his hane.
(WS 7/3/89 photo. Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

IS-

fM-Manch-OOOO-15x22
Neil 47 A
(Date?)
No mat, signature, or date.
View of deep woods, with massive pine-tree trunks
and strong flaring shadows on the ground. Large blue
bouldrrs. Speckled yellow-orange areas at lower left
and lower right.
Ownedby Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift fran mother, IH.
At Moore hane in Maine.
(WS '88 choto; EHM'90 photo.)

On back: HW-Manch-0110-15x22. View of
terrace gardens at Hopkinson House.

HW-Manch-0000-15x22
No mat signature,
or date.
In lower left
corner "Pro~y
of Isabella
Halsted" is inscribed
in her handwriting.
View of great array of rocks at Sharksmouth Cliff.
Orange-red rocks.
No indication
of ocean or
shrubs.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran mother.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(1990 T. A. H. photo.)

H'ifManch- 0000-15x22
c 1945 - 55. Signed "C. H.
Hopkinson" in lower left.
No mat or date. Green lawn, with tall tree trunks at
left and a profusion of lofty yellow, orange, and green
autumn foliage at right. Clear blue sky area at left of
upper center. A rich warm scene.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted;
(WS 12/3/88 photo. T.

1989 gift fran IH. At his hane.
A. H. PhQto of 1990.)

m.r -Manch- 0000-15x22.!.
No mat, signature, or date.
View of Manchester Marsh, yellow-orange in color. Gentle
green hill beyond. In foreground, hedges and stonewall,
with elm tree at right.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 12/1/88 photo.)

f {,
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HW-Manch-OOOO-15tx11t.
r-1925 - 1935.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
Is on back of HW-Manch-1otx1/Ji, which has 2-inch
whi te mat.
View of deep pine woods, with two jagged rocks in
foreground.
Near roadway between Hooper House arid
barn of Sharksmouth Estate. Deep green shadows.
Smooth deep blue sky. Owned by JHSj at her Cambridge home
(WS 4/13/88 inspection)
On back, HW-Manch-0010-1otx1/Ji. View of
Dana Island and ocean, with two huge rounded
boulders in foreground.

HW-Manch-OOOO-15tx22
4"-wide mat. No frame or glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
View of valley in woods: woods at Manchester,
probably. Valley (pathway) leads to the left
from right foreground. Large tree trunks at right.
Region of yellow in center middle distance.
Owned by HDD.
In Hopkinson House library.
(W~873/86 inspection.)
Appraised in 1986 by R. C. Vose Jr. at moderate value.

HW-Manch-OOOO-15tx22
"'" 19iO. No mat, frame, or signature.
View of Hopkinson House lower lawn and stone retaining
wall, with hard ~ne tree at center and sumach at right.
Slender pole leaning against wall. Painting appears
incomplete. Ocean, implied, not shown.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 6/27/86 inspection & photo.)
On back, painting of single large symmetric
conical white pine tree. Not interesting.
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HW-Manch-0000-15tx22t
No mat or frame. Signed "Charles Hopkinson"
in 10lEr right.
Flat green lawn, with row of tall trees beyond.
Probably at Manchester. Orange-red foliage at right
of center, conifer at left of center. Red-black
foliage at extreme left. Shadows on very.green lawn.
Owned by Somers Hayes Sturgis family. At their home
in Cambridge. (WS Dec. 1987 inspection & photo.)

..
~
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:
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On back:

:, .....

HW-Maine-0010-15tx22t. Tidal bay" near So.
Berwick, Maine (?). Canoe
on pier or float at left.
1i:L'
~-.- .

HW-Manch-0000-16x23
~1920-1930.
No mat, frame, or signature.
A vague dreamy scene of yellow, orange, and red autumn
foliage along driveway just north of Stone House at
Sharksmouth estate. Black tree trunks at left and right.
Owned b)'JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WAS 7/3/86 inspection)
THIS IS ON BACK OF HW-Manch-0010-16x23, a painting showing
flaming red cliffs on Dana Island, and ~'ellow cliffs in foreground.

HW-Manch-0000-16tx22
c 1945 - 1955. No mat or frame or glass.
Signed "Charles Hopkinson" in lower left.
Autumn foliage in Manchester woods: yellow, orange, red.
Green pine at right. Very dark area at left. The flat
ground, center, is covered with~elLow and orange leaves.
Owned by IffiR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87
inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-OOOO- 161- x?2
"Garden at Manchester"
Signed "Hopkinson" at lower left. 1-10 c:lat~.
1-in.-wide white mat, 2-in.-wide gold frame.
View of slender curving grassy terrace SW of
Hopkinson House, with stone wall prominent at right
and shrubs at left. In baCkground, 10 or 15 slender
dark tree-trunks.
Owned by Mary Clance •.
Ather home in Vineyard Haven,
MA. Included in 1988 Danforth Museum show.
(Color photo lent by owner to L. Lipton and viewed
by WS on 8/29/88. WS Sept 1988 photo.)

''is
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HW-Manch-OOOO-17x22
c 1945-1955.
No mat, frame, signature, date.
Lush forest scene at Sharksmouth Estate. Blue-purple
driveway at lower center. Row of great pines at right.
Orange area in center of painting. green boughs above.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (WS 5/22/87
inspection & photo.)
On back: HW-Ireland-1000-17x22,
featuring
large spherical copper bee<h tree at left.
Person barely visible to right of tree •

•~~.
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HW -Manch-OOOO- 21tx14"
4-inch-wide brown mat, 1-inch-wide graybrown frame. Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" bottom center.
No date.
View of woods at Manchester. Boulders in center foreground.
Vaguely-drawn tree-~runk at left and also at right. Curved
tall tree at center. Foliage predominantly yellow and brown.
Owned by Frances Eliot Fremont-Smith7 niece of CSH.
Received from him as a gift.
At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 1/9/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-0000-21txl4t
)"-wide white mat. No frame, signature.
Trees and foliage in deep woods, presumably at Manchester.
Many tree trunks at right. Coarsely drawn orange, red, and
purple structure at lower left. Yellow foliage upper left.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/27/86 inspection &~photo.)

HW-Manch-OOOO-21tx15
5"-wide mat,l"-1:lid'6\.
silver colored frame. Glass.
Signed lower right corner/•.
Tall trees flanking ClLf"Vec1
driveway near 3tone Hou'E
in Manchester. Stone wall at
left. Much Yellow-orange f~Liage.
Owned by
.
In living room of Cottage on Shelving Rock Trust property.
(WS 1986 photo & inspection)

1'1

HW-Manch-0000-22tx1)i
No mat, frame, or signature.
Manchester woods scene, featuring two large blue-gray
tree trunks;, red foliage of sumac.'
Owned by, and at Cambridge home of, the Somers Hayes
Sturgis family.
(WS Dec. 1987 inspection & photo.)
On back:

HW-Manch-0010-1)ix22t.
View of Manchester
coast from Sturgis estate, looking
southwest. Big tree-trunk at left.

HH-Manch-0010- )ix9".
called "Trees and Rocks".
2-inch-wide white mat, 1-inch black frame.Glass.
Inscribed and signed "To Beth with affection, CSH."
View of coast, looking west from Hopkinson House.
Yellow and brown wooded promontories. Blue sea.
No island, boat, or ocean horizon.
Owned by Rosalind Appel Ritchie. At her home in
Narberth, PA.
(Per Itr. of 1/14/87 from owner. Photo accompanied Itr.)

HW-Manch-0010(?)-6tx30•
/\.-1930-1950. No mat. 1"-wide gray frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
Sharksmouth cliff in foreground, Dana Island beyond.
Little or no foliage. Monochrome gray-blue. No horizon.
Owned by ERE. At her,home in Cornish, ME; in living room.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-001o-7 x 9" (sight)
Signed "c.4, H" in lower left.
Scene of wild waves west of Bathhouse Point at Sharksmouth
Estate. At lower left, jagged rock or cliff projecting up
to the right. Large dark rocky mass at upper right. Wild
waves and foam fill most of the rest of the area. No horizon.
Owned by Edith Stanton. At her home in New York City.
(Per her 11/15/87 ltr. &: photo to WS.)

~o

HW-Manch-0010-9x11
""1920 - 1940. 2"-wide mat. No frame or signature.
View of coastal roc¥~ (and ocean) just east of
Sharksmouth cliff near Hopkinson House. Low tide.
Seaweed-covered rocks appear dark. Nearer rocks and
ledges are snow-covered,with deep blue shadows.
Small area of ocean visible at upper left. No boat,
no horizon.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 6/27/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-0010-9x12
No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower right corner.
View of fallen tree, with Sharksmouth cliff beyond.
At left, a lone hard-pine tree, with red sumac foliage
to right of it. Sharksmouth cliff itself is white.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 7/8/86 inspection & photo.)

...../~:1o:"(q,O_

HW-Manch-0010-9x1J
~19JO - 1940. J-inch-wide white mat. No signature or date.
View southwest from Sharksmouth estate. Deep blue ocean
dominates. Dana Island, at extreme left, is barely visible
beyond light-colored deciduous trees in foreground. At
right, yellow beach and pink
sand spit. Distant
featureless land visible along uppermost portion of the
painting. All areas except the blue ocean are pale.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambrid.,:;e.
(WS 5/12/88 inspection & photo.)

.....
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HW-Manch-0010-9tx1J
2-inch-wide white mat. No date. Signed "C j,H"
in lower right.
View of stormy ocean, with much foam. Jagged black and
brown rocks in foreground. Many small light-colored
spots. (Blemishes? Or snowflakes?)
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/1J/88 inspection & photo.)
On back, HW-Manch-0021-10x14. Blue ocean and boat
sales at right. Green trees at extreme left.
Most of the picture area is occupied by large
dramatic cliffs and rocks, pink, brown, and deep
purple-- The Sharksmouth cliff area.

'.
HW-Manch-0010-9tx13
~1920 - 1935. 2-inch-wide white mat. No date or signature.
Winter scene at Manchester: view of Dana Island (in deep
blue-purple) framed by a slanting pine tree at left.
In foreground, pink ledge and white snow.
No ocean horizon; no demarcation between ocean and sky.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection & ptotc.)
On back: incomplete sketch of two women seated
between the two piazzas of Hopkinson House.
HW-Manch-0010-9tx13
"-"1930.
5"-wide mat. No f£ame, glass, or signature.
V~ue dreamy colorful painting of view toward the west
from Hopkinson House. Deep green shadows on lawn in
foreground. At left a nearly bare hard pine tree with
orange foliage. Dana Island vaguely visible. Red
promontory at upper right. No people, boats, horizon.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(ws 7/1/86 inspection & photo.)

ffi'f-Manch-0010-9tx1}t
c 1930-1940.
2-inch-wide gray mat, t-inch-wide gray
frame. Glass. S~gned "C .4.. Hopkinson" in lower left.
No date.
View toward NE from Sharksmouth Estate, showing White
Beach in winter. Blue water in foreground and also in
baCkground, beyond beach and strip of land.
Owned by Frances Bragg. In her home in Cambridge, MA.
(WAS 5/10/87 inspection & photc.)

HW-Manch-0010-9tx1}t
-2-inch-wide gray mat, t-inch-wide
brown frame. Glass. Signed "C
Hopkinson:' in
lower left.
Winter scene of coast just northeast of the Sharksmouth
Estate. At left is ~hite Beach, with Kettle Cove barely
visible beyond. Hyde Cox promontcry at right.
Owned by Frances Bragg. At her home in Cambridge.
Purchased by her in the 1970s.
(Oral information from owner on 5/10/87. Photo.)

HVI-Manch-0010-9tx14
Ne.llS"i
1925 - 19:35.No mat, signature, or date.
View of two or three gigantic orange-colored rocks
near Sharksmouth Cliff at Manchester, with bare black
tree-trunk at left. Tan-colored pool of wa"\er
.
(Windmill pond) in foreground. Green area at lower r1ght.
No island or horizon.
Ovmedby Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift fran mo~er, IH.
At Moore hane in Maine. (WS '88 ohoto, EHM 90 ohota.)

On back: .painting of dark green trees and
lawn, with an urn visible at right.

HW-Manch-0010-10x9~.
No mat, frame, glass,
date, or signature.
View of Dana Island in a calm deep blue sea.
At
right there is a single pine tree with bent trrmk.
Dull green foliage
in foreground.
Upper part of
sky is pale blue-green;
lower part is gray.
Ovmedby T. A. Halsted;
1989 gift fran IH.
At his hane.
(l~ 7/4/89 photo.'
Al!';OT. A.H. 1990 photo.)
~-Manch-0010-10x13~
No mat, frame, glass,
date, or signature •
. View of Dana Island.
Black trrmk of bent pine tree
bisects .the island.
Near-white beach and pranontory
at right.
Green areas at upper right,
and in foreground.
Deep blue water, with sane ocean swells.
No ocean
horizon.
Ovmedby T. A. Halsted;
1989 gift fran IH. At his
hane.
(WS7/3/89 photo.' Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
On back:

incanplete

sketch of SDfa etc.

HW-Manch-0010-10x1]t
~1925 - 19:35. 2-inch-wide white mat. No date or signature.
View toward southwest from Hopkinson House, showing two
stone walls of terraces (curved wall at left, straight wall
at right, with ocean and three blue-gray promontories
at upper left. Large green tree at center. Featureless
near-white ocean.
Owned by JHS. Ather home in Carnbridge.
(WS 4/1:3/88 inspection & phOto.)
On back, an incomplete sketch 6f shore, pool,
ocean, sailboat, and distar.t hills.

,,

HW-Manch-0010-10x14
(CBH fI 61)
No mat, signature, or date.
View of coastal cliff and adjacent partly-submerged rocks
at Sharksmouth Estate. Vaguely drawn dull green foliage
at lower right. Tree branch visible at upper center.
Smooth gray-magenta area at lower left. No island or
ocean horizon.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his "hOmein California.
(WS12/1/88 photo;
CHH1989 photo.)

ffiv-Manch-0010-10x14

(CHH# 31)
Signed "C. H." in lower right.

No date,

no mat.
large view of Dana Island, with no background and no
foreground.
The island is pale orange and magenta,
capped by two rust-colored
tree clumps. To the left
of them is green-black foliage.
The sky is pale
orange.
In the foreground, the sea is indicated only
by a few broad pale blue lines.
A delicate
highly
stylized painting.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)

HW-Manch-0010-10x14
19)0 - 1040. )-inch-wide white mat. No signature or
date.
View looking southwest from Hopkinson House,
at Sharksmouth estate. The center of the painting is
dominated by a thick bare brown trunk of a hard pine
tree. The left half of the picture is occupied by the
zebra-like pattern of sumac trees. At upper right the
blue ocean is indicated in a token way. Yellow-gray
lawn at lower right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 5/12/88 inspection & photo.)
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On back, incomplete sketch of Hopkinson Hou&e
piazzas.
HW-Manch-0010-10x14
No mat, frame, or signature.
Romanticized view of Dana Island (dramatic lighting,
with magenta and blue colors and red foliage atop)
seen through the yellow foliage of many small pine
trees in foreground. Red cliff at lower center.
Qwned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/27/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-0010-1Ox14
No mat, frame, or glass. Signed "C.H." in
lower right corner.
A low-key, pale, painting of Dana Island, with pale
green-and-yellow foliage in center; at right, foliage
is pale arid lace-like. Pine tree at left. No horizon.
Owned by EHB.' At her home in Cornish, ME. On second
floor, in folder.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

1\..--1925-19:35.

HW-Manch-001
0-1Ox14
Ne ..tl 5'5""
No mat(?). No signature or date
Broad view to the southwest from Sharksrrouth
estate, showing distant land and prorn:>ntories
as well as a portion of Dana Island at extreme
left. Deciduous trees in foreground and at right.
No rocks and no cliffs
visible.
Calm pale blue
water, flat yellow-orange sky.
All foliage and
islands are brown in color.
<Mned by Elinor H. M::x:>re.1989 gift fran rrother, IH.
At M::x:>re
hane in Maine.
(1990 EHMphoto.)

HW-Manch-0010-10x14
c 19)0-40. No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of shore, ocean, and distant pale-tan promontory,
probably at Manchester.
A symmetric evergreen (spruce
or pine?) dominates the center of the painting. Reddish
patches at lower right, yellow area at lower left. Ocean
is pale, with no one hue dominating.
Owned by HHR. At her home in ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
Note: CQuld this be a scene in Maine, rather than
Manchester?
ffii-Manch-0010-10x14
)-in.-wide white mat with 1/2 in.
black frame. Glass. Signed "C. H." in lower right.
Inscription on back reads: "Date uncertain. 19)Os?
1940s? The Cove, Manchester, Mass.". View of coast
at Sharksmouth estate, Manchester.
View toward west.
View from a location near Shore Path near the
Sharksmouth cliff. At center, bright blue area of
water. Bright green pine tree at left. No people,
houses, islands, or ocean horizon •.
Owned by P. Pezzati; received as gift from CSH.
At his home in Needham, MA.
(WS 11/29/88 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-0010-lD. \if
About 1918. Signed CH in lower left.
CcJ{eoI'" Cove." "
View of White Beach, Manchester.
Rocky ledge
in left foreground. Clump of trees at upper
right.
Hills in background.
A vague scene,
. with no sharp delineation.
Included in 1919 :.hOlJat Worcester Art Museum.
Purchued(?) by Mrs. GardineT M. Lane of Manchester.
Inherited
by her daughter Katha'Y'ine Lane Weems.
Given in 1989 by her executors to the Boston
Athenaeum. At the Athenaeum.
(S-22.
Also B&Wphoto. by Boston Athenaeum staff.)

HW-Manch-0010-l0x14
Wt.Ll :;'1
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
No mat or date.
View toward west, from Sharksmouth
Estate shore path, with dim yellow sun setting
over
massive promontory (Bathhouse pOint).
Much glare on water.
No foreground foliage,
island,
or ocean horizon.
Many
small rocks at lower right.
Silhouette
of distant
tree
at upper right.
Owned by Elinor H. Moore.
'89 gift from mother, IH.
At her home in Maine.
(WS 1988 photo;
EHM1990 photo.)

HW-Manch-0010-l0x15
No mat, signature,
or date.
View, at sunset, toward southwest from Sharksmouth
estate.
Dark rocks and ledges and pranontories,
vaguely delineated.
Orange sky.
Rough area of
sea at extreme left.
No foliage visible.
Owned by T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift from mother.
At Halsted home in Manchester.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
HW-Manch-OOl
0-1 Ox18
Nell 5"g
No mat, signature,
or date
Simple sketch of shore at Manchester, with smooth
rounded ledge in foreground and prarontory
in
background.
In left foreground, a single pine
trunk with one branch extending to the right.
Calm blue sea.
The painting colors are mainly
red-brown, with yellow foliage.
Owned by Elinor H. l-bore.
1989 gift fran mother, IH.
At the l-bore home in Maine.
(1990 EHMphoto.)
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~f~-Manch-0010-10~x14
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
White mat.
View of Dana Island amid a stormy gray-green sea.
Wild waves and much foam. Dana Island is dark
gray-green.
Very dark green trees in left and right
foreground.
No rocks or cliffs
visible.
No ocean
horizon.
Forbidding gray sky.
Owned by John Rive.
At his hare in Manila.
(1988 Itr. and photo fran John Rive.)

.~
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HW-Manch-OOl 0-1 otx14
1940 - 1950. 4"-wide white mat. No signature, no
frame.
View to west, from Sharksmouth estate, as the
setting sun is close to the horizon. All portions of
the paintings lack de tailed features. Near-black hill
at upper right, near-black hillock at left, on
promontory.
Lower part of sky is pale blood red. Slender
pink-white area of glare on water. No island is visible
and no ocean horizon.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/1/88 inspection & photo.)
.
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.HW-Manch-0010 -lotxl4t
~1925-35.
2-inch-wide white mat. No frame or date.
Signed "Hopkinson" i.nlower right.
View of White Beach, Manchester, with green island at
right, brown hill at far left. Small bit of ocean
visible at lower right. View looking northeast.
Owned by JHS. Ather home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection & photo.)
On back, beginnill€s of a sketch of cliff, ocean,
and pine tree.

HW-Manch-0010-lotxl4t
1925-35. J-inch-wide white mat, i-inch-wide white
frame. Glass. Signed ItC.l..
Hit in lower left.
Winter ~cene. Dana Island, with dark purple rocks,
heavy snow cover, and encircling band of exposed
brown seaweed. In foreground, snow-covered cliffs
and pine trees with yellow-green foliage. Large
expanse of deep blue water. At top, distant strip of
land. No ocean horizon.
Owned by Susan M. putnam (Mrs. John W. Putnam).
In her home in Concord, MA.
(JHS 1987 inspection; WS photo.)

::0

HW-Manch-0010-1otx14f
~1925 - 1950. two-inch-wide shite mat. No date or
~iignature. View of Dana Island (upper left) and
distant promontories (upper right), with two huge
rounded boulders in foreground.
No vegetation
visible in foreground.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection & photo.)

On back, HW-Manch-0000-15tx11t.
Signed "Hopkimlon" in lower left.
View of deep pine woods, with
two jagged rocks in foreground.
Near roadway between Hooper House
and barn at Sharksmouth Estate.

ffiI -Manch-0010-1otx'1.5.

----

2t-inch-wide white mat, 1-inch-wide wood frame.
Glass. No date or signature.
Winter scene: Dana Island covered with deep snow. Ocean is
whitish blue. No land or trees in foreground. No ocean
horizon. Pale blue sky changing to pale magenta near horizon.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/16/88 :inspection & photo.) Incl. in Danforth '88 show.
HW-Manch-0010-11x14
(CHH # 87)
No signature, date or frame.
View of coast fran southeast corner of SharksllOuth
estate. At lower left, gigantic daned red-brown
rock or ledge. At right, gently sloping pink-red
ledge. Dana Island (gray-black) is barely visible at
upper right. At upper center, broad white dazzle
on rough deep blue sea, with gray-black distant land
dimly visible beyond. Dark gray-blue sky. No trees
or foliage viSblei no ocean horizon.
OIvned by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his IlOther.
At his home in California.
(1989 am photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-11x14
1925 - 1935 No mat or date. Signed "C. H." in lower
right. Called "Calm winter sunset" (per CSH note on back).
Wintertime view of coast to west of Sharksmouth Estate,
near sunset. Gold sky at upper center, with yellow
path-of-gold in Ocean. Red-brown color prodiminates
in background as well as foreground and middle ground.
Dana Island at left, promontories at right. Snow in
foreground.
A dreamy view. No sharp delineation.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 1989 gift fran IlOther.
(WS 12/2/88 inspection & photo.)
On back: Snow and tree in same mood as above.

HW-Manch-001
0-11 x14
/Vdt5'"
No mat (?).
No signature
or date.
View to south'vest from Hopkinson House, with
much greener~
at lower and right regions.
Dana
Island is a left,
with islands and promontories
beyond.
Calm pale blue water.
Flat pale
blue-green sky.
o.vned by Elinor H. Moore. 1989 gift fran mother,
At Moore Hone in Maine.
(1990 EHMphoto.)

IH

HW-Manch-0010-11
...15'
Ne.\.L S1--A
No mat(?),
no signature
or date.
View of deeply wooded shore region at Manchester.
At center,
a small region of red-brown
sloping
ledge is visible.
At left a small portion of calm
blue sea. Deep green foliage occupies most of the

area.
o.vned by Elinor H. Moore.
At Moore hane in Maine.
(1990 EHMphoto.)

1990 gift

fran mother,

IH.

On back:

HW-Manch-0010-11x15.
Sun setting
over pronontory
west of Sharksmouth estate.

HW-Manch-0010-11x15
Nell 52.
1945 - 1955.No mat, signature, or date.
View toward setting sun at coast at Sharksmouth
Estate. Large yellow sun at left, with green-black
foliage above. Dark brown hills at right. Turbulent
ocean at lower left. No house, island, or horizon.
The entire painting lacks delineation, with emphasis
on value and mood.
o.vned by Elinor H. Moore.
'89 gift fran mo~er, IH•.
At Moore hane in Maine. (WS •88 photo, EHM 90 photo. )

On back: an incomplete sketch of the same
coastline, with dark blue foliage and
an area of orange-red rocks at center.

-
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HW-Manch-0010-11x15
""1940 - 1950.
4"-wide white mat, 1"-wide black frame.
Signed "Hopkinson" middle bottom.
View to west, from Sharksmouth eatate, as the setting sun
is touching the horizon. Brown black rocky promontories
and distant hills are seen in silhouette, brownish black.
gun is a large yellow blur, with yellowish-green sky
surrounding it.
Owned .by'JHS. At her home in' Cambridge.
(WS 3/16/88 inspection & Ihoto.)

HW-Manch-0010-11xl5t
c 1930-1950. No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View' of yelJow-brown salt marshes, and distant blue-green
hills, north of White Beach, Manchester. Patch of blue
salt water in center. Tall green-blue tree at left, and
orange band along bottom. Pink roadwat at extreme right.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (WS 5/22/87 inspection
& photo.)
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HW-Manch-0010-11><15t
Nell 5"0
c 1930 - 40. No mat, signature, or date.
View of close-up, long breaking waves, and tumbling
surf, at coaElt of Sharksmouth Estate. The sea is bluepurple, with white glare at right. At left are low
ledges, red and deep purple. White foam occupies the
lower right. No ocean horizon. No islands.
Owned by Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift fran mother, IH.
At Moorehornein Maine. (WS'88 photo, EHM'90 photo.)
On back: HW-Manch-0010-11x15, view of wild
blue sea to southwest of Sharksmouth Estate,
with slender crooked pine tree at center.
._:=
-;::
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HW-Manch-0010-11xl5t
Nell :'-OA
c 1930 - 40. Signed "C.H." in lower right. No
mat or date. View of wild blue sea to the southwest
of the Sharksmouth Estate, with sun very low in sky
and producing a yellow dazzle nn the water. Dana Island
at left. In foreground, red ledge at left, blue ledge
at right. Slender crooked pine tree at center. No
house or ocean horizon.
o.med by Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift fran mother~ Ill ..
(WS'88 photo, EHM'90 photo.) At Moorehane ln l1alne.
On back: HW-Manch-0010-11xl5t.
View of massive
waves breaking on red and purple rocks.

HW-Manch-0010-11~x16
No mat, frame, glass, date, or signature.
View of Sharksnnuth Cliff and ooean at Manchester.
Jagged yellow cliff at left
SIlOOthyellow ledge at
right.
Huge:ted-black area, representing seaweed,
at center. Deep blue sea. Smoothpale blue sky.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted; 1989 gift fran IH. At his
hane.
(WS7/3/89 photo. Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
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HW-Manch-0010-12x1~"
1-inch-wide silver frame. Glass. No mat or.date.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
View of coast toward the southwest from the Sharksmouth
Estate. At left, Dana Island, which reddish band near
low-water--mark. Distant promontory, with no (?) ocean
horizon. Large simple ledge in foreground.
Owned by Thomas Hopkinson Eliot. In his home in Cambridge.
(WS 12/21/86 inspection & photo.)
J-M-Manch-0010-12x17
rv1940-50. }-inch-wide white mat. No date or signature.
View of long cliff, terminating with Bathhouse Point,
at Sharkf:mouth estate. In lower right, path and green
foliage. At left,.green water, with cliffs beyond.
Green trees visible beyond cliffs. No distant
.promontories; no island; no ocean horizon.
Owned byJHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection & photo.)
On back: incomplete sketch showing pale ledge
and a broad expanse of blue ocean.

HW-Manch-001D-12xl9"t". (Erroneously called "Egg Rock").
1952.
}-inch-wide white mat. t-inch-wide frame. Glass.
Inscribed "C. Hopkinson, to Beth, Oct. 1952".
View of Dana Island and and coast SW of Hopkinson House.
The Island looms large. Rocks and a few trees in foreground.
Several promontories and islands in background. No person,
house, boat, or ocean horizon.
Owned by Rosalind Appel Ritchie. At her home in Narberth,PA.
(Per ltr. of 1/14/87 from subject. Photo accompanied ltr.)

HW-Manch-0010- 12x21.
}-inch-wide white mat.
1-inch-wide
wood frame.Glass. Signed "c L H" in lower right.
View of smooth white tops of cliffs (snow-covered)
at Manchester shorefront, with glimp~ of pale
streaked ocean beyond; land in background; no ocean
horizon. At lower part of painting: orange cliff face.
At lower right: stippled dark blue area.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo;
WS 1987 inspection.)
.
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HW-Manch-0010-13x9 (CHH# 81)
No signature or date.
Matted or framed.
Winter scene at Sharksmouth estate.
Smooth white
snow in foreground. Small deciduous tree at right,
and smaller, darker tree at left,
adjacent to
pink ledge.
At upper left Dana Island is visble.
Pale calm blue sea.
No distant
land visible.
No
horizon visible.
A pale delicate
painting •
. Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)
HW-Manch-0010-13x19
About 1950 - 1960. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower
right.
4-in.-wide white lPa~, 1/4-in.-wide
gold frame.
View to southwest of knoll near Hopkinson House.
In foreground, blue ledge at right,
yellow foliage
at left.
Bare tree trunks at left and right •.
Pale blue sea, with no clearly indicated distant
land or ocean horizon.
Ownedby Mrs.Robert Howard (formerly Elizabeth
(Beth) Appel). Gift fran CSH. At Mrs. Howard's
hane in Wynnewood,PA.
(Photo received fran Mrs. Howard in 1989. )

~N-Manch-0010-13x22
No mat, signature,
or date.
Sunset scene. View looking southwest fran
::>!1arksrnouthestate.
Vaguely indicated brown
cmd brown-black pranontories
at lower right,
Yellow-and-silver-edged
clouds.
Bit of sea
visible
at lower left.
No foliage or ocean
i1orizon.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran mother.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

.--~--
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HW-Manch-0010-13x22
Netl43
No mat ( ?).
No signature or date.
Flaming red sunset seen fran Hopkinson House.
Dark green area (foliage,
or hill)
at lower
right.
Some islands or pranontories
dimly
visible
at lower left.
Large areas of orange
and red sky above and sane red glare fran
the ocean.
No ocean horizon.
Ownedby Elinor H. r-bore.
1989 gift fran mother,
At r-bore hane in Maine.
(EHM1990 photo.)
On back:

HW-Manch-0111-22x13
View fran Hopkinson House
piazza. Single column visible.

IH.
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HW-Manch-0010-1}tx%"
3t-inch-wide gray-brown mat, 1-inch-wide brown frame.
Glass. No signature, no date.
Winter scene at Sharksmouth Estate. View of Dana Island,
with open snow-covered area in foreground and one or two
small oak (?) trees beyond. Some big ripples visible in
nearest portion of ocean. No person, house, ocean horizon.
Owned by Marjorie Gibbon Masek. At her home in
Martha's Vineyard, MA.
(per March 1987 photo by J. Masek.)

HH-Manch-0010-1}tx16
~940-1950.
3-inch-wide white mat. No date or signature.
Vague, highly simplified painting of Dana I~lland, at left,
and,at rirsht,hillock wiihthree or four green tree~l.
Gray- black tree trunks barely visible at extreme left and
right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection & photo.)
On back, two incomplete paintings of Dana Island,
etc., with colorful tones.
HW-Manch-0010-1}tx19t
....
1925. - 1930. 4"-wide silver-colored mat, with
1"-wide natural-color wooden frame. Glass. S.1.gned "C.H."
in lower right corner.
View of coast to the west from Hopkinson House terrace.
In foreground, green glass of lawn and flower pot resting
on terrace stone '.retainingwall. Dana Island very pale:
pale yellow, pale magenta. Ocean (with no horizon) and
promontories pale gray. Near left center, an oak
tree of near-rectangular shape.
Owned by: JHS.
At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3(21/88inspection & photo.)

the painting was handed to Grogan
for its 5/21/91 auction.

On 3/8/91

&

Co.

HW-Manch-0010-1}tx21
1930-1940. 4"-wide mat, t"-wide brown frame. Glass,
No date. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
Red, yell?w, and orange fall foliage, and bare trunk
of hard p1.ne tree. at ocean-front in Manchester.
The ~e. trunk is about
.1/3 the way from right edge
of pa1.nt1.ng.Ocean visible at upper left. No horizon.
Owned by JHS. Ather home in Cambridge.
her Ipswich house.)
(WS 3/16/88 inspection & photo.)

(Earlier, at
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HW-Manch-0010(?)-13~x21~
4-in. mat. Frame. Glass.
-Signed "Hopkinson"in lower right.
No date.
Dana Island at upper center, with ocean waves
at right.
Lower right foreground includes yellow
areas, with greens and blues close beyond.
At lower left, red sumac.
Ownedby MaryClarke. At her hone in Vineyard
Haven, MA.
(Oct. 1989 info. fran Mary Clarke.)

HW-Manch-0010-1}ix21t.
~1920 - 19JO. J-inch-wide white mat. No frame or signature.
View of Dana Island from low-lying ledge near Hopkinson
House. Flaming red cliffs on the island, with bright
green luxuriant foliage. Yellow cliff in left foregroQ~d,
small red cliff in right foreground. Calm blue water.
Clear sky, bright blue above, yellow gray below.
A luxuri usly flam buoyant painting.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(ws J/J/88 inspection & photo. )6
HW-Manch-0000-1 x2J
On backl\a vague dreamy scene of yellow,orange
and red autumn foliage. Black tree trunks
at left and right. Along driveway just north of
Stone House at the
Sharksmouth estate '.
Manchester.

HW-Manch-0010-1}ix21t.
}-inch-wide white mat, 2-inch-wide wood frame,
glass. No date or signature.
Snow-covered Sharksmouth Cliff at Manchester. Several pine
trees. No ocean horizon. The ocean occupies only a small
portion of the painting.
Owned by Thomas and Ramelle Apams. At their home in Lincoln,MA.
(WS 11/30/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-14x9(CHH# 83)
No signature or date. Matted (framed?)
Coastal scentat Sharksmouthestate.
The blue ocean
is indicated only vaguely. Prominent are trees in
foreground: dark tree at lower right,
taller more
delicate tree at left.
Dark green foliage in
extreme foreground. A simple, pale, delicate,
suggestive painting.
Ownedby C.H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hane in California.
(CHH1989 photo.)

HW-Manch-0010-14xl0
No frame, signature, or date.
Winter scene at Manchester. Pink-red rocky ledge in
middleground. Small pine trees at left and right •.
Large snow-covered area in foreground. At upper left
is north end of Dana Island, pink-red. Pale blue calm
sea. At upper right, vaguely indicated power boat or
promontory.
No ocean horizon.
Owned by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.
At his home in Davis, CA.
(May 1987 photo. by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.)
HW-Manch-001D-14xl0
No frame. No signature or date.
View of ocean from Manchester estate. In foreground,
deciduous tree at left, pine tree at right. Dark
featureless area at extreme bottom. Ocean is pale
blue, but near featureless. No horizon.
Owned by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.
At his home in Davis, CA.
(May 1987 photo by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.)
On back is HW-Manch-OOll-l0x14

HW-Manch-001D-14xl0
(Date ?)
No mat, signature, or date.
Wintertime view, highly stylized, of coastal area at
Sharksmouth Estate.
The foreground consists of a plain
whi te snow area, with an area of gray-green shadow.
The middle-ground is occupied by trees -- most hard pine
trees -- that are uniformly green-gray in color. Dana
Island, at center, is a very pale purple-magenta, with
no detail indicated.
The ocean is white, with no detail.
The sky is a very pale uniform yellow.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 12/2/88 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-0010-14x17
S"-wide mat, l"-wide black frame. Glass.
Signed "C.H. in lower right corner.
View of shoreline west of Sharksmouth estate. Sharksmouth
rocks (pink) in foreground. Burst of spray in center.
Bathpouse Point and other promontories beyound. Waves
large and green. Rocks softly outlined.

,....1'(30-I' .. tJ.
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Owned .by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(~ 3/21/88 inspection & !=hoto.)
.

HW-Manch-0010-14x19
About 1940.
2!-in. white mat, 1-in. brown frame.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left•.
Autumn scene at Manchester.
Dana Islar.d at center,
Red and orange foliage in left foreground
and pine
three in right foreground.
Pale blue water. No
ocean horizon.
Owned by Mrs. Seymour Parsons (the former Olristina
Prentiss Baker, grc;oa.'t niece of CSH).
Received by
her in Oct. 1946 as a wedding present fran CSH.
At her home in West Hartford, cr.
(4/1/89 and 4/20-/89 itrs-. and photo from Mrs. Seymonr
Parsons. )
HW-Manch-OOl0-14x20
No mat, signature, or date.
View of coastal area southwest of Hopkinson House,
with pale orange-red cliff-tops at lower right and
vaguely-delineated,
pale-purple Dana Island at upper
left. Pale blue rough sea. No green foliage or ocean
horizon.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 12/1/88 photo.)
On back: Incomplete

sketch of sailboats.

HW-Manch-0010-14-20
3-inch-wide black mat. No frame or, glass.
Signed "Charles Hopkinson" in lower right.
View of big bright blurry setting sun, barely visible
above promontory west of the Sharksmouth estate.
Vaguely indicated waves, with some bright reflection of
the sun. Vaguely drawn brown rocks at right. No clear
indicatinn of trees or shrubs or horizon. A dreamy scene.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/9/88 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-OOl0-14x21
-1935.
2-inch-wide mat, 1-inch-wide silver-colored frame.
Glass. Signed "Charles Hopkinson" at lower left.
View toward west from shore at Sharksmouth, Manchester.
Much white surf at cliffs. Cliff-top in foreground.
Promontories in background.
No: persons, houses, boats,
islands, or ocean horizon.
Owned by Thomas and Ramelle Adams. At their home in Lincoln MA.
(WS 11/30/86 inspection & photo.)

•
HW-Manch-0010-14x21
,
]"-wide white mat, 1"-wide shite frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
View of saltmarsh and bridge near White Beach,
Manchester, in later afternoon sunlight. Water is flowing
• under the bridge. No telephone poles. no houses.
Ownedby ~H. At her homein Cambridge.
(WS8/19/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-14x21
1943 (or '45) 1/2-in. wood frame, 3";--inwhite mat.
Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson 1943"(or 1945) .
View of Dana Island, crowned with reddish-brown
bushes and one large green tree.
In foreground, pale
gray boulders and ledge. No vegetation.
At center,
calm blue water. No ocean horizon.
Ownedby Mary Clarke. At her hane in Vineyard Haven.
(WSO:t. 1989 inspection when painting was in
. Cambridge.)
HW-Manch-001
O-It! x21";No mat. Signed "Hopkison" in lower right.
View of long sloping ledge, or cliff, at SharksnDuth
estate. Orange-colored rock with b1ue-gray shadows.
Deep gray-blue rough sea. No greenery.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift from IIDther.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(1990 T.A.H. photo.)

HW
-Manch-0010-14x2tt"
4-inch-wide white mat, 1-inch-wide white
frame. Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
View of snow-covered Sharksmouth cliff in winter, with
slightly choppy green-blue water beyond. Slender tree
trunks at right and left. The cliff itself is magenta.
Ownedby Mr. & Mrs. ThomasBoylston Adams; at their
home in Lincoln, MA.
(WS2/22/87 inspection' & _'Photo. )
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HW-Manch-0010-'~~~2
Inscribed "'lb Roscurond,01" at lOWPI left.
Mat,frame,glass.View of brownManchestermarshes,
with small area of blue water in foreground,
portion of bridge visible at right,
distant hills
in the background.
Two telephone poles barely
visible at right.
Ownedby subject's daughter Mrs. Olristopher
Rendeiro, forrner~ PamelaRice. Gift from her
mother, Rosamond.
At owners hane in Harrrlen,cr ..
(1990 ltr. and photo fran Mrs. Rendeiro.)
HW-Manch-0010-14x22
Signed "Hopkinson"in lower left.
Viewtoward the west at Sharksmouthestate.
A sunset scene, with yellow glare enveloping the
sun. Reddish-brown shore and hills at right.
At center, large area of rough blue-green sea,
with sane reflected yellow sunlight.
No persons,
buildings, trees, shrubs. No ocean horizon.
Ownedby John Rive.
At his homein Manila.
(1988 ltr. and photo fran John Rive.)
HW-Manch-0010-14x22!
Mat. (?) •
Signed "Charles
Hopkinson" in lower right.
Winter scene at Manchester.
View of snowcovered Sharksmouth cliff
as seen from an
upper window of Hopkinson House.
Blue-green
water beyond.
No trees,
no ocean horizon.
Abstract.
Loosely brushed.
Given in 1989 (?) by HHR to Leah Lipton.
At her home 'in Wayland, MA (?)
(11/18/90
ltr.
& pencil sketch from Leah
Lipton)
HW-Manch-0010-1~xl1
(OIH # 65)
1920 - 1940. No mat, signature,
or date.
View of red sumac foliage
in front of green-blue
ocean
at Manchester.
Slender dark green pine tree at left.
No rocks or islands,
no ocean horizon.

Ownedby C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hQ~ in California.
(WS9/12/86 and 12/2/88 photos. am 1989 photo.)

J~

HW-Manch-0010-14~x13
.
2-in.-wide white mat with ~-in. gold
frame. Glass. No signature or date.
Viewfran near top of cliff a short distance
northeast of the SharksrrouthEstate.
Cliff top
in foreground. In background, White Beach, with
green hills beyond. Small area of dark blue water
at right.
Ownedby Mrs. R. A. Brooks. At her hane in
Washington, OC.
(Info & photo fran ~s. R. A. Brooks in early '89)

HW-Manch-0010-14tx14
J-inch-wide white mat. No frame or signature.
Vague, pale, dreamy view of coast southwest of the
Sharksmouth estate. Rough sea. Burst of spray and foam
in lower left. Brown promontory at upper right.
No people, houses, islands, or ocean horizon.
Owned by JHS. A t her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/2/88 inspection and phot~.)
On back:

-
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sketch of fountain in Tuileries, with
Louvre buildings in background. The
buildings are pale blue. Huge pink and
blue sky.

HW-Manch-0010-14.Sx19.S
1932 or shortly before.
2-in.-wide gray-blue mat.
0.5 in. gold frame. Glass.
No signature (?).
Inscribed on back "to T. H. Halsted fran C•
Hopkinson." (Note: T. H. Halsted stands for
'Ihanas Henry Halsted, the father of James
Jlddison Halsted.)
Viewof Dana Island at upper left, distant land
at upper: right, and large luxuriant tree in
foreground.
No boat, no ocean horizon.
Ownedby T:im:>thy
C. Jarneison, a Halsted relative.
At his hane in Keene, NH.
(6/10/89 ltr. & photo fran T. C. Jarneison.)
HW-Manch-0010-14tx20
n
2 -wide mat, 1n-wide black frame. S lower left corner.
Manchester coastline, looking WSW from Hopkinson House.
Rocks and cliffs in foreground, Distant wooded hills in
background. Small area of ocean visible at left.
Owned by 7
_
In south lower bedroom of Cottage of Shelving Rock Trust
property in Manchester.
(WS 1986 photo & inspectioll)

ot

HW-Manch-0010-14tx2
"-1925 - 1935.
J"-wide mat, 1"-wide silver frame.
Glass. Signed "Charles Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
Sunset over the coastline to the southwest of the Sharksmouth
estate. Sun just above long line of cliffs.
Main colors: pale brown, "fl9.1e
gray •..Rough sparkling blue
waves, with some bursts of spray. Vague delineation.
No people, houses, boats. No Dana Island. Almost no foliage.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in living room,
resting on floor. (WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-14tx21
",1925 - 1930. 2"-wide slightly complicated gray frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson:' in lower left corner and also in
lower right corner ..
View to west, from Sharksmouth estate Bathho~e POlnt.
In middle distance is the shelving rock bathlng cove.
Beyond is a gray cliff and large reddish-brown hill.
In the foreground is a great array of large rocks,
with trunk of hard pine tree at left and a clump of red
sumach at right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge,
(WS 3(Z1/88 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-14t x Z1t.
1934. 5-inch-wide white mat, 1-inch-wide white frame.
Glass. Signed "To Margaret Noyes I from Charles Hopkinson
1939 Manchester" in lower left.
View of large cnetral region of Dana Island, seen beneath
the arching limb of a hard pine tree. Blue water in
fron of island and also beyond, with no distinct land
behond and no distinct horizon Dark horizontal band of
shrubs in foreground.
Owned by Margaret Knowles (Mrs. Joseph Knowles). who
received it as a gift from CSH. In her house in Wellesley,MA.
(WS 6/28/87 inspection & photo.)
On back: HW-Manch-0010-21t x 14t. Highly impressionistic
view of Manchester shore and Dana Island, with no
clear delineation.
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HW-Manch-0010-14txZ1t
~1940 -1950. 4"-wide dark gra~ mat, 1"-wide whi te
frame. No signature. Legend On back reads:
"L.C.A.
P.E. No. 54-5-63. Sunset #1. C.H."
Very vague impressionistic painting of sun setting
above hill to west of Sharksmouth estate ocean
frontage. Sun represented by large area of yellow.
Vague suggestion of gray ledge at lower right •
Vaguely indicated reddish-brown promontory in
middle distance and blue black promontory beyond.
o-.ned by JHS.
At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/Z1/8&inspection & photo.)
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HW-Manch-0010-14t~22
1941.
5"-wide mat, l"-side silver-colored
frame.
Glass.
Signed and dated "Charles Hopkinson 1941"
in lower right corner.
Winter scene, with snow-covered upland foreground near
Curtis "Stone House" and snow-covered Dana Island.
~istant south-of-Boston
land visible,
in background,
across entire width of painting.
Ownedby JHS. In her home in Cambridge.
(WS3/9/88
inspection and photo.)
Included in 1988 Danforth show.
HW-Manch-001O-14tx24
~1930-1940.
3" gray mat. Signed "Charles Hopkinson"
in lower right corner.
Winter scene: Snow-covered Sharksmouth cliff with
smooth green-gray water beyond; no horizon.
Bare orange rock at right. Snow-covered fallen
tree in foreground. Some green delineation.
Bare tree-trunk
at left.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/1/88 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-0010-15x8~
No mat, frame, glass,
date, or signature.
View of tall array of rocks, with blue water
visible at upper left.
Smooth area (probably a tiny
pondJat bottan.
No ocean horizon.
o.moo by T. A. Halsted; 1989 gift fran IH. At his hane.
(WS7/3/89 photo.
Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

HW-Manch-0010-15x14
No mat or signature.
View looking NNEfrom cliffs
east of Hopkinson Houae.
Calm and very blue water at right.
Taylor Beach
(White Beach) and green hills beyond beach. Massive
rocky hill or cliff
at left:
uppermost portion
is
in sunlight and is pink; lower portion,
in shade,
is gray-blue. At center, brown-black tree stump or
free-standing
rock.
Owned by 1H. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 9/16/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-I)'. \ f(
About 1925 or 1930 0'< 1'l'fO.
Signed '''Ib K., Clades Hopkinson" in lower right.
View of nma. Island at Manchester.
'!he island nearly
fills
the upper half of the painting.
At lower
right,
ledge and three huge rocks. Sea slightly
rough.
No distant
lands or distant
sea.
No
ocean horizon. Smooth sky.
Gift fran CSHto Katharine Ward Lane (later Mrs.
F. Carrington Weems) • Given in 1989 by her
executors to the Boston Athenaeum. At the Athenaeum.
(5-22: ,,1= B&Wohoto hv AtOO"""""" "t"ff. I
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HW-Manch-0010-15x21
About 1945-1950.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
2-in. wide deeply recessed frame.
View of Sharksmouth area from ledge 30 ft.
west of Hopkinson House lawn in Manchester, MA.
The cliff is jagged and pink. Nearer are areas of
red sumac trees.
Tworounded ledges in foregiound.
Forbidding blue-black water in extreme background.
No persons, houses, or boats. No ocean horizon.
Ownedby Alice Saltzman. At her home in Costa Mesa,.CA.
(Per Arthur Saltzman 1986 photo '" ltr.'
and added
info. of Dec. 1988.)
HW-Manch-0010-1Sx21,
3,-in. white mat. 1-in. brown frame.
Glass.
Signed "01arles Hopkinson". No date.
Winter scene at Sharksrrouth Cliff at Sharksrrouth
estate.
White snow on cliff.
Snooth deep blue sea
beyond. No ocean horizon.
Muchdazzle on water
at right.
Slender curving pine tree at left.
Fallen
tree trunk in foreground.
Ownedby Mary Clarke.
At her hane in Vineyard Haven,
MA.
(Leah Lipton

(Was this
Museum?

1988 photo.)
painting
given
to the Danforth
By HHR, in about
1989?)

HW-Manch-0010-15x21t
.
Signed doubly, "Hopkinson" at left,
"Charles
Hopkinson" at right.
}-inch-wide white mat. ~inch-wide
gold frame. Coastline of Sharksmouth estate on stormy
overcast day. Dark gray sky and sea, heavily streaked
and almost unrecognisable.
In foreground, several large
deep red, brown, and brown-black rocks.
Ownedby CSH's great nephew Paul Fremont-Smith; at his
home in Cambridge. (WS 12/2/87 inspection'"
photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-1Sx21~
1~-in. frame.
No signature or date.
View of Dana Island,
which extends the full
length of the painting.
Orange foliage on
island.
No other land visible.
No greenergy
visible,
no prarontories,
no sharp horizon.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran mother.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

HW-Manch-0010-15x21t
'" 1940-1950. l"-wide black mat, 3"-wide sculptured
gray frame. Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
View of Sharksmouth, with much foreground, small area of
ocean visible.
Bright green lawn area at lower left,
with red foliage above. Red patch at lower center, with
small prominent rocks just above. Red fol~t .. at upper
right corner.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in 2nd floor
guestroom. (WS7/16/86 inspection'"
photo.)

HW-Manch-001D-15x22
About, 1925 - 1935(?). No mat or date. Signed "C. H." in
lower right.
Close-up view of Dana Island framed by
foreground trees at left (low tree) and right (tall
tree).
The island is softly done, in pale magenta and pink, with
yellow-green foliage on crest of island.
Calm blue water.
No ocean horizon.
Owned by Peter Pezzati.
At his studio in Boston.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-15x22
Wtll 4b
No mat ( ?}.
No signature
or date.
View of Dana Island.
The island extends alJrost the
full length of the painting.
The entire foreground
is dark green, with alJrost no delineation.
The
background is suggestive of distant
land and haze.
No clearly discernible
horizon.
Calm blue-gray sea.
o..med by Elinor H. fokX>re. '89 gift fran IfOther, IH.
At fokX>re
home in Maine.
(EHM1990 photo.)
lW-Manch-0010-15x22
Nn.lL~.r
No.mat, signature, or date.
"inter
scene; view 'of emow-covered Sharksmouth Cliff
with snow-covered Egg Rock visible
in background.
Blue-black sea, dark gray sky.
Row of dark brown shrubs
in foreground.
At foreground center, small tree with
four or five leafless branches.
o..med by EEnor H. fokX>re. '89 qift fro. IfOther, IH.
At fokX>re
hoop. in Main",.
(WS '88 photo;
EHM' 90 photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-15x22
"-' 1925.
4"-wide gray mat, l"-wide white frame.
Glass. Signed "C.H." in lower right corner.
View southwest from Sharksmouth estate.
Dana Island
appears purple. In uppoyright corner, large greenishblue branch of hard pine. Lower right corner is
predominantly greellish blue. No horizon.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Corllish, ME; on west wall
of lowest room.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection
& photo.)
HW-Manch-001D-15x22
c 1950 - 55.
Signed "Charles Hopkinson" in lower right.
No mat or date.
Winter view of Sharksmouth Cliff,
snow covered, with
smooth green water beyond; no ocean horizon. In the
foreground there is a fallen tree, with snow-covered
trunk. Small brown tree at right.
Blue shadows on snow.
Owned by T. A.Halsted.
1989 gift fro. IfOther. In Manchester.
(WS 12/3/88 photo.
Also 8/27/86 photo. Also 19'10
T. A. H. photo.)

;iW-Manch-0010-15x22
No mat, frame, glass, date, or signature.
View of Sharksmouth cliff at Manchester." Urrk
area at center.
Portion of circular
rock at lower
left.
Snow and shadows in foreground.
Pale bluegreen ocean.
No ocean horizon.
o'med by T. A. Halsted;
1989 gift fran rH.
At his home.
(WS7/3/89 photo •• Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

HW-Manch-0010-15x22
No mat, frame, or glass. Signed "C.H."
in lower right.
Coastal scene at Manchester on stonny
autwnn day. 'I\o.a long parallel
waves at center. Green
and dark-brown rocks in foreground. Dark trunk and
branches of pine tree at upper left.
Reddish purple
hills in background.
No island or ocean horizon.
O<.medby T. A. Halsted;
1989 gift fran rH.
(WS7/3/89 photo.)
On back:crude

sketch of jagged rocks.

HW-Manch-0010-15x22t
No mat. Bignature. or date.
Breaking Waves striking
long flat-topped
ledge
at Sharksmouth Estate.
Burst of spray at left.
In foreground, small pool on ledge top.
No
foliage,
no ocean horigon.
lMned by T. A. Halsted; 1989 gift fran rH. At his home.
(WS12/1/88 photo.
Also T.A. H. 1990 photo. I
ffil-Manch-0010-15!x13
c 1940-1945.
No mat, frame, glass, signature,
or date.
Winter scene at Sharksmouth Estate coast, with big expanse
of white snow (and blue shadows) in foreground, and Dana
Island looming large (with snow and blue shadows) at upper
left.
Drooping pine branches at right.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (WS 5/22/87
inspection & phOto.)
On back: HW-Manch-0111-15!x1): View from
2nd story porch off master's bedroom of Hopkinson
House. A portion of porch fence is visible
at lower
right.

14
44HW-Manch-001O-15 :r~~:22.
ijdl. 3 8
No frame,no signature.
View, exactly at sunset, to west from Sharksmouth Estate.
At right, near-uniform blaze of yellow and orange
sunlight. Pale and vague promontory at right. Dana Island,
at left, is pale gold. Beyond is a yellow-and-gold sky.
The only strong feature is a greenish-blue pine tree
in center foreground.
<Mned by Elinor H. M:lore. '89 gift fron IOClther, IH.
At M:lore hone '.nMaine • .!WS' 86 photo; EllM '90 photo.)
On back: HW-Manch-0210-15x22:

View of Crow Island.

HW-Manch-0010-15!x22
No mat, no signature.
Winter scene. View south from near Hopkinson House.
Sharksmouth cliff in foreground. Egg Rock in background.
Snow cover on all land. Ocean is dark gray-green, no horizon.
Several pine trees, with green foliage, to right of center.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/27/86 inspection & photo.)
On back: lftl-Manch-0010-15!x22. A somewhat similar scene,
but with little foreground, no more than one tree.

~':=-'---."--~- ..~
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HW-Manch-0010-15!XZ2
No mat or frame. Signed "C.H." in'lower left.
Winter scene. View toward Aouthwest from Hopkinson House.
Snow-covered cliff-top, with top of one pine tree, in
foreground. Dana Island -- small, reddish, wave-lashed -at upper right. In background, distant land, barely
visible. Thin bands of white surf visible. No horizon.
Owned by Isabella
(Bella) Halsted.
1989
Gift from her mother.
At owner's

home.

(WS 8/27/86 inspection
and photo; also
1990 photo from Isabella
(Bella) Halsted.)
On back, HW-Manch-0010-15!x22. A somewhat similar
winter scene, but with several trees at right of center.

HW-Manch-0010-15ix22
No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson" lower
right.
Stark, vigorous painting of view southwest from
Sharksmouth Estate.
Sharp bold rich strokes. Pine tree
with thick dark trunk at left.
Deep blue calm water.
Distant promontories dark and clearly delineated.
Two
small pines at right.
No ocean horizon.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS8/27/86 inspection & photo.)
HVI-Manch-0010-15ix22
c 1920 - 50. No mat, signature,
or date.
Turbulent sunset view toward west. from Bathhouse
Point on shore of Sharksmouth Estate in Manchester.
Yellow glow of sun at center, blue-green rough sea
at lower left.
Brown promontory at right.
Complex
blue and gray sky. No sharp delineation.
No
person, house, island, or ocean horizon.
Ownedby Isabella
(Bella) Halsted. 1989 gift from mother.
(WS 12/)/88 photo.)
On back. watercolor portrait
Hopkinson at about age 16.

of Elinor

(Elly)

HW-Manch-0010-15ix22t
No mat or frame. Signed "To Frances and Somers
from their friend Charles Hopkinson" in lower left,
and "C.H." in lower right.
View southwest along coast at Sturgis estate (adjacent
to west side of Sharksmouth estate)
in Manchester, MA.
Near-black tree trunk at left.
Ledge rock in foreground,
with . pale blue free-standing
rock at right.
Distant
rocky coast and dark green hills
in baCkground. At
center, flat blue sea.
Ownedby, and at Cambridge home of, Somers Hayes Sturgis
family. ( WSDec. 1987 inspection & photo.)
On back:

HW-Manch-00OO-22txl5i.
Two large pale-blue-gray
,
tree trunks; red sumac
foliage •

II
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HW-Manch-0010-15ix2)
1945.
No mat. Signed "Charles Hopkinson
1945" in lower left.
Angular rocky promontory near
Sharksmouth Cliff at Manchester, with blue wa1er at
upper left,
red sumac at right.
Ownedby Peter Fezzati.
At his studio in Boston.
I .. "
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IlW-Manch-OO
10 -1 b -21
2-in. white mat; slender sood
frame. Signed "Olarles Hopkinson" in lower
right.
In the foreground is a fallen tree that
fell during a severe storm.
Beyond tree is
Sharkslrouth Cliff area.
Beyond is the ocean
with no horizon visible.
Strong dazzle (white)
on water.
OWnedby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran IOClther.
At his hane in Manchester.
(T.A.H. 1990 photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-16x21
'V
1957 (JHS est.)
)"-wide gray mat, i"-wide woOdframe. No glass.
In foreground is a fallen tree that fell during a
severe storm. Beyond tree is Sharksmouth cliff
area.
Beyond is the ocean, with no horizon visible.
Strong dazzle (white) on wate~ Signed at lower right.
Ownedby Isabella
Halsted (Ibby) (Or her son thomas?)
In Manchester home of Mr.& Mrs. Thomas Addison Halsted.
(ws 1986 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-001o-i7 x 21.
"Dana Island in September". No signature or date.
J-in.-widewhite
mat.
1-in.-wide gold frame.
Glass.
View of Dana Island,
with top of terrace wall (of
Hopkinson House) visible
at lower right and smooth
rounded expanse at lower left.
In background, low
range of low hills,
with no ocean-sky horizon.
Ownedby Mary Cla:rke.
At her home in Vineyard
Haven, MA. Incl. in Danforth 1988 show.
(Color photo lent by owner to L. Lipton and viewed
8/29/88 by W.5. - Sept. 1988 photo by WS and 1988
photo by Leah Lipton.)
IlW-Manch-0010-20x13
Nell <\0
No mat, frame, signature,
or date.
Winter scene near Hopkinson House in Manchester.
In left foreground,
shaded (blue) terrace path,
flanked by red shrubs.
At center,
tall very slender
hard pine tree.
Sharkslrouth Cliff dimly visible
at
upper right.
Calm blue-qreen sea beyond. No horizon.
OWned by Elinor H. ItXlre.
'89 gift fran IOClther, IH.
At ItXlre hane in Maine.
(EHM1990 photo.)

On back:

HW-Manch-0011-13x20.
Red rock or cliff
at upper center,
red ~
Rock at upper right.

iii-
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~-Manch-0010-21x14
,-,,1940-1950.3-inch-wide white mat. No date. Signed
"C. Hopkinson" in lower left.
Pele and highly simplified portrayal of Sharksmouth
estate cliff, ocean, and a portion of Dana Island.
Done with great economy and use of symbolism.
Owned by Danforth Museum.
At that museum.
1989 gift from JHS. (WS 1989 inspection.)
On back, incomplete sketch showing dramatically
colored cliffs and deep blue ocean.
HH-Manch-0010-21 tx12
Before 1938. 3-inch-wide white mat. No frame, glass,
signature,

or date.

Profusion of fall foliage at Manchester. Orange. red,
green, blue --painted with many parallel strokes, giving
almost a zebra-like appearance. No tree-trunks. rocks ,grass.
Blue sea vaguely seen at upper left. No clear horizon.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0010-21t x 14t
5-inch-wide white mat. i-inch wide brown wood frame,
Glass. No signature or date.
Highly simplified impressionistic portrayl of Manchester
shore with ocean and Dana Island beyond. No clear
delination. Island, at center is pink-red. Shrubs in
foreground are blue (center) and yellow (right).
Heavy green tree foliage at left center and upper right.
No distant land shown. and no horizon.
Owned by Margaret Knowles (Mrs. Joseph Knowles). She
received it as a gift from CSH in about 19]4.
At her home in Wellesley, MA.
(\IS6/28/87 inspection & photo.)
On back: HW-Manch-0010-14t x 21t. view of Dana
Island seen beneath arching branch of hard pine tree.
HW-Manch-OOll-~x9".
Called "The Artist's Chair"
2-inch-wide white mat. 1-inch-wide black
frame. Glass. Inscri bed "To Beth with Good Regards. CSH."
No date.

View of Hopkinson House lawn, with outdoor-type wooden
armchair at center. Orange colored tree at left. Pine
tree at right. Ocean dimly seen beyond (with, presumably,
one ocean-horizon segment). No house visible •.No boat
visible (?).
Owned by Rosalind Appel Ritchie. At her home in Narberth,PA.
(Ltr. of 1/14/87 from subject; photo accompanied Itr.)

Temporary
drawing

HW-Manch-001!"-" 9xlJ".
Wide white mat, slender
.9 ol&"
frame.
Glass. No date. Signed "C ~ H" in lower left.
View of coast at Sharksmouth Estate in Manchester.
View toward the southwest.
Bathhouse Point is
featured.
Ownedby Edith Appleton Standen. At her home in NewYork
City.
(per 12/1J/86 Itr. by owner. Photo by owner.)
(DraWing, from inadequate photo, is inadequate.)
HW-Manch-OOll-9~x13
Signed "C. H." in lower right.
White mat.
View to the west from a Sharksmouth estate clifftop.
At left,
narrow strip of deep blue water, with
band of white foam near the distant dark gray
promontory.
Most of the picture area is filled with
reddish-brown cliffs
and rocks.
There is a small
amount of foli~ge visible at extreme right.
A vigorous colorful scene.
Ownedby John Rive. At his home in Manila.
(1988 Itr. & photo from John Rive.)
HW-Manch-OOl1%x1J
1920 - 19JO. J-in.-wide
white mat. No frame, signature.
Large rendering or Dana Island, with pink and magenta
cliffs
and much green foliage.
Simple blue ocean and sky.
Nothing in foregroundexcept low-lying inconspicuous
dark-colored
shore. No boats. One ocean horizon segment.
Owned by JHS.
At her home in Cambridge.
(WSJ!9/88 inspection & photo.)
On back: incomplete painging of green hill,
blue-gray woods, and several houses. Water
in foreground only.

~~ -
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HW-Manch-0011-9tx1Jt
J-1nch-wide mat. Natural wood frame. Glazed.
View of ocean from coast of Manchester (?). Water is
dark blue at left,
near-white at right.
In foreground,
large rocks purple-pink in color.
No people, houses, boats,
islands,
or trees.
One ocean horizon.
Owned by Elizabeth H. Loweli (Mrs. Francis C. Lowell).
At her home in Cotuit, MA. The painting was received as
a gift from"her parents, who were close friends of Hopkinson.
(per owner's 6/1J/88 ltr.)
HW-Manch-0011-9tx1Jt
Wide white mat; slender frame; glass •
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
Highly simplified
pale view of Dana Island and ocean.
Done with a few simple strokes.
Very pale blue flat
sea. Lower part of sky is pale purple. Vaguely indicated
blue and yellow pine foliage at right.
Ownedby, and at Cambridge home of, the Somers H~es
Sturgis family.
(WS12/2/87 inspection)

HH- Manch-00ll-%x14
2-inch-wide white mat. No signature or date.
View of big complicated ledge rock at Sharksmouth estate.
The rocks are pale blue and yellow, with some purple
and deep brown shadows at lower right. Very pale greenblue ocean is barely visible at upper left. Featureless
near-white sky. No foliage of any kind. No island
or distant land.
Owned by' JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS April 1988 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0011-10x1)t
~ 1940-1950.
3"-wide mat, l"-wide black frame. Glass.
Signed "C. Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
View of huge waves framed by Sharksmouth ledges and
by promontories to the southwest.
No people, houses, trees. Just waves and ledge rock.
Reddish-brown ledge at lower left is most prominent.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in ~nd floor
gues troom.

(ws 7/16/86 inspection

&

,*,oto.)

HW-Manch-0011-10x14
(CHH #57)
No signature, date or mat.
View of Dana Island with green foliage covering.
Flat pale blue sea. Green and yellow shrubs in
foreground, with slender bent hard pine tree
at left. Pale yellow sky.
No distant land
visible.
CMned by C. H. Halsted; 1989 gift fran his
mother. At his home in California.
(1989 CHH photo.)

HW-Manch-0011-10x14
No mat, signature or date.
View of Dana Island in atumn, with yellow-red
foliage on trees in foreground and trees on the
island.
Blue-<jray water.
Small area of sky
visible; color gray.
CMned by T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran mother.
At Halsted home in Manchester.
(T.A.H. 1990 photo.)
HW-Manch-0011-10x14
~1940 -1950. 3-inch-wide white mat. No signature or date.
View toward south southwe.t at Sharksmouth estate. Atupper
right, Dana Island, flat dark color, with flat top. At
center, large area of pinkieh-magenta glare on ocean.
Foreground: dark green, with bare curved black tree-trunk
at right.
Owned by JHS • .lither home in Cambridge.
(WS 5/12/88 inspection & photo.)
On back: unfinished crude sketch of Sharksmouth
Cliff and windswept dark-blue ocean.

-
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HVI-Manch-0011-10x14
No signature or date. No frame.
View of ocean at Manchester, with plain dark Dana
Island at upper right, and much foam in foreground.
No land in foreground or background; no promontories.
Owned by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.
At his home in Davis, CA.
(May .1987 photo by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.)
On back is HH-Manch-001D-14x10

~
HW-Manch-0011-1otx14i
J" white mat.

~1~20-1~30.

Signed "c H" in lower left

corner.

View of Sharksmouth overhanging cliff, near Hopkinson
House, receiving red rays from sun near sunset. West
face of cliff is orange-red; upper, eastward sloping
surface is dark red-gray and magenta. Empty calm blue
see. No trees, foliage, islands, boats, houses.
A stark lurid scene.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/1/88 inspectinn & photo.)
HVI-Manch-0011-1 otx14i"
1920 or before.
4-inch-wide white mat, 1-inch-wide
wood-colored frame. Glass. Signed "C .J.. H" in lower right.
No date.
View of Sharksmouth cliff-top with blue-black sea (with
many parallel white-caps) beyond. Cliff is pale grayyellow-brown. One ocean horizon segment. No boats.
Owned by Frances Eliot Fremont-Smith, niece of
CSH • .'leceived by her in 1920 as a weddingUpresent from
CSH. At her home in Cambridge. (WS 1/9/86 inspection
& photo.)

HW-Manch(?)-0011-11x14
19bO luate in pencil on back)
J"-wide mat. No frame or glass. No signature.
View of broad yellow-green field in foreground,
tall trees (maples?) in middle distance, and
empty blue Ocean beyond. Yellow sky.
Owned by JHS. At hEll"home in Cambridge.
(WS 6/27/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0011-11x14j
5"-wide white mat. 1"-wide natural-woed-color
frame ••Glass. Signed "C.H. , Hopkinson" in lower right.
View of Dana Island, with prominent curving path in
foreground. Tall bare tree trunk at left. Bluish trees
in center and at right.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/15/86 inspection & photo.' .S 12/1/88 inspection.)

HW-Manch-0011-11x15
~1940-1950.
J"-wide mat and 1"-wide natural-color
wood frame. Glass.
View of Egg Rock, pink in color. Symmetrically situated
hard pine trees. Glare on water beyond Egg Rock.
Foreground is entirely green.
Owned by'JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS J/16!S8inspection & photo.)
HH-Manch-OOll-11x15
1920 - 1940.No mat or date. Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower right.
View of huge orange-red overhanging cliff at
Sharksmouth,

with blue waves and white foam at lower

rirht and calm blue-gray ocean in background. No island.
Owned by T. A. Halsted; gift fran IH in 1989. At his home.
(WS 12/2/88 photo. T.A.P'. 1990 photo.)
HW-Manch-0011-11x15f
rv19J5 - 1945. No mat, frame, or glass. No signature.
Broad path of reflected sun dazzle at right of center.
In foreground ,18ft, lavender wall-top, red sumac.
At right, hard pine tree with dark green foliage.
No person, building, island.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME. On second floor,
in folder.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0011-11~x18t
5"-.ide gray mat, 1"-wide gray frame.
Glass. Signed "C. H." in lower left.
View to southwest from SharKsmouth Estate. At left, Dana
Island almost totally obscured by foliage: pine upper left,
red foliage at lower left, "feathery" tree (oak?) at center;
at right, green and red foliage and also a dark tree trunk.
Mainly a painting of thin foliage.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/27/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0011- i2x16.
4-inch-wide. gray mat. 1-inch-wide black frame. Glass.
No signature or dat9 •.
Hinter scene. View of snow-covered Sharksmouth Cliff,
with gray sea beyond. Three or four tall pine trees in
foreground. (Right edge of painting appears blurred, defective.)
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo, ws
1987 inspection)

S2

HW-Manch-0011-12x18~
~-in. black frame.
2-in. white mat.
Glass.
No signature
or date.
Broad view toward southwest fran Hopkinson House.
Dana Island at left.
Distant pranontories
at upper
right.
In foreground,
green tree tops at left,
red:iish trees at right.
Blue sea.
Ocean horizon
at upper left.
CMned by Mary Clarke.
At her hane in Vineyard Haven.
(WS <:ct. 1989 inspection
when painting was in
Cambridge, MA.)
On back:
woods at

crude sketch of Dana Island,
right.

with deep

HW-Manch-OOll-12tx19
",1930 - 1940. 3"-wide gray mat, t"-wide white frame.
Glass.
No signature.
View, looking east. of Sharksmouth cliff.
Cliff seen in
majestic profile,
with curved coastline
(bay) in foreground.
Trees at upper left.
White waves breaking in foreground
center.
Owned by EIlB• At her home in Cornish, ME; in 2nd floor
guestroom. (WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-OOll-l?txl~.
'lJo
J-in.-wide
white mat. No frrone, signature.
View of big dark foreboding Dana Island, witn
large pink boulders and ledge in foreground.
Small slopipg hard pine tree ,at left.
Small tree
with big bright red leaves at right.
No houses or
boats. Ocean horizon visible
at left.
Ownedbv .THS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS3/1/88 inspection & photo.)

~ I
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HW-Manch-OOll-13x~
""1930 - 1940. 2-inch-wide white mat. No date or signature.
Huge yellow Sharksmouth cliff dominates the left half of the
painting.
Boulders at lower right.
Small area of choppy
see at lower right.
Flat pale blue sky.
Owned by JHS• At her home in Cambridge.
(WS4/13/88 inspection
& photo.)

HW-Manch-OOll-1Jxl4t
~1945-1955. J-inch-wide white mat. No signature or date.
,linter scene. View of snow-covered Dana Island,
seen
from the Sharksmouth estate.
The island is white on
rust-colored
brown. Brown bare tree-trunks
at right.
Green-blue water at center of picture.
Snow-covered
purple-brown land in foreground.
Yellow-gray sky. Sunset.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(¥S 5/12/88 inspection & photo.)

S3

HW-Manch-0011-1Jx19
No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower right. View SSW from Sharksmouth estate. In
foreground,

rocky cliff areaj small tree in center,

dark rocks at left, pink-brown rocks at right.
Very choppy sea. Magenta-gray sky. At right, a
featureless blue island, presumably Dana Island.
Owned by, and at Cambridge home of, Somers Hayes
Sturgis family. (WS 12/2/87 inspection & photo.)
On back:

HW-Manch-001l-1Jx19.
Large-looming Dana Island,
-.. '~lil
~lil

(n

area at lower left.

HW-Manch-0011-1Jx19
No mat or frame. No signature.
Dana Island looms large in upper right, with large
parallel strokes (foreground pine needles?) at lower
right region of island. Pale blue green sea. Ocean
horizon at upper left. Blank area at lower ,left.
Owned by and at Cambridge home of, Somers Hayes
Sgurgis family. (WS 12/2/87 inspection and photo.)
On back:

HW-Manch-0011-1Jx19. Rocky coast,
featureless island at
right.
_ ../
......

-

.......
~,
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HH-Manch-00ll-1)x20
N~ll AJ:JA
c 19J5-45.No mat, signature, or date.
View of Egg Rock, red-lit near sunset, and calm blue water.
Foreground center is dominated by an upward rearing orangecolored rock adjacent to Sharksmouth Cliff. ~
red
"hrubs at lower left and lower right. Ocean horizon at
upper left.
OWned by Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift from mother, IH.
At Moore hane in Maine.
(WS 1988 photo, EHM 1990 photo.)
back: HW-Manch-0010-20-13.
Winter scene. Hopkinson House
terrace; blue path, red border.
On

-::---.. ---~--=-.
""'"l.-

~

ffil-Manch-0011-1Jx22
c 1945 - 55.No mat, signature, or date.
View toward west from Hopkinson House, with sun low in
the sky and shielded by yellow clouds. Brown and black
promontories dominate the lower portion of the painting.
At lower left, purple clouds above blue wa ter (or
land. )The painting includes no detail. No islands, no
vegetation.
ONned by T. A. Halsted; 1989 gift from 1H. At his heme.
(WS 12/3/88 photo.)

".iJ!'

.PI

HW-Manch-0011-1)tx19
~1925 - 1935. J-in.-wide white mat. No frame.
Signed "CH" in lower left corner.
View of Dana Island, Manchester from near Hopkinson
House. Island deep blue, in silhouette. Center of
. painting is dominated by tall maple tree with green
. and orange foliage. Lower right occupied by inchoate
profusion of vari-colored autumn foliage. No houses
or boats. Ocean horizon visible at left, well above
the island.
Owned by..rnS.At her home in Cambridge.
(liS 3/3/88 inspection & photo.)
HV'-Manch-001l-14x10
About 1930-1935. 5-inch-wide' complicated gray mat.
t-inch silver frame. Glass. Signed "C ..H" in lower right.
An extremely simple, vague pale, delicate painting of
pine tree and ocean beyond, at Sharksmouth estate in
Manchester.

No persons,

houses, or clear horizon.

Owned by .rns. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/16/88 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0011-14x10
~1925-1935.
3-in. white mat, glass, 1-in. dark
brown wood frame. No signature or date.
View toward southwest from site about 10 - 30 ft.
west of Hopkinson House west piazza. Dana Island
is at upper left, gray ledge at lower center.
Croup of translucent oak trees at lower right.
This a late-autunm scene with much purple-magenta
coloring. Vague ocean horizon in background.
Owned by HDD. In Hopkinson House dining roan.
(WS 4/23/89 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0011-14x10
No mat, signature, or date.
Narrow view of calm pale blue sea. At lONer left,
green-topped fence or hedge. At right, tall deciduous
trees with small segments of orange-red trunks visible.
Owned by T. A. Halsted. 1989 gift fran llOther.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(1990 T. A. H. photo.)

H\l-Manch-0011-14x10
c 1925 - J8.
No mat, :;;ignature,or date.
View of slender curved hard pine tree, at coa:>tof Sharksmouth
Estate, with burst of :;;prayat lower right and much dazzle on
ocean at upper left. Black-brown ledge in foreground •. No
:;;hrub:;;.
No islands. Ocean horizon is blurred.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(liS12/3/88 photo.)

ss
HW-Manch-0011-14x18" (guess)
2-inch-wide white mat, i-inch wood frame.
Signed "CH" in lower right.
Seascape. View of rough sea, with nearby breaker,
and Egg Rock, near Sharksmouth Estate. The sea is
pale orange, and Egg Rock is bright orange-red.
Slender retion of red-black ledge in extreme foreground.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo.)
HW-Manch-0011-14x21
About 1950 -1960. No signature or date.
4-in.-wide white mat. 1/~-in. gold frame.
View from Hopkinson House east piazza, with yellow
green grass in foregrOW1d, retaining wall at
right and glimpse of a vine at extreme right. Single
slender pine tree at left. Dana Island at center,
with sunlit cliff areas near-white.
Owned by Mrs. Robert Howard (fonnerly Elizabeth (Beth)
Appel). Gift from CSH. At Mrs. Howard's home
in

Wynne\oKXXl, PAt

(Photo received from Mrs. Howard in 1989. )

HW-Manch-0011-14x21.
Yellow cliff beyond red flowers.
1930 - 1940. J-inch-wide black mat. No frame or signature.
Southwest view from Hopkinson House, with Dana Island at
left and, at right, lawn, retaining wall, red flowers.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/1/88 inspection and photo).
Note: on back there is a painting of ~ame general
scene, but with Dana Island in e,treme upper right
corner and no flowers.

HW-Manch-0011-14 x 2i
Before 1957.
4-inch-wide white mat.
Signed "C. Hopkinson" in lower left.
Highly simplified and stylized view of heavy surf
adjacent to Sharksmouth Cliff. Red-brown cliffs at
left and right. White foam in foreground. No people,
houses,

boats,

or islands.

Owned by Elinor Halsted Moore. At her home in Saturday
Cove, Northport, ME.
Gift from CSH in 1~57 or 1958.
(Charles H. Shurcliff Aug. )1988 photo. - Sept. 1988 info.
from Elinor Halsted Moore.
Note: a photograph of this painting is included
in "American Artist", Sept. 1957, p. 31. The article
says the painting is called "Surf and Sun" and is
15 x 22 in.

S6

HW-Manch-0011-14x23
1930 - 1950. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
2-inch-wide gray mat, i-inch-wide black frame. Winter
scene of shore region by Hopkinson House,ManchestJ~(
Dark sloping, tree-trunk in foreground. Beyond are,orange
or pink rocks and big central upreaching cliff. In
background: dark smooth ocean and dark forbidding sky.
The ground and rocks have a snow cover.
Owned by subject's grandson John Gibbon; in his home
in Ossining, NY. (per photo lent in March 1987 by
that grandson's wife Miriam.)
ffil-Manch-OOll-l4tx9t"

Wide white mat, i-inch-wide black frame. Glass.
No date. Signed "C.H."
in lower right.
View of slighty rough blue ocean, with sun visible at upper
center, producing dazzle on ocean. In foreground, small area
of rock cliff is visible as well as much white foam.
Owned by Edith Appleton Standen. At her home in New York
City.

(Per 12/13/86 ltr. from owner. Photo by owner.)

HW-Manch-0011-14tx2~ .• Snow on three te=aces
~1945 - 1955. 3-in. blue-blacl<:mat. "Hopkinson" lower
right corner.
View toward..east from south
window of Hopkinson House ell.'
Three te=aces, covered by deep snow, defined by
orange-brown stone walls. At right, tall near-bare
sinuous trunk of hard pine tree.
Owned by .JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(>IS 3/1/88 inspection and photo.)
HW-Manch-0011-1~x21t
..
4"-wi!e white mat. No frame. No glass.
Signed "C. Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
Dana Island seen beneath
an arching branch of a pine tree. Only the central and
right end of the island are visible. Horizon is at same
level as top of island.
Owned by HDD.
In library of Hopkinson House.
(ws 1986 inspection & photo.)
Appra.ised in 1986 by R.C. Vose, Jr., at high value.

ffi{-Manch-0011-15x11
1920 - 1930. No mat, signature, or date.
The center of the painting is dominated by a tall
hard pine tree, with bla ck trunk and sparse foliage.
Directly behind the tree is the glare of sunlight
on the water, late in the afternoon. An ocean horizon
is visible. Dark green foliage in foreground, with
orange-gray rocky cliff visible at lower left.
Owned by T. A. Halsted. 1939 gift f,.om his nother.
At his Manche,;ter home, (WS 12/3/88 photo. T.A.H.
1990 photo.)
On back: HW-MaJ';s-000G-llx15 Boat at Naushon Island

ffi{-Manch-0011-15x21t 4-inch-wide compoun6 tan mat.
1-inch-wide natural wood frame. Glass.
Signed "C ...H" in lowerdJ:~~ht.
View of Windmill Pond and7orange-and-purple cliff
near Sharksmouth on the Manchester coast. White ledge
at lower right. Egg Rock and small bit of ocean visible
at upper left. Pond water is brown-black.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo:
WS 1987 inspection.)

HW-Manch-0011-15x22
No mat or signature.
View SSW from Sharksmouth Estate, with Dana Island
purple- black and ocean horizon above. Yellow and
black foliage in right foreground. Brilliant orange
and purple foliage at left. Green and black hard pine
tree at upper left. Calm blue water with much dazzle
at left.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 9/12/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-0011-15x22
About 1915 - 1935(?).
No mat, signature or date.
Rocky ledge near Sharksmouth Cliff at Manchester. Grayblue rocks at lower left. Dazzle on sea at upper right.
Owned by Peter Pezzati. At his studio in Boston.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)

HW-Manch-0011-15x22
No mat, frame, or signature.

Painted at an advanced age.
View of Hopkinson House lawn and terrace retaining wall.
Dana IslAnd, magenta colored, in clear view. Pale blue
flat ocean.Large expanse of green lawn with long shadows.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge •.
(WS 8/27/86 inspection & photo.

ffil-Manch-0011-15x22
No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower right.
View of SW shore from Sharksmouth estate. At left,
small area of ocean with huge swells and much foam.
At right, large area of rocks. In background,
promontory and, at right, tree-covered hills. Small
bit of ocean horizon at upper left.
Owned by, and at Cambridge home of, the Somers Hayes
Sturgis family.
(WS 12/2/87 inspection & photo.)
On back,

HW-Manch-0011-15x22.

Burst of

spray at center, rocky

cliffs in foreground.
Much dazzle on ocean.

HW-Manch-0011-15x22
No mat or frame. Signed "~LH" in lower
left and "Hopkinson" in lower right.
Coastal scene at Sharksmouth estate in Manchester
on s\lnnyday with big waves. A burst of lavender spray
fills the center of the painting, with red and pink
rocky cliff.in foreground. Great area of dazzle-on-water
at upper center and right. Ocean horizon visble at
upper left.
Owned by, and at Cambridge home of, the Somers Hayes
Sturgis family. (WS 12/2/87 inspection and photo.)
HW-Manch-00l1-15x22. SVlcoastal area
near Sharksmouth estate.
Huge ocean swells, much foam .
'-.r.._ .

On back.

.~
.

.... '11

~

:
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HW-Manch-0011-15tx21
5"-wide mat, 1"-wide brown frame. Glass.
S lower left corner.
Dana Island in center of painting. Tall tree trunk at rir,ht,
Ocean horizon is well abcve top of:islanc. Late afternoon light.
Owned by ?
In 2nd story master bedroom of Cottage of Shelving Rock Trust
property in Manchester.
(WS 1986 It>oto & inspection~

--

HW-Manch-0011-1~x22t
c 1945-55. No mat, signature, or date.
View of stonny sea and foam-bJanketed Egg Rock and Dana
Island, south of Sharksmouth Estate in Manchester.
The gray ocean is broadly furrowed, spray dashes abcve
Egg Rock,. foam encircles Dana Island. In left foreground
there is an inconspicuous pale magenta jagged cliff or
rock. A wild gray scene.
Owned by T. A. Halsted; 1989 gift fran IH
At his hane
(WS 1986 and 1988 Photos.
Also T. A.H. ;990 photo.) •

HW-Manch-0011-16x20
1920 - 1930.
No mat, signature, or date.
View of lawn of Curtis House in Manchester, wi th
large pine tree at right, smaller trees at left,
This is a winter scene, with ground covered with
snow. Many shades of blue. Little other color.
In the background Dana Island is visible, with
pale snnoth blue sea beyond.
o..med by E. H. Moore. 1989 gift fran IIDther.
At Moore home in Maine.
(EHM 1990 photo.)
HW-Manch-00l1-16x22
(Sha~ksmouth rock)
Huge steeply sloping cliff/occupies left half of the
area, and a deep blue ocean occupies the right half.

No people or boats. No rocks visible in right half.
Owned by Lovell Thompson
At his home in IpsWich, MA.
(WS 1986 inspection)
HW-Manch-0011-16ix21t
5-inch-wide gray mat, 1t-inch-wide grame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
View of great copper beach tree, near stone House at
Sharksmouth, with blue ocean visible beyond, at left and
right. Green hedge at lower right. Some reddish-brown
cliffs visible at extreme right.
Owned by Thomas Hopkinson Eliot. At his home in Cambridge.
(Received by him from his mother-in-law, Mrs.
Jameson.) (WS 12/21/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-OOll- 17x22t"
2-in. white mat, 1-i~. wood frame.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left. A colorful autumn scene.
View of Dana Island from Sharksmouth Estate. The island,
starkly illuminated by early morning sunlight, nearly
fills the background. A slender strip of very dark blue
ocean is visible beyond the island. Huge expanse of
yellow-range maple-and-oak foliage fills the foreground.
A stout bare tree-trunk frames the picture's left side.
Owned by Alice Saltzman.; At her home in Costa Me~a, CA.
(per Arthur Saltzman 1986 photo, 1987 ltr, and info. on
back of photo." Also Dec. 1988 Saltzman photo and data.)
HW-Manch-0011:-1~x25~
4-in.-wide white mat, 1-in. frame.
Glass. No signature or date.
View of ocean at Sharksnouth estate. Two tall
trees at right and one at left. Tall orange-red
foliage in foreground. No island. <Xte ocean

horizon.
Omed by Mary ISchatzie) Clarke. At her hone
in Vineyard Haven, MA.
,1,1988
_?ho~
Leah Lipton. July 1989 ltr. fran

':'Y
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HW-Manch-0011-2ox12t
2}-inch-wide tan mat. t-inch-wide white frame.
Glass. No signature or date.
View toward open sea, at Manchester, with sun low
in sky and producing bright glare on the water. Single
tall slender pine tree at left. Orange and dark green
shrubs (sumac etc.) below, with many sets of parallel
short lines. No persons, houses, islands, promontories,
boats. Pale white clouds in pale blue sky.
Owned by HHR. At her home in ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo;
WS 1987 inspection)
HW-0011-about 20 x 24 (guess)
White mat
Signed "C J.. H" in lower left.
View of big trees, Dana Island, and ocean, from
the Manchester Estate. At center there is a stout
bare pine trunk. Sloping pine at right, Much greenery
in foreground. Glimpse of Dana Island at upper left,
and glimpse of beaches at upper right. Ocean and sky
are same very pale color.
Owned by HRR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo.)
HW-Manch-0011-21x15"
3-in.-wide
white mat, and slender
frame with glass.
Called "Hook Rock and
Coast.
Signed "Hopkinson.
C.~H."
at
lower right.
View of coast at Sharksmouth
Estate. View
includes Hook Rock and, beyond, cliff to the
southwest.
In foreground,
confused area of
waves and rocks.
No trees or shrubs.
No sharp ocean horizon.
Owned by Edith Appleton Standen.
At her
home in New York City.
(12/13/86 and 7/22/90 Itrs. from owner.
Also photos from owner.)

HW-Manch-0011- 2H x 14
1930 - 1950. }-in. black mat. No frame, date, signature.
View of big blue ocean at Manchester. Two near-bare
hard pine t~ep.sin middle distance. Yellow and blue
foreground representlng snow.
No people, houses, islands.
Owned by,JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/9/88 inspection and p,oto.)

(,1

HW-Manch-0011-21txl4t. Kaleido3copic tree.
-1930 - 1940. 3-in. white mat. No frame or signature.
Tree, with kaleidoscopic

green blue, and yellow

at edge of Hopkinson House
tree trunk at lower right.
Owned by JHS. At her home
(WS 3/3/88 inspection and
="C '

- '<.'-.,

'1

r ' -17~
Te'MI'.I.'~

foliage,

lawn. Sloping portion of
Ocean beyond.
in Cambridge.
photo.)

HW-Manch-0011-21~x15~
3-in. near-white mat. Frame. Glass.
No signature or date.
View, between trees, of ocean. At left, tall
forked tree. At right, tall tree with dark green
foliage. In lower right corner, a portion of a
rock garden.
In background, calm sea.
The scene includes one white birch tre<>.
Owned by Mary Clarke. At her hare in Vineyard Haven.
(Q::t. 1989 data from Mary Clarke.)

.L..j_
fj1,1-Manch-0011-21-!tx29t
•
0). 1-inch-wide gray mat. Glass. Frame. Signed in
lower right "Hopkinson".
South view from Hopkinson House, Manchester. Beyond' the
jagged Sharksmouth Cliff the ocean and Egg Rock may be seen.
At right, red-brown rock or seaweed.
Owned by Douglas Adams. At his home in Lincoln, MA.
(WS 11/30/86 inspection & photo.)

-"$'O

HW-Manch-0011-22x14t
I~S5Ln
No mat, no frame. No signature. (But there
is a signature and date (1955) on back.)
View of Egg Rock from near Hopkinson House. Tall tree
at left; another tree at center. Big rounded blue-gray
ledge in foreground. White cliff in middle distance.
Owned by Mr. & Mrs. 'Ihomas A. Halsted.
At their home in Manchester (or in nearby studio).
(ws 7/7/86 inspection & photo.)
On back: HW-Manch-0110-14fx22, 1955; view toward
west from Sharksmouth estate in Manchester.
Dana Island and distant headlang visible.

,2..

HW-Manch-0011-22x17t
1925 - 1935. 3"-wide gray mat and deeply recessed
gray wooden frame. Glass. Label on back says: "Manchester,
The Nut Tree".
View of very green Hopkinson House lawn, with sun-dazzleon-blue-water beyond. View of water largely blocked by
yellow-leaved hickory tree at left and by a compact
green tree 'at. left of center, and sloping trunk of
hard pine tree at right. On lawn, shadows of trees.
No persons, houses, boats, islands.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/21)S8inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-001l-30x22
NQ.LI. :} 2.
1954.
Heavy paper glued to cardboard.
No frame.
Signed "Olarles Hopkinson 1954".
View of ocean at Manchester. Large deciduous
trees daninate the foreground. Beyond, a dark
blue ocean is barely visible. No islands.
Strong dark bold portrayal. Writing on back
refers to a Century Club exhibition --perhaps
involving this painting.
Owned by Elinor H. /otxlre. 1989 gift fran IOOther, IH.
In /otxlrehone in Maine.
(WS 1986 photo, EEM 1990 photo.)

No drawing available

HW-Manch-00ll(7)7
White mat and frame.
No signature or date.
View of ocean and island at Manchester.
Owned by Alison Brooks and/or John Yellen (7).
At their home in Washington, DC.
Gift fran Mrs. R. A. Brooks, who '.laI1 purC;"l.JC':
it fran IH (?).
(1/30/89 info. fran Mrs. R. A. Brooks (Jane Brooks»)

HW-Manch-0012-gtxl)t
c 1930 - 1940. 2-inch-wide gray mat, t-inch-wide gray
frame. Glass. No signature or date.
View of Dana Island, with bare pine branch in upper
right, rough sea in foreground.
Owned by Frances Bragg. At her home in Cambridge,MA.
(WS 5/10/87 inspection & photo.)

._~~
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ffil-Manch-0012-gtx14
t-inc"'-wide black frame. Glass. Signed "Charles
Hopkinson" in lower right.
Simple low-key painting of blue ocean and Dana Island, with
cliff-top visible at left and small bare tree at lower right.
Ocean horizon visble at left and right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge MA
(WS 3/21/88 inspection & photo.)
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HW-Manch-0012-10x14
No mat, frame, glass, date, or signature.
large peaked ledge daninates this (winter?) scene
at Manchester.
At extreme left,
Egg Rock is visible,
dividing the horizon into two segments.
CMnedby T. A. Halsted;
1989 gift from IH.
At his hone.
(WS 7/3/89 photo. Also 1990 photo by T. A. H.)
On back:

~

~---

incanplete

sketch of ballustrade

1\ tre<'!s.

HW-Manch-0012-10x14
1946.
No mat. Signed, in lower left, "To Peter Pezzati
wi th best wishes. Charles Hopkinson, Christmas 1946" (Date
imperfectly legible.)
View of Manchester coast, near Sharksmouth Cliff, and
Egg Rock Island in winter. Late afternoon sun
imparts orange-red color to Egg Rock in the background
and the huge jagged Sharksmouth rocks in the foreground.
Some snow visible on rocks at lower right. Calm blue sea.

Owned by Peter P&zzati.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)

At his studio in Boston.

HW-Manch-0012-10x14
Signed

"C.H."

Large cliff at right. Island at left. No people, houses,
or boats,

Two ocean-horizon

segments.

Owned by Elizabeth H. Lowell (Mrs. Francis C. Lowell).
At her summer home in Cotuit, MA. The painting was
received as a gift from her parents, who were close
friends of Hopkinson.
(Info -- incomplete -- from 7/21/86 ltr. from owner.)
(Als<> a.vg.~,

photo ~

AAs)

HW-Manch-0012-11x15
1915 - 1935.No mat, signature, or date.
View toward west from Sharksmouth

Estate.

Dana Island

is at center,with tall olive-green deciduous trees
in foreground center and right. No house. Flat
blue-gray

ocean. Almost

no delineation,

no shadows.

An extremely soft scene.
CMnedby T. A. Halsted; 1989 gift from IH. At his hone.
(WS12/2/88 photo.
Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

HW-Manch-0012-11tXl4t
(0lH # 69)
1930 - 1938.
No mat, signature, or date.
View of Hopkinson House lawn at ManChester
with great deciduous tree dominating the c~nter of
the painting. Brown bare tree trunck at right.
Ocean horizon seen indistinctly at left and right.
CMne<;l
by C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his moth
At hlS hone in california.
er.
(WS 12/2/88 photo.
0lH 1989 photo.)

HW-Manch-0012-12x23 "25. Stormy Ocean. North Shore"
~1930-1940.Complicated combination of gray mat
and sculptured gray Y'-wide wooden frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson 6 from lower right corner.
tl

II

Two enormous (non-breaking)

waves in stonny sea,

with two rocky cliffs in foreground and, .in backgrOWld,
silhouetted near-black Egg Rock.
Painted from site
near Sharksmouth cliff.
Owned by JHS. At her hornein Cambridge.
(ws 3!16/88inspection & photo.)
HW_Manch-0012-12!x22.
ItRock at Sunset"

or "Rocks

in

Late Sunset".
2-in. -wide white mat,
1-in. wood frame.
Signed "C. HOpklll,on in
lower left and
"C ......
H." in lower right.
No date.
View of red-orange
Sharksmouth
cliff, with
deep blue sea beyond.
Dana Island visible
at upper right. Sinuous bare tree
tvunk
at extreme right.
No greenery.
Owned in Sept. 1990 by Joseph Sutton.
At his home in Thomaston,
ME.
Purchased by
him at a 1990 (7) auction in Washington,
DC. (On back of painting are these notes:
"Van H. Schweiner, Approx value $300.
"Rock at Sunset".
#84. Charles Hopkinson,
I'Rocks at sunset~ Also:
"For exhibition
at Montclair Art Museum, Charles Hopkinson,
Fenway Studio, Boston.
"Rocks in Late
Sunlight; Price $200
- $250.")
(8/22/90 Itr. & photo from Elinor H. Moore
(Mrs. Albert Moore, friend of owner.)
HW-Manch-0012-13x20
c 1940 - 60. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left. No
mac, no date. Unfinished sketch of Sharksmouth cliff
area in foreground andEgg Rock in background. The
near-black island is surrounded by a large area of
white foam. Much bright red sumac in foreground. with
a slanting slender hard pine tree at right.
Owned by T. A. Halsted. 1989 gift from his IOOther.
At his hane in Manchester.
(W.A.S. 1988 photo. Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
HW-Manch-0012-1)tx22. "Rocks and Sea".
About 1935. per 12/24/41 Itr. from CSH. Mat. No date.
Signed "Charles Hopkinson" in lower right.
Bathing place at Sharksmouth Bstate. Manchester. Cliff on
left. Spray and foam near center. Egg Rock visible at upper
left. Two ocean-horizon segments.
Owned by Boston Museum of FineArts. Called 42B23.9; also
49B165.7; also 41.923. Obtained under Hayden Collection,
12/30/41. At that museum.
(JHS and WAS inspection of data card and of small photo in
Noy. 1986.)

HW-Manch-0012-14x21
2-inch-wide white mat, t-inch-wide black frame. Glass.
1930 - 1935.
View toward south from lawn of Hopkinson House,
Manchester. Yellow-green grass in foreground. Tall
sloping red-brown tree-trunk at right, with two luxuriant
green deciduous trees (hickory)
at center. Blue sea
beyond; the sky is yellow near horizon, pale blue above.
Owned by CSH's grandson John Gibbon. At his home in
Ossining, NY. (Per photo lent in March 1987 by that
grandson's wife Miriam.)
HW-Manch-0012-14x21t"
2t-inch~wide white mat. 1-inch-wide gold
frame. Signed" Hopkinson" in lower left.
No date
Glass.
Windmill pond, with dramatic rocks beyond, at Sharksmouth
Estate. Rough sea at upper left, upper right; two
ocean
horizon

segments.

No persons or boats.

(This painting is somewhat similar to HW-Manch-0000-14tx21
which WaS included in the Boston MFA spring 1986 exhibition.)
Owned by Edith Appleton Standen. At her home in New York
City,

NY.

(Per 12/13/86 Itr. from owner. Photo by owner.)
ffi;-Manch-0012-14x22
4"-wide

Glass. Signed"

tan mat, l"-wide brown wood frame.
lor.

C. H." in

View of ocean and Egg Hock, with top of Sharksmouth Cliff
in foreground,
at Manchester. Deep blue sea. Vertical
rock in center of foregrounrt. Color of rock and cliff is
predominantly pink.
Owned by (Harvard?)
On 2nd floor of Harvard Faculty Club.
(WS 10/24/86 inspection & photo.)
Note: Harvard's Fogg Museum's records appear incorrect.
Their records call this "Cool Afternoon: Wind and Dazzle",
yet the painting shows no dazzle. Their records say:
"Purchased in 1928; exhibited at Wadsworth Athenaeum,
Hartford, CT, in 1934 and at Winchester, MA, Public
Library in 1939." Presumably these remarks apply to a
very different painting.
Perhaps the following remarks --applied by Fogg Museum
to painting that has the same dimensions and shows the
locale and shows much dazzle -- apply to the painting
now under discussion: "Sea and Rocks. Photo. 1923.
14 x 21t. Signed C.H.
Gift of Dr. Ross. Exhibited in
Princeton in 1932 and in Addison
«Gallery) in 1935."

6{,

W~-Manch-0012-14x22 (CHHt 82)
No signature 01: date.
Matted or framed.
View of Dana Island fran just above the Sharksnouth
estate bathing place.
The island is capped with
blue-green foliage.
Egg Rock is visible at upper
left.
Foreground includes large rocks and cliff at
left and tall pale cliff at right.
No trees or
foliage in foreground.
Tv.Q ocean horizon segments.
Blue water.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his IlOther.
At his home in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)

HW-Manch-0012(?)-14~x21
3-in. mat. Frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson in lower right.
No date.
At center of picture is Dana Island, with ocean
horizon at left and (?) at right.
In foreground,
rocky ledge.
Also crashing waves and foam.
Ownedby Mary Clarke.
At her home in Vineyard
Haven, MA.
(Oct. 1989 data fran Mary Clarke.)

HW-Manch-0012-14!x21
2!--inch-wide gray mat.
t-inch ...wide silver frame.
Glass.
No date or signature.
View of jagged rocks and cliffs
at Sharksmouth,
at the
Sharksmouth Estate at Manchester. Dramatic redish-brown
rocks, with blue ocean visible above rocks at left and
right.
OwnedbX ThomasHopkinson Eliot.
In his home in Cambridge.
(WS 11/30/87 inspection & photo.)

mr-Manch-0012-15x22
c 1955-1959.
No mat, signature,
or date.
Dana Island, with its orange red cliffs
and cap of tall
dense green foliage,
occupies a large central area of
the scene. Calm blue sea.
Some vaguely drawn green foliage
at lower right. No promontories, or distant land, or boats.
Ownedby IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS12/1/88 photo.)
HW-Manch-0012-15x21
(CHH# 86)
1947
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
t.s included.
Matted.

Date "1947"

At upper center is Egg Rock, while the foreground
consists of massive curving ledges, reddish-brown in
color.
The sea is very rough. There is ll8lch
daz~ on the water at upper right.
No trees or greenery.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his IlOther.
At his home in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)
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HW-Manch-0012-1.5tx22 (CHH #37)
c 1930-40. No mat, signature, or date.
View toward southwest

from Sharksmouth

Estate.

with

Dana Island at right, and hard pine tree (with curving
black trunk) at left. Orange and red foliage at left,
yellow-green foliage

lower left corner.

at right.

Blue stone areas

afj

Strong glare on water at left.

Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hane in California.
(WS 12/3/88 photo; CHH 1989 photo.)

HW-Manch 0012-16}x1y,.
1954. No mat. Signed, in lower right, "To my friend
Peter Pezzati, 1954". Autumnal scene near Hopkinson
House in Manchester. A scene bursting with color of
trees and shrubs in foreground, Dana Island. visible
at upper left, and blue wind-agitated ocean. Large
curved-and-bent hard pine tree at upper right. Red
shrubs and blue ledge at lower left. Brown foliage
atop island.
Owned by Peter P~zati.
At his studio in Boston.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)
HW-Manch-0012-17ix21
2-inch-wide white mat, 1-inch-wide
brown frame. No signature or date.
Summer scene at Manchester. View of bathing place,
with deep-shadowed rocks and cliff at left, pink
sunbathed cliff at right. In the background is Dana
Island, topped with green foliage. Egg Rock visible
at left. Ocean horizon visible at left and right of
Dana Island. One long ocean swell is visible in the
otherwise calm blue water at center of picture.
Owned by Charles Howkinson Halsted.
At his home in Davis, CA.
(May 1987 photo. by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.)
HW-Manch-00124"-wide matt,

gold-colored

lll-wide

frame.

Glass (?).
Broad gently sloping cliff at Manchester, with small
expanse of ocean visible at left. Ee;gRock is barel:'
visible.
Owned by Mrs .Ostrom Enders.
Acquired by (gift? purchase?)
At owner's home in Avon, CT.

(W3 1986 photo

&

inspection.)

HW-Manch-002D-10x14
(CHH # 64)
1925 -19J8.No mat, signature, or date.
View of Manchester coast with ])anaIsland at upper
left. In front of the island a black sailboat with
one small white sail is visible. Foliage on mainland
promontory is outlined in black, suggestive of a
Chinese style. The ocean is flat. and very pale gray.
ONnedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift
At his hcxte in California.

'fol~

1?

I? IRA T"'\hnh.,~

n.rn,

foran his mother.

QRq nhnrn. 1

HW-Manch-0020-13x21t
1925 - 1935. 3-in. gray frame. Glass. it-in. gold
frame. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
High tide at Kettle Cove, Manchester. In foreground,
yellow-brown shore, with rowboat at left. At center,
two white boats in large expanse of blue water. Pole
at left, small boat at extreme right. In background,
bright orange shore and tree-covered hill.
OWned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/9/88 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0020-14x21
Yacht in Kettle Cove
~1930 - 1950. 3-inch-wide white mat. No frame or signature.
Low tide at Kettle Cove, Manchester. Tall pole
at left. Small boats in center. Yacht at right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/3/88' inspection and photo)

HW- Manch -0021-7txl4t
~1915-1925 2-in. white mat.No signat,:,,;e.
Scene at Coolidge Point, Manchester (?).
Float, gangplank (ramp), and pier. Beyond, sailboat at
anchor. Fo:eground: reddish-brown ledge, with green
pine boughs at right. Distant land visible, with small
bit of ocean horizon at left.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge
(WS Apr. 'OOinspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0021-10x14.
On back of HW-Manch-0010-9tx13.

No date

or signature.

Deep blue ocean at upper right, with two whi tf sails
of sailboats

on the horizon.

Green

trees at extreme

left. Most of the picture is occupied by large dramatic
cliffs (Sharksmouth Cliff) and rocks that are pink, brown,
and deep purple.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection.)
On back, HW-Manch-0010-9tx13. Oceanside ledges
at Manchester, with much foam beyond, and dark stormy
forbidding ocean in background. No ocean horizon.
Many tiny spots (blemishes? snowflakes?)

HVI-Manch-0021-11x18
c 1930-1950.No mat, frame, glass or date
Signed "C.L. H" in lower right.'
•
Ocean view from Shark~mouth Estate. Two small sailboats
are barely visible at upper left. In foreground a long
red-blotched near-flat ledge. No trees. No isl~d.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
•
On back. a very incomplete painting of
Dana Island.

HW-Manch-0021-11!x9
1!-in. white mat. Frame. Glass.
No signature or date.
Vie\< looking west fran SharkslTOuthestate.
Dana Island at left.
Red-br0"n pranontory at right.
Large sailboat at left; several sails;
heading for
gap between island and mainland.
A small sailboat
at right (with gaff and boom rig) is largely obscured
by the pranontory.
In foreground, greenish-blue
water with sane surf. White clouds, with blue sky in
upper corners.
CMnedby Mary Clarke.
At her hone in Vineyard
Haven,

MA~

(WS7/9/86 inspection & photo at Hopkinson House.
Oct. 1989 data fran Mary Clarke.)

Note: On 7/9/86 the painting had no significant
ar,d >'ad a 13.r'Jer "X::X>Sert area:
13x10 in.

\,
'-

mat

Note: A very similar scene is sh0"n in
H-Dil-Manch-2021-26x24.
HW-~anch-0021-1J~10
l"-wide black frame. Glass. No sig:lature.
View looking west from Sharksmouth estate.
D2.."1aIslar.c.
at left. Red-brown promontorj at right. La=ge sailboat
at left: seve~al sails. Small sailboat at r:g~~,
lar-5ely obsc~~
by the ~ornonto:=:"'J. Greer:isl1-bl~e
water, with SOne sU=:, in foreground. White clouC~
with blue SK-J in upper corners:
-,
O"r.ed by
, an ~GT he!.",.
In Hopkinson House 2r~ floor west beCroo~ closet.
(',:5 7/9/86 inspection & Jiloto.
Note: H-01l-Manch--2021-about
same composition!

26x24 has nearly

the

HW-Manch-0021~1~x22
.-..1940.
3"-wide mat, l"-wide natural-color
wooden
frame. Glass. Signed "C.H." and "Hopkinson" in lower right
corner. Legend on back is:
"AR; 6597 D","Autumn, Manchester,
About 1940."
View toward southwest from near Hopkinson House. Dana Island,
at upper left,
is pale green and gray. Riotous colors
(orange, yellow, green, magenta) fill
most of the rest of the
area. Ocean is calm and pale blue, with boat dimly visible.
Massive magenta-colored
tree-trunk
at extreme right'.
Bright green white-pine
tree (small) near center.
Foreground pale (magenta and pink).
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(liS 3/i6/88 inspection
& photo.)
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HW-Manch-0021-15x21i
4"-wide mat, 1"-wide brown frame.Glass.
Signed "C.H." in lower right corner.
View of ocean, with small sdboat at center, from
Sharksmouth estate. Much green foliage at left and
right, with characterful hard pine tree near center.
Two dark overhanging branches at left. No persons,
house, island
Owned by "Ha.l5W" per inscription on back. In dining
room of Cottage of Sharksmouth estate.
(ws 1986 inspection & photo.)
ffil-Manch-0021-15x22 (CHH# 41)
Inscribed, in pencil "C.H. 1960" in
lower right. No mat •.
View south southwest

from Hopkinson

House lawn.

Dana I"land at upper right. Small sailboat barely
vi"ible at upper center. Lawn is yellow-brown, with
dark green shaded area in extreme foreground.
Owned by C. H.Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hane in California.
(WS 1988 8, CHH1989 photos.)

On back: incomplete sketch of somewhat
similar subject.

HW-Manch-0021- 15x22
No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower right corner.

View straight out to sea from Sharksmouth estate
rocky shoreline. In foreground, orange-red ledge.
Big deep blue ocean beyond. On horizon, several
barely visible, closely grouped, sails, probably
the sails of a schooner.

Owned by Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Halsted.
At their Manchester home (or their nearby sttrlio).
(ws 7/7/86 inspection & photo)
HW-Manch-0021-

?

J"-wide white mat, 1"-wide wood-colored
frame. Glass (?).
Sharksmouth cliff at Manchester, MA, with deep blue water
appearing above the cliff and a large expanse of such
water to right of cliff. Small sailboat visible beyond
right tip of cliff. Black area of seaweed to right of
base of cliff.
Owne<1 by Mrs. Ostrom Enclers.
At her home in Avon, CT.
Crr: 1986 photo & inspection).
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HW-Manch-0022-1J~20
19~ G (Slr1940n.
No mat. t"-wide brown frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson 194{' ((or 1940 n)" in lower
right corner.

Winter scene of Sharksmouth estate shorefront, ocean,
and Egg Rock Island. Heavy snow on nearby rocks and
cliffs. Dark tree trunks at left and right.Small boat
(lobster boat?) barely visible. Two ocean-horizon
segments.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in lowest
room. (WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0022-14~x11
No mat, frame, glass, date, or signature.
Jagged orange-and-white Sharksmouth cliff at left,
with two-masted sailboat barely visible at upper
right on deep blue sea. Green shrubs in lower left,
purple rock at lower right. 'l'wD segments of ocean
horizon are visible.
Owned by T. A. Halsted; 1989 gift from IH.
At his home.
(WS 7/3/89 photo. Also T.A.H. 1990 photo.)
On

back:

incanplete sketch of

Dana

Island.

HW-Manch-0022-14t~20
4u-wide

white mat. No frame. no glass.

Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
Manchester cliffs and rocks in foreground. At right of
center, one prominent near-bare tree (pine). In background,
Egg Rock is visible, with the sail of a ship appearing
just above it. Two ocean-horizon segments.
Owned by HHR, per old label on back. (Perhaps IH
believes it belongs to IH?)
In library of Hopkinson House (WS July 1986 inspection
and photo, and 8/J/86 reinspection)
Appraised in 1986 by R. C. Vose, Jr., at moderate value.
HW-Manch-0022-1Jt~22
""19JO-1940'. J"-wide white mat, 1"-wide wooden frame
(natural color), glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left
corner.

Sharksmouth cliff, pale orange and pale gray. At upper left,
small area of ocean, with Egg Rock, visible. Ar upper right.
another small area of ocean, with sailboat.
No persons, trees, shrubs, grass.
Owned by' JHS. At her home in Cambridge.

(WS J/16/88inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-0022-15x21
4"-wide mat, t"-wide

brown frame.

Glass.

Dramatic overhanging Sharksmouth cliff at left, sailboats
and island (Egg Rock) at right.
Owned by heirs of Lovell Thompson.
At

•

(WS 1986 photo

&

inspection.)

HW-Manch-0022-15x22
c 1940-1950. No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
An incomplete pai'lting of Sharksmouth cliff and hu~ rocks
bathed in dazzling sunlight, with glimpses of deep blue
ocean -- and one sailboat -- beyond.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0100-9x11

Stone wall, roses, and piazza .

...." ..0-1'47. No mat t frame, or signature.
Hopkinson House lawn, retaining wall, rea roses, and

piazza, anl col umnc. Deep shadows (of piazza columns)
on lawn.
Owned by.JHS. At her Cambridge home.
(WAS 6/19/86 inspection and photo.)

HW-Manch-0100-10x14t
c 1940-1950.No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of west end of Hopkinson House living room at
Manchester. Blue sofa, lamp on table behind sofa,
At left, vase of flowers backed by screen.
Owned by HHR. Ather home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0100-11x1)t
"-'1940- 1950. 3"-wide gray mat, 1"-wide black frame.
Glass. Signed "C.H." in lower left corner.
View of Hopkinson House lawn, with we"t piazza at right,
hard pine tree at center, tree trunk at left. Before sunset.
Predominant color: greenish yellow. Piazza columns are blue.
Ocean not visible. A vague, dreamy, blurred portrayal.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME. In first story
southeast room (den).
(ws 7/16/86 inspection &. thoto.)
HW-Manch-0100-12x22
NelL 42No mat, signature, or date.
View of Hopkinson House west piazza and adjacent flower
bed, with two slender bush-like trees at left.
Elinor H. Moore owns this.
'89 gift
At Moore hcxoo in Maine.
(WS '88 photo, E1iM '90 photo.)

fran rother,

m.
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HW-Manch-Ol0D-1Jx2ot
No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson" in l.r.
No date. View of interior of barn at Shelving Rock Trust
estate in Manchester. Small boat at left, grindstone at
right. Beyond, wagon with shafts; also two windows.
Owned by EB. At Edmonton, Alberta, home of her daughter
Margaret Barr Fowlie. (Dec. 1987 ltr. & photo from that
daughter. )
HW-Manch-Ol00- lJx21.Marsh with three telephone poles
",1940 - 1950. J" white mat.
Signature "Charles
Hopkinson"

in lower right corner.

Manchester marsh, north of White Beach, Manchester.
Portion of creek at center. Three telephone poles.
House barely visible at extreme right. Late afternoon
shadows.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS J/l/88 inspection and photo)
On back: incomplete painting of four persons
seated on terrace south of Hopkinson House.
HW-Manch-0100(-(~'40~)
)"-wide white mat, l'-wide natural-color
wood frame. Glass (?)
Front lawn and west piazza of Hopkinson House,
Manchester, MA. Five white pillars of piazza visible.
Large dark tree area is background. Wavy shadows on
lawn.

Owned by Mrs. Ostrom Enders.
At own~r's home in Avon,

CT.

(WS 1986 photo & inspection) •
.HW-Manch-Ol00-15xl'4".
Wide white mat. Slender blue-and-gold frame.
Glass.(NO signature or date?)
View of east piazza of Hopkinson House. Table and chairs
visible. Piazza floor and the trees in background are
very dark in color. No persons or ocean visible •
.Owned by Edith Appleton Standen. In her home in New York
City. (12/13/86 ltr. from owner. Photo by her.)
HW-Manch-Ol00-about 15~20(?)
~1950-1955'No mat, frame, glass, signature.
View of yellow-green grass of Hopkinson House lawn
Hith west piazza at right. At left, a red-purple band
(flower bed? trunk of fallen tree?). Deep green-black
shadows at right. No person or ocean or island.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; on second
floor, in folder.
(ws 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

7r
HW-Manch-0100-15x24
1953.
No mat or :frame. Signed
"Hopkinson 1953" in lower left corner.
Three boats in a barn, with small window
through which a row of green trees is visible.
Big sailboat (keel type) on stand at right.
Smaller boats at left and center.
Owned by Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Halsted.
At their home in Manchester (or in nearby
studio) •
(ws 7/7/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0100-19x21
)-inch-wide white mat, i-inch black frame.
Glass. Signed "Charles Hopkinson" in lower left.
Interior view of Sharksmouth estate barn, with white
and blue rowboat in foreground, and grindstone at right.
In background, a wagon with upraised shafts and green
chassis.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/9/88 inspection& phOto.)
HW-Manch-0100-22x15. (CHH# 44)
Initialed
in lower left.
No date or
mat.
View of west end of ell of Hopkinson House. Arched
doorway at lower right. At center, tall brown bare
tree trunk.
Green woods visible at left.
OWnedby C. H. Halsted;
1989 gift fran his llOther.
At his hane in
Califomia.
(1989 CHHphoto.)

HW-Manch-0100-22x15
No mat, frame, or signature.
Large view of west piazza of Hopkinson House, with
large impressiY tree trunk close to left of piazza.

rv1925-1935.

Owned by EIlB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in first
story bathroom.
~ws 7/16/86 inspection & p,oto.)

HW-Manch-0110-9~x12~
Simple slender mat and wood frame.
Initialed
at lower left.
Dana Island loans large and pale at left.
At right
are =lumns of the Hopkinson House west piazza.
Praninent at center is a luxuriant vine.
Flat pale ocean. No ocean horizon.
At lower
right, deep shadow on lawn.
OWned by T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his llOther.
(T.A.H. 1990 photo.)
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HW-Manch-0110-9Jx13
~ 1930 - 1940. J-inch->;ide white mat. Sil';nad
"Hopkinson" in IOder right corner. No date.
Dana Island, pink and brown, barely visible through
trees. Half-shaded lawn in foreground. Part of house
visible at right. Ocean barely visible. No boat, no
horizon.

Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS May '88 inspection & photo.)
On back: View of reddish Manchester marsh, and
reddish hills, north of White Beach, Manchester.
Small creek and curve in road visible. Birch
treesat left. Not a finished painting.

HW-Manch-0110-9tx13
~1940 - 1950. No mat, frame, glass, signature.
View toward southwest, showing Dana Island and, near
center of painting, tower on distant promontory.
Emphasis on sunset sky: pink near horizon, yellow higher
up, and blue above.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; on second flc)r,
in folder. (WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-0110-10x14
About 1950 - 1960. No signature or date.
4-in.-wide white mat. 1/~-in.-wide gold frame.
View to southwest from Hopkinson House lawn. At
right are the columns of the west piazza. Globular
shrubs at lower left and center. Oma Island at
left. Srrooth pale blue ocean. No ocean horizon.
Many distinct clouds in sky.
CMned by Mrs. Robert Howard (formerly Elizabeth
(Beth) Appel). Gift from CSII. At hane of Mrs.
Howard in Wynnewood,' PA.
(Photoreceived from Mrs. Howard in 1989.)
HW-Manch-0110-10x16
About 1940 - 1955(?).
No mat or date. Signed "To
Peter Pezzati, Charles Hopkinson" in lower left.
View southwest from Hopkinson House in late afternoon.
Distant promontories; Dana Island. Treetops in foreground.
Owned by Peter Pezzati. At his studio in Boston.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)
On back, HW-Bermuda-0010-16x10.
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HW-Manch-0110-1otxl4t
~1925 - 1930. 2-inch-wide white mat. No signature.
View, framed by white columns of west piazza of Hopkim.on
House, of pink, yellow, and green Dana Island, at upper
left,yellow ledge at lower left, and green trees at right.
No ocean horizon.

Owned by JHS. Ather home in Cambridge.
(WS Apr. 1988 inspection & photo.)
On back, HW-Manch-0110-11x15.
A vague sunset scene, towar~
west from Hopkinson

Red and blue sky. Foreground
flat gray-green-yellow. At
center, distant tower
silhouetted. Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower left.

_--

8
- ;.":i

Hause.

~

...
7

,;"

~~

"-HW-Manch-0110-l1x15
1
1
~ 1925-1935. On back of H\>!-Manch-0110-1~x14t.
View. just

after

sunset,

toward southwest

from

Sharksmouth Estate.
Red and blue sky. Foreground
i..flat gray-green-yellow. At center, dista~t
tower. Vaguely indicated tree-branche ..at rlght.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection.)
On other side, HW-Manch-0110-1otx14t, with
two-inch-wide white mat. View of Dana Island
from west piazza

of Hopkinson How:ie.

HW-Manch-0110-11x1~
(CllH II 70)
(Date ?)
No mat, signature, or date.
View of Manchester coastal area from Hopkinson House
west piaza. Dana Island, at left, is bright red and
olive-green. Distant lands are tan, with slender gold
sky immediately above. Piazza pillar visible at left.
Foreground includes green and yellow trees, portrait
wi ih the aid of broad horizontal stripes. The ocean also
has a striped pattern, with magenta and blue stripes.
ONned by C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift
At his home in California.
(WS

fran his l1Other.

12/26~a~6~~o~en<eHe1?~ett!h1;!y bf head of
a man, probably Prof. Manley O. Hudson.
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HW-Manch-Oll0-l)x20
_IQ30-,y.O.Nomat, frame, or signature.
View toward west from Hopkinson House. Vaguely done.
At center of pi~ure there is a hill with a building
(slender tower) thereon. Horizon

not visible.

Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 6/27/86 inspection & photo.)
On back: incomplete painting of lone thin Egg Rock,
with large expanse of yellow-brown ledge of shorefront
in foreground.

-:_:--'

.
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HW-Manch-0110-14x22 (CHH# 84)
No signature,
date.
Matted or framed.
View to the southwest fran Hopkinson House. At right
are pillars of the west piazza; also a folding chair.
Parallel deep green shadows on the lawn. Slanting
hard pine tree at left. Also at left is Dana Island,
with light brown areas and white areas.
Distant
lands dimly visible.
The sea is a flat pale blue.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his heme in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)

HW-Manch-Oll0-14txl2t
About 1950 - 1960(?). No mat, signature, or date.
At lower left there is a penciled inscription Qy
Peter Pezzati "by Charles Hopkinson at his place in
Manchester". In foreground, columns of Hopkinson House
west piazza, with tip of Dana Island visible at left.
At bottom, green lawn and te=ace flagstones.
Owned by Peter Pezzati. At his studio in Boston.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)
On back:

HW-Bermuda-0220-12tx14t.
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HW-Manch-0110-141xl6t
c 1930-1940. No mat, frame, glass, or date.
Signed "C. Hopkinson" in lower left.
View of porch and staircase-down-to-the-sea at
the bathhouse, Sharksmouth Estate. Dazzling light nearly
overwhelms the ledges, rocks, and Waves.
Right portion of painting has been marked (in pencil, by
CSH) for discard.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (WS 5/22/85 inspection
& photo.)
on back there is a very incomplete sketch of CSH's
daughter Elinor.

No drawing
available

HW-Manch-0110(?)-14~'\9
White mat, glass, and wood frame.
No signature or date.
View toward southwest fran Hopkinson House. Dana
Island at left, distant bluffs at center, white
columns of Hopkinson House west piazza at right.
OWned by Alison Brooks and John E. Yellen. Received
as a gift fran Mrs. R. A. Brooks (Jane Brcoks). She
had purchased it fran IH (?)
(1/30/89 information fran Mrs. R. A. Brooks. Also
4/18/89 Itr. fran John E. Yellen.)
HW-Manch-0110-141x22
1955.
No mat, no frame. Inscribed "To E.T.A.
from C.H." in lower left corner and "Charles Hopkinson
1955" in lower right corner.
View toward the west from neighborhood of Hopkinson
House, Manchester. Dana Island visible at centerand
right. Headland in background. Small roundi8h green
tree in left foreground, with band of green shrubs
extending,far to the right. Bright red area near
lower right corner. (WS 7/7/86 inspection & photo.)
Note: On back:
view of Egg Rock.

HW-Manch-0011-22x141
Owned by Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Halsted. At their
home in Manchester or in nearby studio.

HW-Manch-0110-15x11t

....."lr-

"j.$""'"""""No
mat,

frame,

or signature.

View of Hopkinson House J.awn, white

column of piazza,

and green trees nearly obscuring the ocean. Back of a chair
visible at lower left. OW'(Ie.T'""7 l..-oe,rt '0'1. 1

..

Note: This painting is on the back of a more important
one: HW-:aermuda-.0000-15~l1tshowing several tall
palm trees, no people, houses, or ocean visible.
HI'-Manch-0110-15x21t
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower ritht.
No mat or date.
View toward the west from Hopkinson

House west piazza.

Piazza column visible at left, hiding left end of
Dana Island. Oak trees at right. The ocean is a deep
blue. Red-orange promontory barely visible at right.
Blue water with some white foam. No boat or ocean horizon.
CMned by T. A. Halsted Jr. At T.A.H. Sr. Manchester house.
(WS 12/1/88 photo. Also T. A. H. 1990 ohntn.l

HW-Manch-0110-15x22

(CHH # 39)
No mat, frame, or signature.

View southwest from Hopkinson House lawn. At right is
the west piazza with several white columns. Middle
distance promontory is magenta color. Far distant land
is pale blue. Dark red foliage of oak tree in upper
center. pink retaining wall at lower center. Bright red
object (earth of flower garden?) at lower left. Pale
yellow sky.
CMned by C. H.Halsted. 1989 gift from his lOClther.
At his home in Califomia.
(WS 3/29/36 photo;
CHH 1989 photo.)
HW-Manch-0110-15x22
\-Jell 4.7
c 1950 - 1960. No mat, signature, or date.
View towards southwest from Hopkinson House lawn.
Edge of west piazza visible at right. Terrace flower
beds at center and right. In thedistance several
promontories and one tower are visible. Lowest portion
of sky is bright, with large upper area ~ark gray.
No islands are visible, and no ocean hor1zon.
CMned by Elinor H. M:Jore. '89 gift from l'1OtI,'er,
IH.

At M:Jorehome in Maine.
On back.
Massive

(WS'

88 photo; UIM

90 photo.)

HW-Manch-0000-15x22. Deep woods.
tree

trunk:::;.

'tiD

HW-Manch-0110-15tx22
1"-wide ",rumbled cardboard border.
No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
Wild blue and white waves dashing against the cliffs and
boulders of the bathing cover 250 yards west of Hopkinson
House. In background, sheer gray cliff, with red and
magenta hills and a house beyond. Red and yellow flowers
in right foreground; also pink cliff top and, at extreme
lower portion of the painting yellow upland slope.
At extreme left, green-topped tree and big bare trunk.
Focus of attention is bluish green water and great bursts
of white spray.

~ "U-I9JS".

Owned by JHS. At her h.ome in Cambridge.
(WS 7/1/86 inspection & photo.)
ffil-Manch-0110-15tx22
Signed "C.H." at lower left. No mat or
date.

View toward east from Sharksmouth

Estate COaBtal

cliff. In foreground, orange-red cliff-top, with deep
shadows; huge bare tree-trunk at githt. In background,
the Hyde Cox House on Crow Island; lush green foliage on
island. Blue water at right.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 12/1/88 photo.)
On back:

HW-0010-15tx22.

and promontories,

View of Dana Island

tan color.

HW-Manch-OllD- about 16x20 (guess)
No signature or date (?)
View of Hopkinson House West piazza and, beyond,
View of ocean, Dana Island, and distant green promontories.
In foregroud, narrow strip of light green lawn, with
dark green shadows. Four or five piazza columns are
visible, and also a lattice fence at far side of piazza.
No flowers or shrubs or warm colors. No persons, no
ocean horizon.
Owned by HHR. At her home in.Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo.)
HW-Manch-Ollo-about

17x22"
No signature or date.

View toward the east from cliffs at east edge of the
Sharksmouth Estate in Manchester. In middle background
is Crow Island with its many cliffs and, at left, hup;e
high retaining wall. The hous!" of Mr. Hyde Cox tops the
island. Deep blue water and bare yellow cliff in foreground.
No people, boat, ocean horizon, or cloud.
Owned by Alice Saltzman. At home of her friend Barbara
Katzenstein of Greensboro, NC •.
(Per info from Saltzman family; Saltzman 1986 photo.)

%1
HW-Manch-011D-about 18x20 (guess)
1-inch-wide black frame.
No signature or date (?)
Hopkinson House west piazza. Two columns visible. Also
big red flo lErpot. White fence along west side of piazza
Glimpses of Dana Island and ocean at left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo.)

Nell S7
No mat, frame, date, or signature.
View of west piazza of Hopkinson House. Dana Island
visible at left.
Calm blue sea.
In foreground, very
dark lawn. Upper middle: luxuriant vine.
<Mned by Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift fran mother, IH.
At Moore hone in Maine.
.<EHM'90 photo.)
HW-Manch-0111-11x14

HW-Manch-Olll-12xl0
~930-50.
}-inch-wide white mat. No signature or date.
View toward Dana Island and western promo~ories
from Hopkinson House east piazza. Yellow dappled
foreground (lawn etc.) Island red with green foliage.
red cliff at right. Bucket or basket at edge of piazza.
Owned by .JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS May '88 inspection & photo.)
On back: Crude and incomplete painting of
shadows cast on Hopkinson House lawn by columns
of west piazza.
HW-Manch-Oll1- 14x20
Ne.LL 4~
4"-wide gray mat. Framed. Signed
"Hopkinson" in lower right.
View of Dana Island from Hopkinson House terrace, looking
past. the three columns of the west piazza. Flat deep bluegray ocean. No boats. One ocean horizon.
<Mned by Elinor H. Moore. 1989 gift fran IOClther, TH.
At Moore hone in Maine. (WS/88 photo; EHM'90 photo.)

HW-Manch-0111-14x21
....I,-u-- t-tat': 2 -wide
gray mat, ~"'-wide wood frame,
natural color; glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left
1l

corner.

View of Dana Island looking southeast. Bathhouse
left middleground. 8~ft-high white pine in center of
picture. Dana Island at upper right, partly obscured
by two tree trunks. 'At upper left, Morning sunlight
glare on (single horizon segment) ocean.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/2it\38inspection & photo.)

82.

HW-Manch-0111-14t~21
"'1930-19)8. 4"-wide white mat, l"-wide black frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
View of Sharksmouth estate bathhouse""" the ocean.
No people or boats. On .. ocean-horizon segment..
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME, in lowest
room.

(WS 7/16/86.inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-Ot11-15x9t
No mat, signature, or date.
About 1930-40(?).View from west piazza of Hopkinson House.
Dana Island visible at right. Slender curved tree trunk at
left. Piazza columns visible at extreme left and right.
Owned by Peter PEzzati. At his studio in Boston.
(ws 11/9/88 photo.)
On back:

...
[i

HW-NZ-0010-15x9t

<-

"li<
,

."

HW-Manch-0111-15xll
""'1925. 2-inch-wide white mat. i-inch-wide gray frame.
Glass. No date or signature.
Scene beside Hopkinson House in Manchester. In foreground,
piazza with two white posts. Beyond, green lawn, small tree,
and glimpses of ocean and horizon. No island.
Owned by Thomas and Ramelle Adams. At their home in Lincoln,MA.
(WS 11/30/86 inspection & photo.)
H\1-Manch-0111-15x22
Nell41
No mat, signature, or date.
View, toward south, from within Hopkinson House living
room. Open French doors at left and right. Beyond,
flagstone terrace with deck chair. Dense green foliage
and patch of blue ocean water in background. Mullen
plant at right.
Owned by Elinor

H. IbJre.
'89 gift
At IbJre hane in Maine.
(WS '88 photo;
EHM'90 photo.)

fran lOC>ther,!H.

HW-Manch-Olll-15~23
,.....1950-1955.
No mat, frame, glass, or ';ignature.
View southwest from Hopkinson House lawn.
At right, columns of west piazza, with chair in foregrotmd.
At left, Dana Island, bright purple. Blue-black region
just to left of leftmost column of piazza. Many long
shadows on lawn. Slender hard pine tree at left.
Owned by EHJ3,. At her home in Cornish, ME; on second flooV'
in folder.
•
(ws 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-0111-15ix1J
c 1940-1945.No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View toward SW from second-floor porch (off master's
bedroom) of Hopkinson House, Manchester. PortJ.on of
porch white fence is shown at lower right. Da~d Island
at upper left. Rich green foliage in nearby trees. Deep
blue water.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
On back, HW-Manch-0010-15ix1J.
and on Dana Island.

Snow on cliffs

1
,t/.,
". 'If,.

HW-Manch-0111-16x21
J"-wide white mat, l"-wide black frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson"

in lower left corner.

View to the southwest from the Hopkinson HOuse terrace.
In the foreground is the west porch. Vines embrace the
left column of the porch. Dana Island occupies the center
of the painting. It is magenta color with yellow-green
foliage. There are red flowers close beyond the porch.
No promontories. One segment of ocean horizon.
ONned by Elizabeth Mepham Halsted--by gift fran her
father T. A. Halsted who had recently received it from
his IIOther IH.
At her hane.
(WS 7/18/86 inspection and photo. Oral information
of 7/3/89 from T. A. Halsted.)
HW-Manch-0111-17x22
No mat, signature, or date.
View of Hopkinson House ..est piazza, with
its three vertical coll.D1U1S
casting shadows on
piazza floor. Dana island vaguely indicated
at right. Flat blue-gray sea. Green-blue sky.
ONned by T. A. Halsted. 1989 gift from IIOther.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(T.A.H. 1990 photo.)
HYI-Manch-0111-20x14
c 1950-60. No mat, signature, or date.
View of Dana Island

from west piazza

of Hopkinson House.

The piazza columns loom large at left and right. Tall
slender

near-bare

tree trunk at center.

Massive

vine

trunk at right. Island is. salmon color, with lush
pale green foliage atop island. Single ocean horizon.
ONned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 1989 gift from IIOther.
(WS 12/J/88 photo.)

HW-Manch-0111-22x13
N...ll43A
No mat.
No signature
or date.
View fran Hopkinson House west piazza. Tall white
colUllU1at center, Dana Island at left.
Calm
pale blue sea.
Distant green promontory visible
at right.
Grillwork fence at lower right.
CMnedby Elinor H. M:x>re. 1989 gift fran mother, IH.
At M:x>rehane in Maine.
(1990 EHMphoto.)
On back: HW-Manch-0010-13x22.
Flaming red sunset scene.

HW
-Manch-0120-14}x19
1-inch-,wide white mat, 1-inch-wide

brown frame.

View, from SWpiazza of Hopkinson House, toward southwest.
In foreground a corner of the piazza floor is seen, and also
two white columns. Just beyond, flowers and terrace wall are
seen. Dana Island visible at extreme right.
To the left
of center a small sailboat
is visible
on a deep blue ocean.
Sense foliage (of grapevine) covers the
uppermost part of painting.
No ocean horizon.
Ownedby CSH's grandson John Gibbon. At his home in
Ossining, NY. (Per photo lent in March 1987 by that
grandson's wife Miriam.)

IIW
-Manch-01?O-21txl4}"
Signed "C~ H" in lower left,
)-inch-wide
{t;ray
mat. l"-wide brown frame. Glass.
View to southwest from west piazza of Hopkinson House.
At extreme left is a white column of the piazza. In left
background, half of Dana Island. Flat blue sea and sky.
Distant low land forms the horizon.
Near-bare curved
tree-trunk
in center. Small black boat visible at center.
O.wnedby Marjorie Gibbon Masek. At her home in Martha's
Vineyard, MA. (Per March 1987 photo by J. Masek.'
Also W.S. Sept. 1988 photo and Leah Lipton 1988 photo.)
Included in 1988 Danforth Museumshow.
HW-Manch-0121-13x18!
2-in.-wide white mat and !-inch
gold frame. Glass.
No signature
or date.
View fran Hopkinson west piazza.
Lawn at left,
orange-red flowers at right.
In background, blue
ocean, with white sail of distant
boat. Two
columns of piazza are visible.
Shadow of grill
on
piazza floor at right.
CMned~~s.
R. A. &roo~.
fuher
hane in Washington, DC.
(Info. and photo fran Mrs. R. A. &roo~ in early '89.)

HW-Manch-02:10-9 x IJ
"'-19JO-1950. )-inch-wide white mat. No sign'tture or date.
View of Manchester'~ Kettle Cove at low tide with two hou~~s
at left, bright orange-colored hills. In foreground,
blue-black rocks and ledge. Yellow water in
"7oregrc.und.

Owned by JHS. At her home in Carnbridge.
(WS May '88inspection & photo.)
On back, view of large flat green forested
area. Long low range of deep blue hills
in background. Stone wall in foreground. (Ireland?)
Signed. See: "HW- Land -0000-10x 14"

HW-Manch-0210-15x22
""dL ., HI.
No frame. ~igned "C.H." at lower left.
View toward east from 3harksmouth Estate. HURe pink
near-horizontal granite ledge in foreground, blue water
beyo.lct.In backgrounct, sea-wall anctCrow Island, with
green trees anctblue shactows. Several houses barely
visible.
by Elinor H. Moore.
'89 gift fran llDther, IH.
At Moore hane in Maine. (WS' 86 photo; EHM '90 photo.)

O.vned

On back: HW-Manch-0011-15x22. View to west
from Sharksmouth Estate exactly at sunset.
._.~:

~

~ -~
.,,:-:'-

HW-Manch-0220- 9x11
J" white mat. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower
right corner.
View of costline, looking west from Hopkinson House.
Many promontories and islands visible. At ri!lt,Si~ing
Beach.
Outlines of buildings in Boston and Manchester
visible aLleft and right. Three small sailboats visible
at left. Dana Island, inconspicuous at left, is reddish
black. Simple green lawn in foreground.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/1/88 inspection and photo.)

~\~~D-('fO)

On back: HW-Maine (?) -0020-1OX14. View of three
large sailboats and one motorboat,. all at anchor
in front of 100-ft.-high deeply wooded headland,
at Somes Sound (?)
HW-Manch-l000-14*x21~
2,
2
'" 1928. 4"-wide gray mat. No frame, no glass.
Signed "C. Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
View of rocks and cliffs of Sharksmouth and Windmill
Pond area, with figure of a woman (actually IH) reclining
on central rock. Dramatic orange-gold-coloren rocks, with
dramatic shadows. Blue sky. Ocean not visible.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) 'Halsted. 1989 gift iran llDther.
(WS 8/15/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-l0l0-9txI3
~1925-30. 2-inch-wide white mat. No date or signature.
View southwest along the coast from Sharksmouth Estate.
A slender picturesque pine tree, sloping upward to the
right, dominates the picture. Pale flat green are",,;
at right. Flat pale blue ocean at upper left. On a
promontory at left a human figure is barely vid ble.
No ocean horizon

•

Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection & photo.)
On back, pencil sketch of Prof. Manley O. Hudson.
Made in preparation for painting his portrait.
HW-Manch-l010-10xI4
Signed
View of girl, holding
Estate coastal ledge,

Ndl

01

in lower right. No mat,date.
fishpole , standing on Sharksmouth
with rough sea beyond. Much glare
"C.!'."

on the water at center of scene.

The girl

is seen in

silhouette, facing the sea.
<Mned by Elinor H./obore. '89 gift fran mother, IH.
At Moore hone in Maine.
(WS '88 photo, EHM '90 photo.)
HW-Manch-l011- 9xl2i.
~1930 - 1940. }-inch wide .white mat. ~o signature or date.
Woman seated on Hopkinson House lawn, looking toward
Dana Island and the ocean. Bare trunk of slender tree
at center; yellow and red flowers at left.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 7/8/86 inspection & photo •.Repeated 5/12/88.)
On back: crude painting of view (Of Dana
Island) from between two tall cliffs.
HW-Manch-l011-15x21
About 1923.
4-inch-wide white mat. I-inch
deep white frame. Glass. Signed "C. J.. H." in lower
left and "Charles Hopkinson" in lower right.
View, at Shelving Rock Trust estate, of ocean seen
through gap in the Sharksmoth cliff... Vertical cliff
at left, big blue waves at center. At right, girl
(Joan Hopkinson, at about age 10.) climbing steep
cliff. White area of sun dazzle at upper right.
No boat visible (unless a blotch at upper left is
meant to suggest a boat).
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/16/88 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-l011-15x22
c 1930 - 1935. No mat, frame, glass, or date.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left, and "C..LH" in lower right.
View of naked man, striding, with his left hand raised,
on ledge at Sharksmouth Estate coast. In background is the
Sharksmouth cliff.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (\oIS5/22/85 inspection
& photo.)

HW-Manch-1011-22x15
c 1930-1935. No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
Man carrying heavy stone in both hands. Standing on ledge
at Sharksmouth Estate coast. Sharksmouth cliff in upper
background.
Owned by HHIL At her home in Ottawa. (WS 5/22/87 inspection
& photo.)

HW-Manch-1021-1~x21
1955. J-in. Whit<!mat. No frame or signature.
Label on back says: "APe 66000.Summer mormng.AbOut
View west from near Hopkinson

House,

1955".

showing

Dana Island (pink, with smooth green summit),
pink, yellow and orange beaches and promontories
at right. Single start orange cliff in left
faeground.

Smooth green expanes in right foreground.

Green water between island and sandspit.
Motorboat with sail and one occupant clearly visible.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/3/88 inspection & photo.)
HH-Manch-1100-7x8
About 1920; 4-inch-wide mat, 1-inch-wide\wood frame. Glass.
No date Or signature.
View of west piazza of Hopkinson House, Manchester.
Child
seated on floor. (Child is not recognizable but in fact is
Joan Hopkinson, 7, playing Qlocks1 Vine trunk in foreground.
In background, trees block view of ocean.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/21/88 inspection & photo}

r - - - - - - - -- --I

HW-Manch-1100-8x8
"-1940. J-inch white mat.
Signed "C. Hopkinson"
in lower right corner. Painting of a young woman,
probably CSH's daughter JHS. She is wearing a pink dress,
sitting on a blue sofa, and holding a small dog.
A quick rough sketch that has much style.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(,rs Apr ".00 inspection & photo.)
On ~ack: Incomplete attempt to portray
blazing yellow sun setting beyond Manchester
Marsh.
ViewSt.
from
Ocean
bridge.

~t~
~~

-_'C.-

_

HW-Manch-1100-9tx8
1/4"-wide black frame. Glass.
No signature.
Woman, in red dress, sitting on sofa and reading a
book. Lamp with large shade in ':>ackground.
The Woman is presumably the wife of the artist.
Owned by JHS. In her home in Cambridge.
(,IS 7/11/86 inspection & photo.)
Note: This is a color ful painting. There is
another such painting, almost identical except
almost entirely in monochrome.
HW-Manch-1100-11x9t
"-'jq<r.r. No mat, frame. No signature.
Monotone painting, in pale gray~blue, of woman seated
on sofa, reading. Small table at right. Large lamp with
large conical shade on table beyond sofa.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 7/8/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-1100-16x22
}-inch-wide gray mat, 1-inch-wide gray
frame. Glass. No signature or date.
View of Hopkinson House lawn, west piazza, and (seen through
the set of columns) the house ell. Stone wall at lower
left. Figure of young woman visible on porch, she is facing
away from the artist. Trees and hills visible at left.
No portion of ocean is visible. Foliage is mainly green.
Blue sky with many white clouds.
Owned by Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Boylston Adams, at their home
in Lincoln, MA.
(WS 2/22/87 inspection & photo.)
IIW-Manch-1110-11x14 Nell !i7A
No mat(?).
No signature or date.
View of Hopkinson House piazza and lawn, at Manchester.
In right foreground, a girl (with white blouse) is seated
facing the sea, at left.
Dana Island at upper left.
Owned by Elinor H. /b)re.
'89 gift fran nother, IH.
At /b)re hane in Maine.
(EHM 1990

photo.)

HW-Manch-ll00- 21tx 14.
2"-wide white mat, with 1"-wide black frame.
View of south face of west wing of Hopkinson House,
with woman in red standing in front of central window
of the semi-basement (pottery). Some trees visible at
left. Grass and e7posed ledge areas below.
Painted from west window of master's bedroom.
Owned by MeT heirs.
In Hopkinson House second floor west bedroom closet.
(ws 7/9/86 inspection & photo.)
AppraiSed in 1986 by R. G. Vose, Jr., at moderate value.

HY!-Manch-1110--14x10%
About 19:JO.3"-wide mat, t"-1!ide black frame, @;lass.
No signature or date.
View of Hopkinson House terrace garden. Green @;rass
bordered by red shrubs and one central slender tree
trunk.

Woman kneeling

on grass, gardening.

In foregroun~,

balcony railing of Hopkinson House west ell. In background,
dense fog largely obscures the ocean.
Owned by JHS. In her.home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/9/8(s' inspection and photo.)
HY'-Manch-ll10-14x12
"'1930-40. 2-inch-wide white mat. No date or signature.
ShowEi woman seated

in wicker

chair on HopkimJon

House

lawn, with piazza column at right and vaguely indicated
ocean at upper left. The woman is wearing a blue :::;weater.
She is reading. Her legs are crossed.
Dazzling sunlight
on her right shoulder.

Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection & photo.)
On back, some yellow, blue, and green brush strokes.
HYI-Manch-1111-14x22 Ne.\l 3~
C 1940 -50. No mat, signature, or date.
View toward south from Hopkinson House living room,
via living room south door. Clse beyo~d doorway is a

child and a terrace chair. The lawn is yellow. Sky also.
Calm light blue sea. No island or boat.
Owned by Elinor H. M:xlre.
'89 gift
At M:xlre .'lane in Maine.
(WS '88 photo, E1lM'90 photo.)

_. _ .c.-~

fran

IOClther, !H.

HW-Manch-1112-14x22
~1958. J-in.-wide white mat. No signature, no frame.
View toward the southwest from Hopkinson House west
piazza. In foreground, lawn and red roses at left,
piazza columns, and, at right,a girl with long braided
hair. Beyond, Dana Island. Distant island in background,
with ocean horizon at left and at right. Painting
owned by JHS until 11/18/88; then sold at Bakker lnc.auction.
(ws J/lf88 inspection and photo)
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HW-Manch-2000- ""0'/"1...1936 or earlier.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
Six or more persons on large sloping lawn with large
trees in background. (Oak or maple trees, probably).
Big prickly-appearing shrub at lower left.
Probably a view of lawn of stone House at Sharksmouth
Estate in Manchester. The persons shown may be the children
and other relatives of CSH. A soft-texture painting.
Not the usual style of CSH.
Presented to the National Academy of Design in 1936
in order that they might convey it, with paintings by
many other artists,to Charles Courtney Curran.
A medium-quali typhotograph of the painting is presented
on p. 50 of the 1975 book (informally prepared and
printed) by James R. Bakker, 1 Liberty Square, Littleton,
MA 01460. Title: "Homage to Charles Curran 1861 - 1942".
(A copy waS given by Mr. Bakker to JHS in about Dec. 1986.)
'!he painting was sold by Bakker, Inc., in 1986
for $302, per "LEX:NARD"S Armual Price Index of
Art Auctions."
(Info. fran many sources.)
HW-Manch-2000-18txllt
~1911 •. 2-1n. white mat. No 8i~ature.
Tall trees with autumn foliage beyond green lawn of
Curtis hose. One ."oman and three girls on lawn.
Much use of yelloW, orange, pink.
Painting of girls appears incomplete.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/1/88. inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-2010-9txl)t
...1917 (WS guess). 4"-wide mat,. i"-wide white
frame. Glass. Signed "c "" H" in lower left.
Huge pink ledge at left, with five small children
thereon, one fishing. Ocean at right and along top.
No horizon.
Owned" by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(\/S 3/21/88 inspection Y phOto.)

HW-Manch-2010-10x14
No mat, frane, glass, or date.
Signed "c H" in lower left.
'lWo young girls standing on near-black sea~
area between cliffs at SharksmJuth estate,
Manchester. A striated deep blue sea fills the upper
half of the painting.
Owned by T. A. Halsted; 1989 gift fran IH.
At his hane.
(WS 7/3/89 photo. Also T .A. H. 1990 photo.)
~

back: incanplete sketch of distant

llOUfltains

wi th ocean in foreground.

9/
HW-Manch-2010- 14tx11
"'1920-1935. 2t-inch white mat. ro date ('rsignature.
Bathing place at Sharksmouth estate. Foreground:
woman wading into the water, holding fast to a rail.
Reddish-brown cliff at left. In middle distance,
three girls standing on rock surrounded by water. In
the background, Dana Island. No boats, no horizon.
No waves.

Owned by Cape Ann Hist. Assn.
1990 gift from JHS.
(WS Apr: 'ec inspection & photo.) Included in 1990-91
exhibition at The Boston Company, in Boston.
On back, a preliminary sketch for an oil painting
showing Mrs. Charles Hopkin~;on standing on Hopkinson
House lawn, and Harriot Hopkim:iOn seated
white column::; of west piazza.

between

HW-Manch-2010-t5}x22~
~1940 (JHS est')N~mat. frame, glass, signature.
View of two yooog.

'dOrnell,

in bathing

costwnes,

seated

on

greenish-yellow grass of lawn of Hopkinson HOuse.
Tree trunk at right. Ocean very- blue.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME, on second floor
in folder.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-2010-17x22
4"-wide white mat, 1"-wide black frame.
Glass. No signature.
Man and woman on grassy path below retaining wall of
Hopkinson House terrace. Sharksmouth cliff (gray)
in background. A great variety of red and orange
foliage in middle distance. A rich complicated powerful
design.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 1989 gift from mother.
(WS 8/19/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Manch-2011-12ix1et
c. 1918. 5"-wide mat, 1"-wide silver frame. Glass.
Si~ed in lower right corner.
Cliffs and cave at Sharmsmouth, Ma~chester, with two
~irls standing in mouth of cave. Ocean visible at left.
O>med by

IH.

In Cottage at Shelving Rock Trust property in Manchester.
In living room.
Won a prize at an exhibition.
(WS 1986 photo & inspection)

HW-Manch-2011-15x14
1926. 2" white mat. No frame, date, or signature.
Pale sketch, or study, of three girls on terrace beside
Hopkinson House in Manchester, with smooth blue ocean and
crudely indicated Dana Island in background. (In fact, the
three girls shown are the t~ee Hopkinson daughters Mary
(Maly), Harriot (Happy), and Joan, at left.-(standing),
center (seated) and right (standing) respectively.)The
painting was made as a preliminary study for the large
and striking family-group painting called "Five in the
Afternoon", which included all five of the daughters.
The three girls are shown mainly in pale flat colors:
purple, gray, orange. None of the faces are detailed.
Owned by JHS, having been given to her by her sister
Elinor (EllY) on 10/28/86 in the presence of Elinor's
husband and JHS's husband at Cornish, ME.
At JHS's home in Cambridge. (,!S 3/j/88
inspection & photo.)
ffi!_Manch-2011-21x13"•
1940. Wide white mat. Slender gold frame. Glass.
No date, no signature.
A watercolor study for the (oil) painting "Judgment of
?aris". Two persons sitting on lawn, with narrow view
of ocean and horizon at left and a large tree filling
most of the background. The two persons are not shown
clearly-- are not portraits. However, they are known to
famiJy members to be Elinor (Elly) Hopkinson and Edith
Appleton Standen.
Owned by Edith Appleton standen. In her home in New York
City. (per 12/13/86 Itr. from owner. Photo by owner.)

HW-Manch-2012-9~x1Jt

.. tU>-',4>: 4".tyat, no frame. Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower right corner.
View to the southwest from Hopkinson House. Pale colors.
low key. Center of painting dominated by a slanting tree.
Dana Island visible at left. Two persons standing on
seaweed-covered ledge at right.
Until 12/13/86 this painting was owned by JHS and waS in
her home in Cambridge. (WS 1986 inspection & photo.)
Thereafter it was owned by Leonard Wheeler; JHS gave it
to him; he had been an executor of the estate of CSH.
The painting waS delivered to Mr. Wheeler's home in
Cambridge.
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HW-Manch-2012-14x21
Mat. Signed "Charles Hopkinson" in
lower left.
Dramatic view of Sharksmouth cliff, ocean, and tI>U
persons. The jagged cliff, at left, is yellow, with
deep shadow at left. 'IW girls (actually Hopkinson's
daughters Harriot and Joan) are standing atop a
rock at right. Large rocks in right foreground are
dark reddish-brown.
Deep blue sea is barely
visible in background. Clear gray-blue sky. In
foreground a pool of water (Windmill Pond) is
visible.
OWned by John Rive. At his hane in Manila.
(1988 Itr. and photo fran John Rive.)
H},-Manch-2012-15x21t
Signed "C. H." in lower right.
Enti tled "Hu=y!".
Sharksmouth Cliff and other large rocks at Manchester.
Two young women on rocks: one at left, one at right.

Small glimpse of ocean beyond. Tl,t« ocean-horizon segments.
Owned by the Brooklyn Museum. Called 28.16. Purchased
from F. L. Babbott Fund. At that museum.
(Per Itr. of 6/23/83 from the Museum's Dept. of Paintings
to KZP.)
HW-Manch-2020-1'1X21
"Septembar Dazzle"
1920.
Jt"-',;idecream-colored mat, l"-wide
Silver-colored frame, glass. Signed "C.H." in lower
right corner. (Date & title on back.)
East portion of Sharksmouth cliff. Two children: one
on top of cliff, the other emerging from a large fissure.
Foreground •. orange-colored granite in shadow. Background:
Sparkling blue ocean with one small sailboat.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge, MA.
(WS 3/21/88 inspection &: Ihoto.)
HW-Manch-2021-8x2l
1922.
l"-;ridemat} t"-wide blue frame.
Glass.
Wreck of the USS New Hampshire in ManChester, Mass.,
beside Dana Island.
Small boat at left in very blue water.
OWned. by JHS.
In Library of Hopkinson House, Manchester.
(ws 6/8/86 inspection & Ihoto.)
HW-Manch-2021-10x14
\~l1..
No frame. No glass.
Beached wreck of the USS New Hampshire.
I'recked ship, with no masts, at right. People aboard.
Small boats at left. Rocks lower right. Near-white sky.
Owned by J\\ S.
In Hopkinson House Hbrary.
(WS 1986 inspection &: photo.)

9'-1
HW-Manch-2021-14tx11
1920 -1930. No mat, signature, or date.
Three persons,

at left, standing

on huge, orange-red,

starkly illuminated rocks near Sharksmouth cliff at
Manchester. Sharply pointed rocks at right. Sailboat
visible on horizon at left, beyond deep blue sea.
Turbulent water in foreground.
CMned by T. A. Halsted; 1989 gift fran IH. At his hane.
(12/2/88 photo by WS. Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

HW-Manch-2021-15x21~
1922.
Signed "01" in lower left. 3-in. white
mat. No date inscribed.
View of the US New Hampshire wrec\ced on rocks
close to shore near Sharksmouth estate.
The boat is gutted. Several persons are barely
visible aboard the ship. Three small boats are
near the left end of the ship. Huge orangeyellow ledge in foreground.
CMned by T. A. Halsted. 1989 gift fran IrOther.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
HW-Manch-2022-14tx22

(QlH # 24)
)"-wide white mat, i"-wide natural-color

wood frame. Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left
corner. ~indmill Pond, with dramatic rocks beyond, at
Sharksmouth estate. Toy sailboat in pond, with three
girls watching it. In the background there are a
promontory (at left), a barely visible sailboat, and
two segments of 6cean horizon. (This painting is somewhat
similar to HW-Manch-OOOO-141x21 which was incltrled in
the BostonMFA spring 1986 exhibition.)
CMned by c. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his IrOthm:.
At his hane in California.
(\"Se/la/e5 photo; Ci\H 1939 photo.)
HW-Manch-2100-15x22
Nell 4.8
About 1952. No mate?). No signature or date.
View of two persons on Hopkinson House lawn.
One (probably Elinor Halsted) is seated in
chair. Feet resting on stool. Red skirt.
A girl is re=lining on lawn. Window or door in
background.
Ck.ned by Elinor H. M:x>re. 1989 gift fran /obther, IH.
At M:x>re hane in Maine.
(EHM 1990 photo.)
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HW-Manch-2100-20x13~
Abovt:
''12.6 - No mat, frame, glass, date, or signature.
Sketch of two girls (CSH's daughters Elinor (at left)
and Isabella
(at right) standing beside Hopkinson
House in Manchester.
G:Jld and yellow areas at lower
left.
No ocean visible.
The painting was made in
preparation for the large painting "Five in the

Afternoon".
Ownedby T. A. fulsted;
1989 gift fran IH. At his
heme.
(WS7/3/89 photo. Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
HW-Manch-2100-22~15
.......
1930
4"-Hide mat, lit-Hide natural-color
woooen
frame. Glass. Signed "C.H." in lower right corner.
View of west portion of Hopkinson House, Manchester,
with two persons at left. Creen woods in background.
Tall bare tree-trunk
at right. No ocean, no horizon.
Ownedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge, MA.
(WS3/16/88 inspection & photo.)

HW-Manch-2121lcY,-x15
lotx15".
Not signed.
Small watercolor study made in preparation for making
the oil painting "Departure for Cythera",H-Oil-2121-2.5!x39

Study for
"Departure

for Cythera"

Ownedby John Gibbon? Or by SHD? Located at
(Per letter
by Wu~rlich & Co. Inc., of NewYork, giving
appraised values of CSHpaintings in which the Maly heiX.;
have an interest.)

HW-Ipswich-0000-10x13~
No mat, signature,
or date.
View of marshes, islands,
and distant hills fram
the W.A.Shurcliff lawn in Ipswich, MIl. Witch
Island at left.
Marsh color: yellow, orange,
and gold.
Foregroun, dark green, is indicated
only vaguely.
Orange-gray sky.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted.'
1989 gift
At Halsted heme in Manchester.
(T.A.H. 1990 photo.)
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fram mother.

ffi:-Ipswich-0010-l)tx20
1946-1950
)-inch-wide white mat. i-inch natural
wood frame. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
In lower
right:
"To Joan and Bill Sept. .... ". No date
View toward south from lawn of the William and Joan
Shurcliff
house in Ipswich. In foreground, green field
with dirt road, or car tracks, at left,
baseball
backstop with X-shaped support.
In background,
wooded "islands" and flat green marsh, with small area
of I!lalt water (in Castle Neck Creek) at right.
No peo'ple or houses.
Owned by W.A. and J. H. Shurcliff.
(WS3/16/88 inspection & photo.)
In Cambridge home.

HW-Ips-0100-10.14
1920 - 19:30 (WS est.). Signed; dedica.ted to Arthur A.
Shurcliff
View of the Shurcliff Dutch-type windmill on the
Shurcliff hill in Ipswich, MA. In foreground, long
shadow of windmill.
Owned by Elizabet~ H. Lowell (Mrs. Francis C. Lowell).
At her summer home in Cotuit, MA. The painting Was
received as a gift from her parents, Mr. & Mrs. Arthur A.
Shurcliff, who Were close friends of the Hopkinson family.
(Info.(incomple~e) from 7/21/86 ltr. from owner.)
(Also Aug. 1986 AAS II photo.)
HW-Ips-0200-10.14
About 1920 - 1925 (WS est.)
View of Arthur Shurcliff lawn, windmill, flagpole. and
house, on Argilla Rd., Ipswich, MA. Lawn appears yellow,
with deep shadoes of flagpole, tree, etc.
Owned by Elizabeth H. Lowell (Mrs. Francis C. Lowell).
At her summer home in Cotuit, MA. The painting was
received

as a gift from her parents,

who were close

friends of Hopkinson.
(Info. -- incomplete -- _from 7/21/86 ltr. from owner.)
(Also Aug. 1986 AAS II photo.)
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HW-Ips-2000-1~x18t.
Pentagonal kite on ground.
-1950-,19.58• J- in. whi te mat. No sig>nature, no frame.
Ipswich kite flying contest, with pentagonal kite,
on ground, at center. Two large human figures at
lower center. Yellow bird-like kite flying at center.
Owned by. JHS. In her home in Cambridge.
(ws :3/1/88 inspection and Photo.)
On back: "#400. SHURCLIFF.
Rive." The "Shurcliff"
is on masking tape and appears to WS to be definitive.
HW-Ips-2000-14.21
---1950- 1958.5"-wide mat. l"-wide gold-colored frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner •.
Kite flying scene on Shurcliff fielrr in IpswLCh.
At left there are two tall coll.l!i>n"
draped with
red and yellow flags. Incl. in 1988 Danforth show.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/9/88 inspection and photo.)

HW-Ips-2000-14}x21}
~1950-1958, 4"-wide l7ay mat, 1"-wide gold-colored
frame. Glass.
Kite-fly~ng at Shurcliff field in Ipswich, on July 4.
Scores of people, dozens of kites. The large flags
in foreground, in upper part of painting; central flag
is standard US flag. Three kites are especially conspicuous.
Owned by Lovell Thompson. Purchasecl.by him (in 1950s?)
At his home in Ipswich,MA.
(WS 1986 photo & inspection.)
HW-Ips-2000-14tx22
-IQ".
No mat, frame, or signature.
July 4 kite flying contest at field of William A. Shurcliff
on Argilla Rd., Ipswich.Large red kite at left. Dog at
extreme left. Distant hills symmetric at right and left
in background. No trees or flags.
Owned by JHS. At her hDme in Cambridge.
(WS 6/27/86 inspectiDn and phDto.)
-v
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NDte: On back is a very incDmplete painting of
Hopkinson HDuse te=ace with two seated persons
thereDn.
HW-Mass-0000-9x13
rv1920-1940. 2-inch-wide gray mat.

ND date or signature.

View of sand dunes, with deep purple-blue

shadows.

Distant IDw hill. SmDDth pale blue sky. (Scene pDssibly
at NaushDn Island, Dr pN;sibly at Ipswich.)
Owned by JHS. At her hDme in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection & phDto.)

,

On back, a view Df Kettle CDve, Manchester,
with greenery in fDregrDund, Drange and yellDw
shDreline in background.

HW-Mass-OOOO-l0 x 14
~1945.
}-inch-;:ide white mat. ND :;,ignatureor date.
Probably painted at NaushDn Island, Mass.
White horse grazing behind slender fully-arching
tree-trunk. Green woods beYDnd.
Owned by JHS. At her hDme in Cambridge.
(WS M';'y'88 inspection & jilDtO.)
On back: Cruie view of rooftops etc. seen
from guestroDm window of Shurcliff house
in Cambridge.

HW-Mass-0000-10x18
No mat, signature,
or date.
View, probably of sand dunes and field,
probably at Naushon Island, Mass. The long
ridge of dunes is orange color.
lDng dark
horizontal
areas in foreground.
Ownedby E. H. M::x:>re. 1989 gift fran rrother.
At M::x:>re
haue in Maine.
(1990 EHMphoto.)
There is another

... '\,...--.-."' .. -

~~:
~

,:fiP

painting

on the back.

HW-Mass-OOOO-llx14.
l"-wide gray (crude) mat. No frame or signature.
Sand dunes at Naushon, MA. Green grass • Red foliage on some
dunes. Blue shadows. Magenta-gray range of hills in distance.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/27/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Mass-OOOO-l1x15
1930 - 1950.No mat or date. Signed "Hopkinson in lower
right.
View of white boat on shore at Naushon Island, Mass.
Brown hills beyond. Red sumach branches at left.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted;
(12/2/88 photo. by WS.

1989 gift fran IH. At his haue.
Also T. A. II. 1990 photo.)

On back: HW-Manch-0011-15x11.
Tall central pine tree with black trunk.
Orange-gray rock cliff visible at lower left.

HW-Mass-0000-14x18
No mat, frame, or glass. Signed "Hopkinson,
Naushon, 1957" in lower left corner.
Shows black horse hitched to red-wheeled carriage that
has black back-rests. Yellow grass in foreground.
Owned by HDD.
In Hopkinson.House library.
(WS 8/3/86 inspection., 8/5/86 inspection & photo.
Appraised by R.Vose in July 1986 at a modest figure.

HW-Mass .-OOOO-14tx22"
4-inch-wide white mat, 1-inch-wide
silver-and- black frame. Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower right. Scene near Gloucester,MA (?) (Mt.Ann ?)
View of open sunlit ledges and autumn foliage, with three
graycgreen tree-trunks at left. Small pine tree at center.
Purple hills beyond. Much red and yellow foliage of small
bushes in foreground.
Owned by Frances Eliot Fremont-Smith, niece
of CSH. Received from him as a gift. At her home in
cambridge. (WS 1/9/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Mass-OOOO-15x21t
192)
5"-wide cream-colored mat, l"-wide silvercolored frame. Glass. Signed lie. Hopkinson" in lower
left corner. Legend on back: "192). Quarry in East
Gloucester" •
The .abandoned East Gloucester (Mass.) quarry, water
filled, is just beyond a long tranverse nicely-made
stone wall. Green lawn in foreground. Cliffs at far
side of quarry are reflected in the still water.
Heavily wooded hillock beyond quarry appea-~ green and
yellow.
Owned .by JHS. At her home in Cambridge, MA.
(WS )/21/88 inspection & photo.)
Note: The site in question was a part of the Villa
Latonia estate developed, in the early 1900s,by
Henry P. Davison.
HW-Mass-OOOO-17tx26
No mat, frame, or signature
Kaleidoscopic view of broad hilltop (Mt. Anne?)with myriad
magenta granite ledges and interspersed ~hite pine
trees. 'Agreat array. No central feature.

~/?J(/-I~>O.

No people, houses,

)

ocean.

O>med by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 7/1/86 inspection & p,oto.)
HW-Mass-0010-10x14
(CHH # 75)
No signature, date, or mat.
View of cx::eanand, in distance, land near Salem.
Perhaps painted in Magnolia of Manchester.
Nearby ledge is reddish brown, as is the headland
at upper right. The cx::ean waves have this same
=lor.
No detailed shrubbery shown, and no
re=gnizable island.
Sky is unifonn gray.
<Mned by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his IOOther.
At his hane in Califomia.
(1989 CHH photo.)
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HW-Mass-001Oclotxl4t
-1945 - 1955. }-inch-wide white mat.
No signature
or date.
In background, long range of purple and gray
sanddunes, with some green at base and yellow at right.
In foreground, reddish bushes vaguely indicated,
with
small tree, or tall bush, at left.
At center, gray-green
water, with gray beach beyond.
(Naushon? Manchester?)
Owned "V JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS5/L2./88 inspection
& photo.)

9t

HW-Mass-0010-13xl
3"-wide white mat. l"-wide silver frame.
Glass. Signed "C.H." in lower left corner.
Sand dune (at left,
with blue shadow), marshes,
tidal pools,
and distant hills.
(At Naushon Island?
Or near M. A. D-W. Howeestate in Cotuit?)
ONnedby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hare in Manchester.
(W.A.S.. 198' photo.
Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

HW-Mass-0010-14x21
Shortly before 1936. Signed at lower right.
No date.
Pink rocks and cliffs,
with ocean beyond, at Magnolia
MA. No people, houses, boats, or ocean-sky horizon.
Owned by Samuel Atkins Eliot IV. At his home in or
near Danville, CA. (per 2/24/88 ltr.
from owner.)

Hlr-Mass-0010-14tx19
Before 1936.
Initialed
in lower right.
No date.
Coastal scene at Magnolia, Mass. purple rocks and
cliffs.
Also ocean.
No people, houses, boats, or
ocean horizon.
Owned by Samuel Atkins Eliot IV. At his home in or
near Danville, CA. (per 2/24/88 ltr.
from owner.)

HW-Mass.- 0011-l1xl5t
About 1920 - 1930 (?).
No mat or date. Signed "C. H."
in lower right.
View along the coast of Magnolia, MA.
Two large promontory cliffs,
covered with green and
red foliage,
occupy most of the area. Blue ocean water
at left.
Owned by Peter Pezzati.
At his studio in Boston.
(WS11/9/88 photo.)
HW-Mass-OOll(?)- about 14 x 21
Before"" 1936.
Pink rocks am cliffs,

and ocean,

at Magnolia,

Ownedby Samuel Atkins Eliot IV. At his home in
Danville, CA.
(Oral info. of 11/30/87 from owner's IDother~

MA.

10/
HW-Mass-0011(?)- about 14 ~ 21.
Before 1936.
Pink rocks and cliffs; also ocean

(?). At Magnolia,MA.

Owned by Samuel Atkins Eliot,IV. At his home in
nanville, CA.
(Per oral remarks of 11/30/87-by subject's mother.)
(Note: Samuel Atkins Eliot, IV, owns two CSH
landscapes,of Magnolia, that are somewhat fimilar.))

HW-Mass-0011-21~~14t
"'1925 -1935. 3"-wide mat, l"-wide natural-woad-color
frame. Glass. Signed "C.H." in lower right corner.
View of two cliffs at Norman's Woe, between Magnolia

and Gloucester, MA. Blue water in foreground. Gleam of
sunlight on water at left of center. Red sumac between
the two cliffs.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; on east wall
of second floor guestroom. Incl. in 1988 Danforth show.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Mass - 002o-1~x2~
1930 - 1950. J-in. black mat. No frame, ..,ignature.
Float, gangplank, and blue boat in broad bay
at Naushon Island, Mass.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/9/88 inspection & ]:hoto.)

HW-Mass-0020-14x21t
2-inch-wide white mat. 1-inch-wide dark
frame.Glass (?). Signed "c .....H" in lower left.
View of harbor

-- -.....

----.

-.

and boats at Naushon

Island,

Mass.

Several sailboats at anchor, at center. Float and small
boat at right. Tree vaguely indicated at left. Low land
wi th trees in background. A few gray clouds.
Owned by EB.
At Edmonton, Alberta, home of her daughter
Margaret Barr Fowlie. (Per Dec. 1987 Itr. & photo from
that daughter.)
HW-Mass-0020-14t~22
'"1930 - 1940.
No mat. t"-uide black frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
View of land and distant water at Naushon Island, Mass.
Fallen and broken tree trunk in fcmground. Small boat
visible in background, with hills beyond. No ocean
horizon.

Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in 2nd floor
guestroom. (WS 7/16/86 inspection & ]:hoto.)

(02..
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HW-Mass-0020-15x21
,... 1930 - 1950. 4"-wide white mat, too-wide brown frame.
Glass. No signature.
Naushon Island, Mass. View of gangplank, float,
and
sailboat beside float.
Much land visible
in upper portion
of pain ting .
CMnedby Danforth Musetnn, Framingham, MA.
Donated 3/25/89 by IH.
(Photo and WS3/25/89 inspection.)

HW-Mass-0021~14tx21t
-1930 - 1950. 5"-wide white mat, 1"-white frame, glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
Naushon Island, Mass. View of gangplank, float,
moored
sailboat
(catboat),
with marshes and open ocean beyond.
The upper surfaces of gangplank and float are plain blank
white. Small area of green grass at lower left.
Ownedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/16/F£ inspection & "{tloto.)

HW-Mass-0021-15x22
1959.
No mat. Signed "c J;!. H" in lower right.
Inscribed also is "Naushon Oct. 1959".
Low-lying treeless
region of Naushon Island coast,
with two bare rocky promontories,
two inlets,yellow
grass in foreground, motorboat in nearer inlet.
Gray
tree branch at upper right.
CMnedby T. A. fulsted;
1989 gift fran IH. At his hane.
(WS9/12/86 photo.
Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

HW-Ma~S'
...011o-15x21t
1926 or 1927. Signed "C. H." in lower right.
Called "Cliffs,
November"
View of two enormous cliffs.
probably on the east
coast of Magnolia, near Manchester. Ocean barely
visible at left.
Small cove in foreground. House
on furtter cliff.
No ocean horizon.
Owned (in 1983? Or much earlier
only?) by
Cleveland Museumof Art;
purchased in 1928 from
J. H. Wade Fund. Called 28.221.
919.28.
TR 1998/21.
Presumably at that museum.
(Per xerox of cards, sent wi th 4/8/83 Itr.
Museum's Assistant to Registrar
to KZP.)

from

Incllded in that museum's Fifth Exhibi tion of Water
Colors and pastels.
At that time it was owned by
the Montross Gallery and was lent to this museum.
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IlW-Mass-0200-11x14
N~ll ,,,- 1\
Before 1951.
I-'at(?).
No signature
or date.
View of corner of James and Isabella
Halsted house
in Dedham, MA, with green lawn at lower left;
dark
shadow on lawn area near house.
At upper left,
view
of distant
red shrub and white house.
Owned by Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift from IlOther, IH.
At Moore horne in Maine.
(EHM1990 photo.)

HW-Mass-OZOO-14xZ1t
4"-wide white mat, no frame or glass.

Signed "Hopkinson, C. H." in lower right corner.
Fhite church in Petersham, Mass. Six white columns.
Rectangular steeple, with clock. Smaller buildings
barely visible at right. Green glass. Green trees at
left and right. Yellow tree in lower left corner.
Owned by lIT))).
In Hopkinson House Library.
(WS July 1986 inspection. Also 8/3/86 inspection.
8/5/86 inspe~tion & photo.)
Appraised in 1986 by R. C. Vose Jr. at moderate value.
HW-Mass-0200-14}xZZ
~ 1935.
Z"-wide slightly complicated gray frame.
Glass. Inscribed "G.H." in lower left corner and
"To L.W.H. 1933" in lower right corner. (LoW.H. stands
for Hopkinson's sister Leslie White Hopkinson of
Cambridge,MA., and Petersham, MA.
A painting of the'white summer house ahd barn of L.W.H.
in Petersham, MA; also a nearby church, at extreme right.
Simple green trees, green grass.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(ws 3/21/88 inspection & photo.)
HVI-Mass-OZ10-14x15
c 1940 - 55. No mat, signature, or date.
View of bay at Naushon Island, Mass., with two promontories
at upper right, and sloping roof, or ramp, at lower left.
Distant land dimly visible.

Lush green grass and sand area

at lower right.
Owned by T. A. Halsted;
1989 gift fran lll.
At his horne.
(12/3/88 photo by WS. Al'50 T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

HW-Mass-Z011(?)-about 14xZ1.
Early 1950s.
View of beach at a cove in Annisquam, near.cottage
rented by the Thomas Hopkinson Eliot family. Owned by
and at Danville, CA, home of, Samuel Atkins Eliot, IV.)
(Oral info. from Mrs. Thomas Hopkinson Eliot on 11/30/87)

I ()-y
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Jill-Mass-2011-14x22
1923 or stortly before. 2-inch-wide' whi te mat. 1-inchwide brown frame. Glass. Signed "c .L H" in lower right.
Horizontal ledge of rock with sparkling blue ocean beyond.
Three girls are on tl-eled!,!".One at left is seated. Two
are standing. There are no clearly portrayed islands or
headlands. Location, probably Halibut Point, Cape Anne, MA.
Owned by Oriole H. Feshbach (friend of Isabella (Bella)
Halsted). In her summer home in Amherst, Mass.
The painting was included in an exhibition at the Montross
Gallery before 1924. It was placed on sale at tl-eBoston
Art Club in 1924 or 1925 apd was there purchased by
the present owner's father Louis L. Horch for $250.
(Per 7/29/87 Itr. by owner. Also photo by owner.)

HW-Mass-2020-12x21" •
1956.
2-inch-wide white mat. i-inch-wide gold frame.
Inscribed "Naushon 1956, Hopkinson" in lower right. Glass.
View of large ocean bay with barely visible strip of land
along horizon. Ie foreground, float on which are two
bathers (they are Marion and Mary -- later Marion Appel
Gibbon and Mary Knox; but they are not recognizable in
the painting. Visible also is a small boat. No building,
island, or ocean horizon.
Owned by Rosalind Appel Ritchie. At her home in Narberth, PA.
(Per Itr. of 1/14/87 from owner;.photo accompanied letter.)

HW-Mass- 2021-14x20
Early 1950s.
Framed. No signature or date.
View of beach at a cove in Annisquam, Mass., near
cottage rented by the Thomas Eliot Hopkinson family.
Shows 11 persons, no houses. Three boats. One
ocean-sky horizon.
Owned by Samuel Atkins Eliot, IV. At his home in or
near Danville, CA.
(2/24/88 ltr. etc. from owner.)
HW-Cornish-0000-9tx13
",1936 - 1946. i-inch-wide black frame. No glal';sor date.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
View of Mt. Ascutney; mountain largely hidden by great pine
trees. Zig-zag wall of slate stones in foreground. The
mountain is pale gray. Trees deep green.
Owned by Mrs. Franz Ingelfinger.
At her home in Cambridge, MA.
(WS 1986 inspection & photo.)
HW-Cornish-0000-11tx19
Mt. Ascutney beyond blue forest.
_"3'-I'iSO.Nomat, frame, or signature
Mt. Ascutney, VT, seen from 3hurcliff House in Cornish,NH.
Forest, middle-distance hills, and mountain are blue.
No stone walls, no fields, no houses.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 6/19/86 inspection and photo'.)
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~1-Cornish-0000-11tx2ot
- 19:3€:3"white mat. No frame. signed "Hopkinson"
in lower right corner.

View of east shoulder of Mt. Ascutney, VT, from
the terrace of the house then owned by Arthur A.
Shurcliff (later owned by William A. Shurcliff)
in Cornish, NH. Giant pine trees at left and
right. Long transverse stone wall.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS :3/1/88inspection & photo.)
HW-Cornish-0000-14x21
1946. }-in.-wide white mat. No frame or ~lass.
Signed "Hopkinson 1946" in lower right corner.
View of Mt. Ascutney from the Arthur Shurcliff house
(later William Shurcliff house) in Cornish, NH.
Mountain pure blue. Field in foreground is mustard
yellow.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS :3/1/88i!,spection& photo.)
~r-Cornish- 0000-14tx21t
rv19JR
4-inch near-white mat, 1-inch black frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
Mt. Ascutney,

as seen from terrace of W. A. Shurcllff

hou.e in Cornish, NH. Field of yellow grass in center of
picture slopes steeply downward toward the left. The
mountain peak is almost obstructed by foliage in foreground.
Owned by Elizabeth Homer Lowell (Mrs. Francis Cabot Lowell).
Received from CSH in 19:36as a wedding present. At her
home in Cambridge, MA. (WS 1986 photo. 1988 inspection.)
HW-Cornish-0000-15x9
1941.
Black mat.
Signed "C L H" in
lower right. Inscribed, at lower left, "To Joan and ,lilliam,
Souvenir de Cornish".
View of birch grove 200 ft. WNW of Shurcliff barn (house)
in Cornish, NH. Row of tall pines beyond birChes. In
background, a stand of small (JO ft.) pines. Green and gray
field in foreground.
Owned by Joan and William Shurcliff. At the Shurcliff
barn in Cornish. (CHS inspection & photo, Jan. 1987).
HW-Cornish-0000-15x22
1946.
:3"-widewhite mat, t"-wide brown frame.
Signed and dated in lower right corner: "Hopkinson 1946".
View of Mt.Ascutney,VT, from W.A.3hurcliff estate in
Cornish NH. Clump of pine trees in center foreground,
with horizontal area of reddish-brown grass below the
trees. No house or stone walls shown.
Owned by JHS. At her home inCambridge, MA.
,(VIS J/9/88 inspection & photo.J
The painting was included in the New England Watercolor
Society's "100th Anniversary Art Exhibition and
Restrospective", May 15 - June 20, 1986, at Federal
Reserve Bank Bldg., Boston.

lOb
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HW-Cornish-0100-13x19t
1939 - 1946.
4-inch-wide gray-white mat.
One-inch natural wood frame. Glass. Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower right. View of Mt. Ascutney, at left, with two
tall pine trees and bird-house-Qn_pole. End of house
(then owned by the Shurcliff family/visible at left.
Zig-zag stone .all in foreground.
r)~(!£tJJ

l\'{ JHS.

At her home in Camb'ritlge.

(~S 1988 inspection. Photo.)

ffi~-Cornish-0100-15x21
1939 - 1946. 4-inch-wide gray-white mat. One-inch
natural

wood frame.

Signed "Hopkinson" in lower

right. Glass.
View of Mt.Ascutney, with a small portion of the
Shurcliff house visible at left. Great oak tree at
right. Zig-zag stone wall in foreground.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 1988 inspectinn. Photo.)
Note: This painting is very similar to
HW-Cornish-0100-13x19t, except that this latter
includes, at right, a bird-house-on-pole.
HW-Cornish-1100-12tx19
1936. 1"-wide.black frame. Glass. S "To A+M Shurcliff
from C. Hopkinson", lower left corner.
View of south face of Shurcliff CorniPh, NH, house,
with blue doors, large pine tree, stone wall. Silhouette
of Arthur A. Shurcliff in doorway.
Owned by William A. Shurcliff. (Earlier given, in 1936,
by CSH to Wm. Shurcliff's parents.) In owner's Cambridge home.
(WS 3/16/88 and 3/21/88, inspections and photos.)
Note: on back of painting retaining board there is a
typed note on the origin. date, original ownership, etc.,
written by Arthur A. Shurcliff. The note says that, on
the back of the painting proper, there is a painting of
the Serpentine, Landen, 1935.
H;I-NH-0000-10x14
c 1930-40~No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of Rattlesnake Mountain and Sandwich Range
seen across Squam Lake, NH. Slightly rough blue water.
Big vertical rock at right, and horizontal tree branch
at upper right. The mountains are blue-purple.
Owned by HHR. At her home in ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
_
HW-NH-OOOO-11x14t
""1925-1935. 4"-wide gray mat, t"-wide white frame.
Glass. Signed "C.H." in lower left corner.
Shoreline, probably of Moon Island near center of
Squam Lake, NH. Large rectangular rock near center.
Dark blue mountains at upper left. Yellow and blue
foliage
- at upper right.
Owned bi EHB.At her home in Cornish, ME; in first story
southeast room (den).
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
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HW-NH-OOOO-1lP,x21 "Afternoon Light".
July 1932. Mat. No date. Signerl "C.S.H." in lower left.
Painted in North Conway. Shows Moat Mountain behind two
ledges. Plain in foreground.
Tall pine (?) tree at extreme
right.
Owned by Boston ~:useum of Fine Arts; called 33B112.3,
also 49B165. 8; a.lso 33.524. Obtained under the Hayden Collection
6/1/33.
At that museum. (JHS and WASinspection
of data card
and of small photo in Nov. 1986. )
Was exhibited
at PAFA 1933, Brooklyn Museum 1933, Fogg 1934.
HW-NH-OOOO-14tx21
J"-wicte

mat,

l"-wide

white

frame.

Glass.

S lower

left

corner

;'To Arthur
3hurcliff
from C.4. H" Painted 9/22/42
(per date on oncurrent painting of same scene by Arthur
Shurcliff)
View of White Horse Ledge at Conway, NH. Moat Mt. in
background.
Owned by Sarah Shurcliff
Ingelfinger
(Mrs. ).'. J. Inr;elfinr,er).
Acquired by inheritance
from her fa.ther.
At her horne in Cambridge, MA.
(WS 1986 inspection. &: photo.)
HW-NH-0100-11tx14
c 1920-1925. 1-inch-wide mat of crude construction.
No
frame or glass. Signed "C.J. H" in lower right.
No date.
View of Tent D at Pine lands Camp, at Squarn Lake, NH.
Beyond a large tree with yellow foliage a large building,
partly of tent-like
COl1$truction is visible.
The roof of
the building is white. In foreground,
white and green areas.
Red-purple area at far left.
Owned by HHR. At her horne in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection
&: photo.)
y-

0, ~'"ss~

HW-NH(?)-0200-14x21
1940-50.5"-wide
white mat, l"-wide natural-color
wooden
frame. Glass. Signed "C. Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
View of college campus (probably Dartmouth College,
Hanover, NH), with brick church that has a large white
portico supported by large white Doric columns.
Four-story
brick dormitory at right.
Flight of stone
steps in foreground.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/2i/ffi inspection
&: photo.)
HW-NH-1020-11x15
Signed "C. H." in lower left.
Called "Lake Asquam".
View from SW tip of Moon Island (then o;:ned by CSH's
sister-in-law
Isabella
Curtis)
in Squam Lake, NH.
In fOEground, long float,
a canoe, and a rowboat in
which one person is seated.
Broad expanse of lake
beyond, with green hills
and mountains in 1ackgroud.
Owned by the Brool<l;yn Museum. Called 21.128. Purchased
from J. B. Woodward Fund. At that Museum.
(Per 6/2:3/83 ltr.
from that museum's Dept. of Paintings
to KZP)
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HW-NH-2010-1Dt.14t
~1925.
4"-wide white mat, l"-wide natural-color
wood frame. Glass. Signed "C.H." in lower right
corner. Label on back says: "Squam Lake, NH; about
1925" .
View of central western portion of Squam Lake, NH,
as seen from southwestern tip of Moon Island--island
then owned by Hopkinson's sister-in-law Isabella
Curtis. In foreground is a float on which two persons
are standing, facing row-boat at left.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge,MA.
('liS
3/16/88 inspection & photo.)
Included in 1988 Danforth Museum show.

HW-NH-2020-11xl4t
,....,
1921.
3-inch-wide white mat. t-inch-wide brown frame.
No glass. Signed.
No date indicated.
View of float and gangplank at Moon Island, Squam Lake, NH,
with hills and small mountains in background. On the float
are two girls .- not recognizable but known to JHS to be
herself (at about age 8) at left and Elinor (Elly) (at about
age 11) at right. Between them is an inverted canoe.
In lower right a rowboat is partly visible. Rough blue water.
Dazzle on water at upper left. High wind indicated by blown
skirts and blown hair of the girls.
Owned by Mrs. Thomas Hale Ham. Ather home in Hanover, NH.
(JHS 12/6/86 inspection. CHS 1/20/87 inspection & phOto.)
HW-Maine-OOOo-4tx&}
About 1890 - 1895. No signature or date. 2t-in. gray mat.
Upland pasture, with small cedar trees and, at left,one large
white pine tree, at Northeast Harbor, ME. Shadows of trees
extend into foreground. No persons, houses, or ocean.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
('liS11/2/88 photo.)
HW-Maine-OOOo-6}.~
1888. 4"-wide white mat, l"-wide brown frame. Glass.
S&d "C.S.Hopkinson 1888) lower right corner.
Upland' cec'.arpasture at Northeast Harbor, ME. Rocks
and cedar trees in foreground, hills in background.
Owned by SOD
In second-story middle bedroom at Hopkinson House.
('liS1986 photo & inspection.)

HW -Maine-OOl 0-14tx21 t"
1951. 5-inch-wide white mat, 1-inch-wide wood-colored frame.
Glass. Signed in lower right "c ,&.. H".
View of Sutton's Island, ME. Dark blue water in foreground.
Long and high crown and reddish- brown cliff beyond. Great
array of small spruce trees beyond cliff. Patches of sunlit
shore at base of cliff.
Owned by Charles William Eliot II. At his home in Cambridge.
(Information from owner. Also 'liS12/10/86 inspection & photo.)
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HW-Maine-00lr-15tx22t
No mat or frame or signature. South Berwick, ME
Tidal river or bay
with green wooded areaS at left
and right. Strip of grass in foreground, with large
deciduous tree at left, with inverted canoe on float (?)
at extreme left.
Owned by, and at Cambridge

home of, Somers Hayes

Sturgis family. (WS 12/2/87 inspection & photo.)
On back:

'
HW-Maine-0011-5xbt
About 1890 - 1895.

HW-Manch-0000-15tx2zt. Green lawn and
trees. Conifer at left of center.

.
No signature or date.

2t-in.gray mat.

View of blue ocean, seen through forest' of pine ~rees at
Northeast Harbor, Maine.
No persons, houses, islands,
promontories, or boats.

Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 11/2/88 photo.)

~

""-

HW-Maine(?)-0020-1Ox14
1925.
No mat, frame, or signature.
View, across green-blue water, of two or three large
blue sailboats and one small brown motorboat,all at anchor;
wi th 100-ft-high wooded headland beyond. 5 o~5 S ov~A U)
Purple shadows along base of headland. One cloud visible.
Owned by JHS. At her.home in Cambridge.
(WS 6/27/86 inspection.)
On Back: HW-Manch-0220-10x14. View of coastline
looking west from Hopkinson House. Many promontories
and island sharply drawn in distance. Three small
sailboats visible at left. Two distant buildings
visible on horizon.

HW-Maine-0120- 5x7
About 1890 - 1895(?). 4-inch-wide white mat.
No signature or date. View of a harbor (Northeast
Harbor?) at Mt. Desert Island, with Cadilac Mountain
in background. In the foreground a sailboat and a small
house are visible.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 11/2/88 photo.)
HW-Maine-2121-10xl4t
c.1910 - 1930. 2-inch-wide white mat. No signature,date.
View of bay adjacent to Mt. Desert Island. Mountains
at upper left and right, with ocean horizon at center.
In foreground, Eiailboat and two other Eimall.boatEiat
center. At extreme left, end of building w~th boat
ramp. Pale gray predominates throughout.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 1989 gift fran JOC)ther.
(WS 12/3/88 pho to •)

(?).
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HW-Hawaii-0011-9x15
1948-1952.No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of ocean bay, with Diamond Head at upper left.
White surf in foreground, with deep blue water in middle
distance. Long horizontal gray cloud just above mountain.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(Jis 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-Hawaii-0011-9tx13t
About 1950.
4"-wide mat, no frame. No signature.
View, past three palm tree trunks, of shallow water.
with breaking waves beyond. At Hawaii.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 6/21/86 inspection and photo.)

HW-Hawaii-0020-15x22
1948-1952. No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of Diamond Head. To left of it is a yellow hill,
and at extreme left are great green fronds and a slender
red band (beach?). Three small white boats are barely
visible on the moderately rough sea.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
On back is HW-NZ-001D-15x22, showing band of
dark brown rocks in foreground and very pale gray
hills in background.
-;~-.:-:

...........
_- ..:.,
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HW-Hawaii -0.120-l.)x20
1947 -- 1952. J-inch White mat Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower left corner.
View of bay and Diamond Head at Honolulu, Hawaii.
Three small boats at anchor. Building and leaning
palm trees at left. Diamond head is reddish brown.
No ocean horizon.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(ws 3/2/88 inspetion & !hoto.)

HW-Hawaii-0200~lOx14
No mat or glass •. i"-wide black frame.
Signed "Hopkinson, Hawaii" in lower right corner.
View of green plain, with two big trees (at left, sloping;
at right, thick trunk) in foreground and five palm trees
and rainbow in background. Two small buildings visible.
Owned by llDD.
In Hopkinson House library.
(ws 875/86 inspection & photo.)
Appraised in 1986 by R. C. Vose, Jr., at moderate value.
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HW-Hawaii-1200-21xl4t
1948.
4-inch-wide white mat. No frame, glass,
signature, or date.
Dramatically bowed palm tree, and other trees, in
Hawaii. In background, houses with red and green roofs.
In foreground, green grass and, at left, trunk of date
palm. A person is barely visible at left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

HW-Hawaii-2021-14tx22
No mat, frame, or signatmoce.
Hawaii scene, with three sloping palm trees in
foreground, and just beyond beach, a long slender
boat containing four or five persons paddling. Long
comers in distance, with dark blue ocean at horizon.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 1989 gift from mother.
(WS 8/29/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Hawaii-2200-22x15
1951.
No mat, frame, glass. Signed "Hopkinson 1951"
in lower left.
Pair of big palm trees, with two persons visible just to
the left. Small red house at extreme right; red-roofed
house at extreme left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

illl-USA-0000-1otx5"
1951 1-inch-wide black mat, ~ inch-wide gold frame. Glass.
No date or signature.
Scene near the 1951 Pasadena, GA, home of Charles William
Eliot II. Portion of SWimming pool with adjacent brown walk-way
and banana tree.
Owned by Charles William Eliot II. At his home in Cambridge.
(Information from owner. Also WS 12/10/86 inspection & photo.)

H\1-US-0000-1otx1~
(QlH # 66)
1930 - 1940. No mat, ~ignature, or date.
View of ~pruce-covered ~hore of Lake Honnedaga
in New York State, with bow of ~mall boat vi~ible
at lower left. The ~urface of the lake i~ dark blue
at right and center and black at left.
<Mned by C.H. Halsted. 1989 gift from his !!Other.
At his home in California.
(WS 12/3/88 photo; QlH 1989 photo.)
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HW-USA.
1~47-52.

~0000-llt:x15
No mat, frame, or signature.

Park scene in Pasadena,

Galifornia.

View of base of date p~lm tree, in center of
small circular green lawn, with flower beds and
giant deciduous tree at left. Long horizontal
hedge or bench at rear .
.Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(ws 7/1/86 inspection & >hoto.)
HW -USA-0000-14x10"
1951. 1t-inch-wide black mat, t-inch-wide black frame.
Glass. Signed in lower right "To Charles and Regina Eliot
with much gratitude from C.H. 1951".
Scene near the 1951 Pasadena, CA, nome of Charles William
Eliot II. Portion of swimming pool with adjacent brown
walk-way and banana tree ...

Owned by Charles William Eliot II. At his home in Cambridge.
(Information from owner. Also WS 12/10/86 inspection & photo.)
Hl!-US-0000-221x15
(CIlIl # 33)
1937.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
No mat, no date.
View of Grand Canyon of the Colorado, with orange-red
strata of buttes strongly emphasized. Dark background.
0wned by C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran nis IOC>ther.
At his hone in Califomia.
(WS12/1/88 ohoto;
CIlIl 1989 ohoto.)

HW-US-0100-16:x21t
1940-1945. 4"-wide gray mat, l"-wide black frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner. New
FJnglandC)landscape , with mountain at upper center, portion
of tam at right, large area of grass at lower left.
At center, large lone tree.~
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in 2nd floor
guestroom. (WS 7/16/86 inspection & >hoto.)
N

~ Could the scene be. Mt. Ascutney (in Vermont)
as seen from the St. Gaudens estate in Cornish, NH?
Hopkinson made many paintings in Cornish, NH.
HW-US- (?)
Called "Taos".
Ownedby the Metropolitan

(Mise, ltrs.

Museumof Art.

fran the Metropolitan

Museumof Art.

«(Is this really a Hopkinson painting?
See W.S. 3/30/89
ltr. to Mr. Howat of that museum, expressing doubts.»)

1J3
Hlv-Canada-0000-9x14
N__
\\ 5~ A
About 1954
No mat (?).
No signature
or date.
Lawn near Rive House in Kingston, entario.
Tall
slender tree at center. Trees in background. An urn
is barely visible atop earth bank (?) at right.
Ownedby Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift fran mother, IH.
At the Moore hane in Maine.
(EHM'90 photo.)

On back:

H\V-Manch-0010-9~x14.
Tree trunk at left,
Sharksmouth
cliff
at right.
HW-Cai1ada-0000-1~x21
1938.
4"-Wide mat. No frame. Signed "C. Hopkinson"
in lower right corner. On back is the legend: "APG660SD.
Bow River, near Banff. 1938".
Vast scene of Bowriver valley and wooded plains
between steep mountains (pink and red, wooded on lower
portions).
Great range of mountains across upper
half of painting.
No people or houses.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/3/88 inspection & p,oto.)
HW-Canada-0100-12tx20
1952(?).
No mat, frame, glass, signature,
or date.
Liv~G'R:oom in Rive House (in Kingston, ant.,
Canada:)
Big7gr~en armchair at left.
Above it is a portrait
01
three Hopkinson girls __ "Armory Show" portrait.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

H\V-Canada-0000-13~x10
No mat, frame, glass,
date, or signature.
en board.
View of east end of Rive House lawn in
Kingston, entario,
Canada. Two great smooth tree
trunks claninate the picture
Deep '-"Ods in background.
Orange bush at extrane left.
Sm:loth deep green lawn
in foreground.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted;
1989 gift fran rH. At his

hone.
(WS7/3/89

photo.

Also T.A.H. 1990 photo.)

HW-Canada-010D-14x21t. }-inch-wide dark gray mat; 1-inchwide white frame.
Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson 1951"
1n lower left.
Rive House in Hingston, ontario.
At left,
white mansion with three prominent columns and
large white stairway.
Two large urns on green lanw.
At right,
many large deciduous trees with fall foliage.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
1987 inspection.)

ws

(Rive 1987 photo ;

I , 'i
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HW-Canada-Ol0D-15xll
1951 - 1955. No mat or frame or signature.
View, in Kingston, Ontario, Canada, from beneath white portico
with fluted columns, of green lawn with flaming orange maple tree
beyond. Tall dark tree at extreme right.
Owned by TH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/27/86 inspection & photo. Also 12/1/88 photo.)
On back: very fragmentary sketch of dunes.
ffil-Canada-210D-14tx21t. ~-inch-wide dark gray mat.
1-inch-wide white frame. Glass. S:,p'.ed"Hopkinson 1954"
at bottom center.
View of lawn in front of Rive House in Kingston,Ontario.
,'ive children are playing on the lawn. White column and
urn in foreground. Background includes many trees, including
a large orange-colored deciduous tree and a conical conifer.
The lawn is yellow in sunlight and green in shade.
Owned by HJffi. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo;
WS 1987 inspection)
HW-Canada-210D-15tx21
1953-55. !'lhitemat. (Frame?) No sigmture or date.
View of south face of Rive house in Kingston, Ontario.
Three white columns of large formal portico are seen.
A person stands beside central column, and ttwo other
persons aoo a dog are seen at lower right. Orange foliage
at right.Large spherical green bush at lower left. TWo
large urns are shown.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa on 5/22/87. In the
home of John Rive in Manila in 1988.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo. 1/16/88 ltr. by John Rive.)
On back: HW-Bermuda-15tx21. Gateway with white post.
Deep blue shrubs at right. Stone wall at left.

HW-Bermuda' .-0000-14x22
1940.
No mat, frame, glass, or signature.
View, looking downward past two large agava plants,
at three beached (?) mastless sailboats. At Somerset
Bridge.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish,ME. On second floor,
in folder.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

II J"
HW-[leV'''vd,,-0000-1%x1~
~ 1940. 2-in.white mat. No signature.
Four coconut palms and, at left, a royal palm, at Botanical
Garden (7) in Bermuda (7). Green grass and green hedge in
foreground. No people, houses, or water visible.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS Apr. '88 inspection & photo.)
Note: On back is HW-M~1ch-0110-15x11t, showing
One column of HopkinsoniHouse piazza, lawn, and,
at lower left, back of a chair. View toward the east.
iM-1ermuda- 0000-1%x21
1940.
4"-wide mat, no glass.
Signed "Hopkinson. Bermuda 1940" in lower right corner.
Large portrayal of agav~ ulant (blue-green), and, at
upper right a spanish bayonet (7) plant. Reddish-brown
soil in foreground and at upper right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/9/88 inspection & photo.)
Included in 1988 Danforth,Museum show.
On 3/8/91 the painting was handed to Grogan & Co •
. for its 5/21/91 auction.
HH-Bermuda~000o-l5tx22
1940. No mat, frame, or glass. Signed "Hopkinson Bermuda"
in lower right. No date.
View of rectangular white gate-post and, at left, stone wall,
beside driveway. Blue shrubs at right of post.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
On back: HW-Canada-2100-15tx21. Columns and portico
of Rive House in Kingston, ant., Canada. Person beside
central column. Two other persons and a dog.

HW-Bermuda-0010-16x10
1940. No mat or date. Signed "Hopkinson. Bermuda. 1940"
in lower right. Very prominent orange-colored cliff at
lower left, with blue water beyond. Row of hills in
background.
Owned by Peter ?ezzati. In his studio in Boston.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)
On back:

IlW-Manch-011o-lOx16.

HW-Bermu:la-00ll-.14x21-}
Agava and water pathway.
1940 (possibly 1952). 3-inch-wide whits mat. No frame.
Signed "Hopkinson" in low=r left •.
Bermuda

scene,at

Somerset

Bridge

Township.

Huge agave

plant at left, with Wreck Island above. Land with cliff
at right. Water pathway to horizon at center.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/1/88 inspection and photo.)
HW-Bermuda-0011-14-}x21
1940. 3-in.whits mat
Signed "Hopkinson" at
lower left. Legend on back: "Scene in Bermu:la.Wreck
Hill. Somerset.
1940~
Center half of the painting is filled with square
white coral stones. Above and on both sides is the
blue ocean. Green band of trees in middle distance.
An outstandingly bold dramatic painting.
'Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/9/88 inspection & photo.)
On back: painting of slender blue
vase, two large red poppies, and
smaller blue flowers.
Not complete
Formerly the painting had a 5-in. gray mat.
}J\o' - Bermuda-0011-14tx22" •
1940.
2t--inch-widewhite mat. t--inch-widegold
frame. Glass. Signed "Hopkinson, Bermuda, NOV. __
(illegible.)
in lower left.
View of highly stratified cliff, upturned toward tip near
top center. Ocean visible at right. One segment of ocean
horizon visible. No people or houses.
Owned by Edith Appleton Standen. At her home in New York
City.
(Per 12/13/86 ltr. from owner. Photo by owner.)

Note: On back there is a view of the
coastline at Sharksmouth Estate.Manchestsr.
It a rough sea and dark sky. <-Owner says this
painting 1s "perfectly good but too hard to 'j4-r .. t:')
HW-Bermuda-0011(?)-15x22
2-in. gray mat. Heavy light brown frame.
Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson
- Bermuda".
No date.
View of, stonny sea with much foam and white caps.
1\quamanne water.
Rocks in foreground.
Owned by Mary Clarke.
At her hane in Vineyard
Haven, MA.
(Oct. 1989 data fran Mary Clarke)
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fiI<-Bennuda-0011-15x22. "Wind in Bennuda".
1940. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
Jagged cliff in right third of the painting dominates
the scene. Rocks and some foliage at lower left.
Ocean horizon visible at left. Many soft clouds.
No people. No houses(?).
Owned by the Worcester Art Museum; purchased in 1942.
At that museum.
(BlaCk-and-white photograph received from museum 11/13/88.)
HW-Bermuda-0012-15x22
1940.
3"-wide mat, no frame. Signed "Hopkinson
194c" . in lower right corner ..
Close-up view of pile of about a dozen large whlte
rectangular coral rocks, with greenish-blue ocean
visible at upper left and upper right. Glimpse of
green foliage at right. No persons or houses. Two
segments of ocean horizon.
Owned by JHS. (Earlier, owned by her sister MHG.).
At Shurcliff home in Cambridge.
(WS3/3/88 inspection & photo.)

HW-Bermuda-0021-11ix15.
1940. 2-in.-wide mat.
Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower right corner.
Scene near Somerset, Bermuda: low-lying wind-swept
island (Wreck Island?), two small moored boats, waves.
Small segment of ocean horizon at right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS Apr. '88 inspection and photo.)
Note: On back is a painting.
(at Rive estate in Kingston, ant., Canada?)
of yellow-green lawn with hU/(egarden and
pedestalled urn seen against blue lagoon
and, on left, dark green wooded promontory.

HW-Bermucta-0100-9fx15_
1940.
No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower left corner.
Garden with date palm tree in Bermuda. Long beds of
red earth at lower left. Dim outlines of church and
other buildings in background. Vertie.l orange streaks
at right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Carnbridge.
(ItS7/8/86 inspection & photo.)

17&

HW-Bermuda-Ol00-l}tx22t
1940.
No mat. l"-wide black frame. Glass.
Inscribed "to J .H.S. from C .H." in lower right corner.
View of Poimt House in Somerset Bridge, Bermuda.
Two chimneys. Green shutters. Three lounging chairs.
No body of water visible.
Owned. by.JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(ws J/9788 inspection and photo.)
HW-Bermuda-Ol00-15x21. Banana tree beside pink house with ell.
1940. J" white mat,. No frame. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower
right corner.
Bermuda lawn, with banana tree, table,chair. At right,
pink 'two-story house with ell. Estate "Waterville" of
Mrs. Trimingham, Paget, Bermuda (per inscription on back).
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge,
(WS )/)788 inspection and photo)

HW-Bermuda-Ol0D-15x22t
(QiH # 40)
c. 1952. No mat or date. Signed "Hopkinson" at lower
left. A very dark paintings, showing Trimingham House
in Paget, Bermuda. The house is red-brown, with a
dad< blue-gray roof. In foreground, a rwo of small
banana trees.
CMned by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift frar.his IlOther.
At his heme in California.
("1S 12/3/88 photo; am 1989 photo.)

HW-Bermuda-0210-15x21t
Hamilton Harbor and pink roofs.
1940 (possibly 1952). J" white mat. Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower left.
View, from above roofs, of Hamilton
HarOor. Many
houses on peninsula across the harbor.
Large exotic tropical shrubs in right half of
painting.
Owned until 11/18/88 by JHS. Sold on that date by
Bakker Antiques, Inc., at an auction in Cambridge.
(WS J/l/88 photo.)
HW-Bermuda-0220-12txl41
1940(?). No mat, signature, or date.
At lower right
there is a penciled inscription by Peter Pezzatl: "By
Charles Hopkinson, Bermuda". At left, cathedral with
tower. Other buildings at right. Black boat near center.
Large rocky ledge at lower left.
Owned by Peter Pezzati. At his studio in Boston.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)
On back:

HW-Manch-011D-141x1z1.
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HW-Bermuda-0220-1Jx20
1940 (?). J-inch-wide white mat. No signature or date.
View of a harbor at Bermuda (?). Sombre dark gray sky
behind cathedral and houses at right. Red-funneled
ship vaguely visible at left. At center, rough bluegreen water. In foreground, irregular rocky promontory.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 5/12/88 inspection &: photo.)
On back, two incomplete sketches of houses.
HW-Bermuda-2020-15x2J
No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson" lower right.
View of rugged coast.
Gigantic rock beyond stratified-rock cliffs.
Small bay and beach and lO"er right, with two persons and
one careened sailboat barely visible. Green water in
foreground, blue water beyorid.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 191)9gift fran mother.
(ws 8/27/86 inspection &: photo.)

HW-Ireland-OOOO-14x21
Wicklow Hills
~195J - 1957. )-in. white mat.
No frame or signature.
View of distant hills hear Kiliney, Ireland.
(Wicklow Hills, presumably). From Canadian embassy building.
Peaked mountain at center, curving driveway and straight
transverse

hedge below. Portion

of terrace visible

in

foreground. Tropical tree at ri~ht.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS J/1/88 inspection and photo.)
HW-Ireland-OOOO-14tx21~.
195'- (?).
4--inch-wide dark gray mat. 1-inch-wide frame.
Glass. Signed at lower left "Hopkinson 56'. (Date not clearly
tel(ible. I
At left, .two steep mountains, or cliffs; perhaps Cliffs of Moher.
At lower center, a small lake. Several bright green areas.
Dramatic white clouds in blue sky.
Owned by Thomas and Ramelle Adams. At their home in Lincoln, MA.
(WS 11/JO/86 inspection &: photo.)

HW-Ire land-0000-15!x21t
"'-195'6. 5-inch-wide white mat. 2-inch-wide gray frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
Rural scene in Ireland. Valley with small lake in foreground;
perhaps Vale of Avoca. Small mountain in background; green
slopes. In left foreground, three horses grazing.
Owned by Thomas and Ramelle Adams. At their home in Lincoln,
MA. (WS 11/JO/86 inspection &: photo.)

J 1. 0
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HW-Ireland-0000-15tx21t
"-1955-1958. 2t"-wide gray mat, l"-wide black frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
View near Killiney(?). DTuid seat(?). Vast disQointed
array of rocks and ledges; intervening grass and flowers.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in first story
master's' bedroom. Included in 1988 Danforth Museum show.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Ireland-000D-20x21t
1957. 4-inch-wide gray mat. Glass. Frame. Signed "Hopkinson,
Ireland, 1957" in lower right.
Lake, with purple mountain (probably Sugarloaf Mountain, near
Dublin) beyond.
Owned by Thomas and Ramelle Adams; at their home in Lincoln,MA.
(WS 11/JO/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Ireland-OrOO-22xl6t
No mat, signature, or date. 11.\.1. %.
1957.
Scene at Killiney, near Dublin Ireland.
At right, a majestic tree, probably eucalyptus.
At center, Sugarloaf Mountain, several miles away.
Owned by Elinor H. M:x>ra. 'tl~ qift fr<:&11
O'Other, IH.
At M:x>re home in Maine.
(WS '88 photo, EEM '90 photo.)

HW-Ireland-0011-15x20
1956 or 195?Signed in lower right. Framed

(?).

View of Irish coast"l cliffs and ocean near Moher, in
County Clare. At left, a sequence of vertical stark
cliffs. Ocean at right.
Owned by the Metropolitan Museum of Art; called 60.27.
purchased in 1960, from "Halstead" (sic) from Rogers
Fund. Sold by IH in 1960 for $400.
At that museum.
(Data from copIes of Jx5 cards from files of that Museum;
copies accompanied Itr. of 4/11/8J from Catalog Dept.
assistant K. Bassano to KZP. Also other =rrespondence.)
Sketch based on poor xerox imar,e.
HW-Ireland-Ol00-0xl0
(QiH # 63)
1955 - 1957.No mat, signature, or date.
House lived in by the Alfred Rive fawlly in
Ireland, with adjacent large green trees and lawn.
Owned by C. H. llalsted. 1989 gift fran his O'Other.
At his home in California.
(hIS 16h7..{fa~kT?i&tch~ 1,1:.'l,gen"'h1trrJ
and field,
probably in Ireland.
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HW-Irelanct-0100-13x201
House by two-arched bridge
....:.1953-1957.
3"white mat. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower
right corner.
Rural Irish scene, with two-chimneyed house be~ond
left end of two-arched bridge.
Owned by .JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/1/88 inspection and photo.)
HW-Ireland-0100-18x22t
(QlH # 30)
No mat, frame, or signature (?).
Scene near Canadian Embassy building at Killiney:
Long low building with classical portico. In lower
right corner, lar~e vase containg a few large red and
purple flowers. A left, earth hillock topped by large
tree. Yellow o;rass at extreme left.
OWned by C. H.Halsted. 1989 gift fran his mother.
At his heme in California.
(WS 8/29/86 photo; QlH 1989 photo.)
HW-Ireland-0200-1]tx22
1953 - 195:7.3"-wide mat. No frame or signature.
Church, buildings, and Dodder Hiver, near Dublin,
Ireland. River confined by wall. HOrse visible at
right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/3/88 inspection & photo.)
HW-Ireland-0200-14x21
195'. 4"-wide mat. No frame or signature.
Legend on back: ''DodderRiver (?) near Dublin, Ireland.
195{,':
Almost a monotone (blue-black delineation), almost
a drawing as much as a painting. At center, church
with square tower and flagpole. Other buildings at
left. Great trees flanking the church. The river, in
the foreground, is not featured.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/3/88 inspection & moto.)

HW-Ireland-0200-15txzO.
Slender river, red-roofed houses.
"'1953 - 1957. J-inch-w~de white mat. No frame or signature.
Rural scene in or near St. Brigid's in Ireland. Slender
river at center. Red-roofed houses at left. Road at right.
Dark curtain-like cloud at upper left.
Owned .by ,JHS.Ather home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/3/88 inspection and photo).

/2/Z..
HW_lreland (?)-OZZD-15x22
No mat, frame, or date. Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower right.
View of river (Liffey?), with blue ship, drawbridge.
In foreground, row of small houses.
Owned by EB. At Edmonton, Alberta, home of her daughter
Margaret Barr Fowlie. (Per Dec. 1987 ltr. & photo from
that daughter.)

HW.-Ireland-OZZO-about 18x22
No mat or frame. No signature or date. Stamped "Charles
Hopkinson Estate, 1962 (HHR)" in lower right.
View of small sailboats and motor boats in Dalkey Harbor,
Ireland. BOats in lower foreground. Rocky promontory at
center. Hills and houses at upper left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(March 1987 photo by Rives; also oral information from HHR.)

HW-Ireland-100D-11x19z'
(aJH # 74)
1955 - 1957. No mat, signature, or date.
View of lawn of Rive House in St. Brigid's, Ireland.
Flower garden in foreground. At center, a girl is
standing on the lawn. Beyond, occupying the upper
half of the scene, is a great copper beech tree.
Owned by C.H. Halsted.
1989 gift from his mother.
At his home in California.
(WS 12/1/88 ohota; CI!It 19119 nhnto.)

HW_Ireland-100D-17x22
c 1956.
No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of great copper beech tree at St. Brigid's, Ireland.
Garden in left tureground. At right, a purple roadway.
with a person barely visible at right of tree. Three
slanting trees at far right.
Owned by HHR.. At her home in Ottawa. (WS 5/ZZ/87
inspection & photo.)
On back: autumn foliage, roadway, and great tree
trunks at Manchester estate: HW-Manch-OOOD-17x22.
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HW-Ireland-1100-1otx12
H5J--57. 3"-wide mat, t"-wide black frame. Glass. No S.
SCene at St. Brigid's, Ireland.
At left, one person and a stone wall. At right,
house or barn with red or brown roof. Huge pine
tree in center, weeping willow tree at left.
Owned by HHR.
In second floor middle bedroom of Hopkinson House,
Manchestfl'.
(\i's 1986 photo & inspection.) Identification details
by Harriot Rive Appel (Hallie) and Isabella Halsted
(Ibby) .

HW-Ireland-1100-14tx211 Copper beach tree.
1953 - 1957.
3" white mat. No S1ignatu~ ?r frame.
Copper beach tree shadoWing lawn at St. Brlgld s,
Dublin, estate of Canadian Embassy (Rlve home).
At right, walkway with girl carryin~ flowers.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambndge
(WS 3/1/88 inspection and photo,)
~1-Ireland-2000-11txl4t
~1956.
2-inch-wide white mat. No date.

Signed

"Hopkim:ion", by scratch technique,
in lower right.
Shows grounds of Canadi.an Embassy grounds in Dublin.

At left, two girls on path, with large reddish-brown
tree (copper beech) beyond. Large green lawn at right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection & photo.)
On back: variegated deep green trees
in background, green field in foreground.
Dark blue-gray sky.

"
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HW-Ireland-2000-14tx21t
(CHH # 42)
1953 - 1957. 4"-wide gray mat, l"-wide white frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner. Called "Irish
Aquactuct".
Water spilling from the edge of an ancient aquactuct,with
cliff at left, pool in foreground, and five children playing
beSide the pool. A lush and peaceful scene.
ONned by C. H. Halsted. 1 ~89 gift iran his llDther.
At his home in California.
(WS 3/13/35 p'loto; 1989 CR\{ photo.)

12.'1
HW-Ireland-2000-15x22
No mat, signature, or date.
View of two children on lawn at Rive estate
'ItSt. Brigid's, Ireland. Great tree at left,
\lith child leaning against it. Another child
in swing, at center.
o.",ed by T. A. Halsted. 1989 gift fran mother.
At Halsted hone in Manchester.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
HW-Ireland-2000-16x22t
(QIH # 43)
No mat or signature.
Luxuriant green trees at left and right. Two women
on path at center. Curved fence and lawn at right.
CMned by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift from his mother.
At his home in California.
(WS 9/12/86 photo; QIH 1989 photo.)
HW-Ireland-2100-14tx21t.
1V1956.
4"-wide black mat, l"-wide black frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
Huge symmetrical copper beach tree. Also lawn,
flowers. At home of Alfred Rive family; estate
owned by Canadian Government as part of the Canadian
Embassy in Ireland. At right, people and one house
are visible.

Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME;
wall of lowest room.
(06 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

on west

HW-Norw~y-0000-11tx16
1930.
No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
Purple mountains of Norway, probably near Stalheim.
Large mountain on right, small ones at left. Small green
hill at lower center. Complicated white and pale blue sky.
Owned by HHR. At her home in ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection &. photo.)

!lW-NorwaY -0000-15x22
1930.
l"-wide cardboard "frame", torn in places.
No mat, no wooden frame. No signature.
View of beehive-shaped mountains near Stalheim,
Norway.
Large magenta" colored sharply domed mountain at left.
Steep green slopes below. Valley hidden below.
No people, houses, water.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 7/1/86 inspection & photo.)
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Hl'-Norway-0000-21x14
1930.
(Framed, glass, presumably.)
Signed "C. H." in lower left. Called "Fjord, Norway".
Shows large central slender round-top peak.
Near bottom, winding path. Scene near Stalheim .
Owned by Harvard.

Purchased in 1931.

Called by Harvard No. 1931.8.
At Harvard. Said to be in "University Loan Office".
Has L1cluded

in exhibitions

at Fomens Civic

Club,

Glp.H~

Falls, NY, in 1933, at \-'adsworthAthenaeum, Hartford, CT.,
in 1934, at Fitchburg Art Cer.ter, Fitchburg, MA, in 1935,
and at Winchester Public Library, Winchester, MA, in 1939.
(Per JHS 10/23/36 inspection of Fogg Museum records and
photo and per 4/7/83 ltr. from M. Steward of Fogg Museum
Drawing Dept. to KZP.)
HW-Norw~y-0000-22xl4t
1930.
5"-wide gray mat, l"-wide white frame. Glass.
signed "C.H.

lt

in lower right

corner.

Steep mountains, deep valley, and river, in Norway.
Probably at Stalheim. Rock parapet in foreground.
River appears greenish.
Owned by'EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; on west wall
of lowest room.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Europe-0000-l'ix21
c 1924-1926.No mat,frame, glass, or date.
Signed "C ~ H" at lower left.
View of Tuileries
in Paris, with fountain at
center, large trees at left and right, yellow and red
flowers in foreground. No people or buildings.
Owned by HHR. At her house in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection &. photo.)

HVI-Europe-0000-14x22
~935
3"-wide tan mat, l"-wide brown wood frame
g~ass. Signed ;;C.H."in lor. On back,red label "X;A
laO" •
V1ew of long multi-peak mountain ridge in
Switzerland. Perhaps includes Mt. Brevent.
Distant peaks are of reddiSh-purple rock. Blue
shadows on snowfields. In left foreground pale
greenish-yellow hills and slopes.
'
Owned by Harvard (?). Gift from Edward Waldo Forbes.
On 2nd floor of Harvard Faculty Club.
(WS 10/24/86 inspection & photo. S-22.)

/u
HM-Europe-0000-14tx21~
1935. 4-inch--wide ra:ay mat. No frame or glass.
Signed "C. Hopkinson" in lower left.
Mt. Brevent, near Chamonix. At upper left,
snowcovered tip of mountain, with long tongue of snow
at lower left.
At right,
orange rocky crags.
Lower right is olive-greenish-gray.
Owned bv JHS.
At her home in Cambridge. (Formerly
in 11brary of Hopkinson House in M~chester.)
(ilfu" 3/3/88 photo & -inspection)

HW-Europe-0000-1~7~22
(CHH# J5)
1935 or 1937.4"-wiCle gray mat.
Signed "C.H." in lower
right.
View of snow-covered mountain in Switzerland.
Snowfields fill upper left half of painting.
Yellow and green fields visible
in lower right.
Owned by C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hone in California.
(WS 8/27/86 photo;
CHH1989 photo.)

HW-Europe-0000-15x21~
1937.
5"-wide mat, 1"-wide brown frame. Glass
S lower left corner "Hopkinson, Mycenae"
Plains beyond Mycenae, " •• looking north".
White ledge in lower left foreground. Magenta
plain in center. Large areas of yellow plains.
Owned by JHS •.
In library
of Hopkinson House, Manchester.
~S 6/16/86 photo & inspection)

HW-Europe-OOOO15x22
1935 or 1937.
Signed "C.H., C. Hopkinson"
at lower left.
Called "Chamonix at Evening".
52.234.
'IR 10')88/1.
View of sharply peaked mountain. near Chamonix
near France-Switzerland
border.
'
Owned by Cleveland Museumof Art.
Malcolm L. McBrJde, 6/23/52.
At that Museum.

Gift

from Mrs.

HW-Europe-000D-15!x17
1935 or 1937. No mat or frame. Signed "Charles
Hopkinson" in lower right.
Snow covered mountain (Mt. Brevent near Chamonix!).
Full sunli~ht.
Great snowfield at upper left.
Owned by Isabella
(Bella) Halsted. 1989 gifr
(WS8/27/86 inspection & photo.)

fran mother.

12..7
HW- Europe-OOOO-21t~ 15
19:37.
4"-widemat. No frame. Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower right corner.

View of mountain (Aiguille ?) near Chamoni~,France.
Blue-gray mountain with snowy slopes below. Vague
gray-green mounting at right in foreground.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS :3/3/88inspection & photo.)

HW-Europe-0010-14~21
1924.
:3"-widewhite mat, l"-wide natural-color
wooden

frame. Signed

"Hopkinson"

in lower left corner.

Long chain of light pink and magenta mountains see acrOR~
bluish green Lake Como. Sloping tree tucnk in foreground.
No people, houses, or boats.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/16/85 inspection & photo.)

HW -Europe-00l1-21~ 14
1926.
4'-wide mat. No frame. Signed "C H"
in lower left corner.
View (from high above the water) of near-vertical
terraced cliff at Tintagel, Cornwall, England.
Distant blue promontory at upper left. Ocean at
right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS :3/:3/88inspection and photo.)

(c'
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HW-Europe-0100-1:3tx20
1926. Informal slender gray mat, no frame, glass,
or date. Signed "C .J, H" in lower right.
View of Matterhorn: white snowfields and paleima~entaun d •
peak. Large brown-roofed chapel, at Gornergra, or /tl10
Of
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

HW-Europe-0100-1:3t~21t
AbOut 1926. 5"-wide white mat. l"-wide brown wood frame.
Glass. Signed "C.~ H." in lower right.
Heroic statue

of man on rearing

hors~t with

slenr1er tOHer and

palace (Hotel Crillon) ,at ~ight. Place de la QoncordR.
'Owned by JHS unUI' 11/18/88, then sold by BakKer,
Inc.,at an auction in Cambridge.
(WS :3/16788inspection and photo)
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HW-Europe-0100-14x20
1937. 4-in white mat, 1-in. wood frame. Glass.
No signature or date .
View of portion of Acropolis, Athens, Greece.
At right, Mt. Hymettus.
OWned by JHS.
At her hare in Cambridge.
(WS2/27/90 photo.)
For several years prior
::::> this date the painting had been on loan to
Dr.Paul Fremont-Smith.

~r-Europe-020o-6tx4t
No signature or date, but on the back the artist
has
inscribed "On the road to the Hague. July 10, 1890."
2t-in-wide pale gray mat. At upper right,
a large
Dutch-type windmill. Twohouses visible.
Canal (presumably
of fresh-water
type) at base of painting.
Pale blue clouds.
Ownedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS10/25/88 photo.)

HW-Europe.0100(?)-9~x13~
1892
5-in. white mat. Gold frame. Glass.
There is no signature or date, but on the back is
inscribed "Port Gavaraf 9 Mai 92". France.
T.onglow building at left,
smaller building at
""per right.
Outlines of distant steep hills are
visible.
OWned by Mary Clarke.
At her hare in Vineyard
Haven, MA.
(Oct. 1989 info. fran Mary Clarke.)

HW-Europe-0200-11xl4t
1924.
5"-wide brown mat, l"-wide brown frame.
No glass. Signed"C.H." in lower left corner.
Scene in Italy;
view from Villa Mercedes, outside of
Florence. Long buildings.
;ri th short towers, in middle
distance;
small mountains beyond.
Ownedby EHB. At her home in Cornish,
room, resting on floor.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

ME; in living

Hw-Europe ~0200-12tx19
1926.
6"-wide white matt, 1"-wide natural-color
wooden frame. Glass. No signature visible.
On back of painting assembly is I "The Cleveland Museumof
Art.
3rd Exhibition of Water Colors and Pastels,'--Jan. 12 - Feb. 14, 1926~ Also "Oxford". Also "79".
Also "Helin Gallery".
Two passenger barges (white superstructures
with 5 or 6
windows) on river in Oxford, England. Large brick building
in background.
Green water, with tow of tall green trees
beyond.
Ownedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(ws 3/21/83 inspection & photo.)

--

HW-Europe-0200-1 'x21~
1924.
,"-wlde mat, 1"-widebrown frame, glass.
No signature.
Rural scene at Far Sro,rey,England.Several houses. Large
trees and small hills in background. In foreground,
simple field. (Hou..~es
Were lived in by Beatrix Potter.)
Owned by EHB. At her home in'Cornish, ME; in first story
master's

bedroom.

(WS 7/16/86 inspection

&

photo.)

HW-Europe-0200-14x21~
5"-wirlemat, 1"-wide brown frame. Glass. No S.
Bridge across Seine in Paris. Six arches of brirlgevisible.
Two boats near center of bridge.
Owned by (Isabella (Ibby) Halsted?)
.
In library of Hopkinson House, Manchester
(WS 1986 photo & inspection.)

HW-Europe-0200-1~x21~
1926.
5"-wide gray mat, 1"-wide brown frame.
Glass.

Signed "Hopkinson"in lower left

COIner.

View of Tuileries Garden5in Paris. Fountain at center
of circular bed of flowers. Oblique path at lower
left. Large tree at right. Buildings in background.
Owned by EHE. At her home in Cornish, ME; in 2nd floor
guestroom. (VIS7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
Included in 1988 Danforth Museum show.
HW-Europe-0200-1~x~2
1926.
)"-wide mat, 1"-wide natural-wood-"olor frame.
Glass,
Signed in lower right corner I.-C.. H:
Lyn~outh, England, hills and steep road. Countless trees.
Several houses visible. Steep roads visible.
Owned by HDD.
In living room of Stone House,
Manchester.
(WS 6/8/86 inspection & Ploto.)
Appraised in 1986 by R. C. Vase, Jr., at high value.

HW-Europe-0200-1~x22~
1924.
)"-wide mat, 1"-wide brown frame. Glass.
Signed'C~ K'in lower right corner. Scene of Dolomites
and Cortina d'Ampezzo, Italy.
Building, one with tall slender tower, in middle distance.
Mountains in backgroun. At center, a hedge (?).
Owned by EHB.
masterls

At her home in Cornish, ME; in first story

bedroom.

(WS 1986 photo,

1991

inspection.)
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HW-Europe-0200-15tx22
1924.
White mat. No frame or glass. Signed "C•.l.H."
in lower left.
View of Cortina village, Italy, church and other buildings.
Emphasis is on jagged peaks of Dolomites in background.
Gray overcast sky.
Owned by Boston Public Library; gift of Helen Slosberg in
1978. At thatlibrary. Exhibited at Grace Horne Galleries.
Boston, and Carus Galleries, New York City.
(JHS Jan. 1987 inspection & phOto.)
Note: On obverse is a painting HW-Europe.0220-15tx22
of a scene in Venice. Although the painting is unfinished,
it has much merit.
HW-Europe-0200-15}x22t
1924.
5"-wide grayish-brown mat. l"-wide naturalcolor wood frame. Glass. Signed "C. H." in lower left
corner.

Scene near Villa Mercedes, BellosquardO , Italy.
(View toward Villa Bivigliano Pezzolini, according to
a (not necessarily reliable?) inscription on back.)
Red-roofed buildings at left and right. Tall cedar tree
near center. Pale blue mountain in distance. At upper
left, large white cloud surrounded by deep blue sky.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge, MA.
(ws 3/21/88 inspection & photo.)

en
its

3/8/91 the painting
5/21/91 auction.

was handed to Grogan & Co. for

HW-Europe-0200-22x15
Abuut 1935 - 1945(?). No mat or date. Signed "To my
friend peter Pezzati, C. H." in lower left. Ancient
walled city (in Greece? Sicily?) on hill at upper left.
Luxuriant green foliage at lower left. Fences at center.
Owned by Peter Pezzati. At his studio in Boston.
('tiS11/9/88 photo.)
On back:

HW-Manch-OOl0-15x22

HW-Europe-0210-15x22
(CJlH 1134)
c 1910-)0. No mat, signature, or date.
View of coastal village of red-roofed houses, with
small steep mountain beyond and hill at right. Large
gray cliff at right. Calm water at lower center.
probably Italy, Greece, or Spain.
Owned by C. H. Halsted.

1989 gift

At his hane in California.
(WS 12/3/86

photo;

CJlH 1989 photo.)

fran his lOClther.
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HW-Europe~0220-8txl4t
About 1900(JHS est.). li-inch-wide white mat.
No frame, glass, signature, or date.
Roscoff (France) harbor, with sailing ships tied up
at pier at right. Furled sails on one ship are green.
In background,
houses at left, church steeple
at right.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
H>!-Europe-0220-9x14
Date?
No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of harbor (Roscoff,France?). At center is a
schooner under full sail. Other schooners, with sails
furled, at left and right. Beyond are many buildings,
including blue-topped buildings at extreme right.
Pale gray-magenta sky.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
On back: beginnings of a painting of Dana Island.
H\,-£urope-02?O-14t>1~. Lynmouth village and hills.
1926.
2"-Hide mat. No frame. No signature.
~ight

houses, river mouth, r;,iad,

and great hills

of

Lynmouth, England. A bit of ocean is visible at right.
Beached boats visible.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 9/16/86 inspection and photo.)

HW-Europe-0220-J5%x22
1924. No mat, frame, glass, or signature. [The painting is
unfinished, and 'is on the obverse side of HW-Europe-0200-15%x22,
view of Cortina and Dolomite~.
Venice: view from the Dogana'1.ooking toward san Gi.6rgio Maggiore.
Shows Giudecca lagoon, gondolas (no people visible); churches
and houses. Yellowish sky.
Owned by Boston Public Library; gift of Helen Slosberg in 1978.
At that library.
(JHS Jan. 1987 inspection & photo.)
Note: A more important painting --HW-EUIope-0200-15%x22,
showing Cortina village and Dolomites-- is on the other
side.

,HW-Europe-1000-11x17
1924.
5"-wide gray-brown mat, l"-wide natural-woodcolor frame. Glass. No signature.
View of the Tweed River, from Abbotsford, Scotland.
river is gray-purple, with green tree in right foreground.
Background, plains and hills beyond the river; most of
these are bare and pale yellow. At center, a small forest
is shown. A few trees and one fisherman on farther bank_
of the river. (Back of painting has the ~egend: 1924,
Tweed River at Abbotsford".)
Owned .by .JHS. At her home in Cambridge, MA.
(WS 3/16/88 inspection & !hato.)

IJ~
132.
HW-Europe-1210-1~x11t
1926.'
5"-wide mat. l"-wide black fraJ1le.Glass.
Signed "C. H." in lower right.
--Arno River and
View, seen through window,

of Florence,Italy,

/ tower.

Large shutter blocks much of view. at left.
Boat, with man, visible

in ~iver.

Owned ~ JHS.
In her Ipswich, MA, home living room.~
(WS )/16/88 inspection & photo.)
Note: It seemS likely that this is the watercolor
referred to in the April 198) Itr. from M. Solt,
Assistant Registrar of Art Institute of Chicago,
to KZP in which it is stated:
"There is one water color •••• entitled
Lung'Arno from Hotel Window, Florence which was
exhibited here in 7th International Exhibition
of watercolors, pastels, drawings and miniatures
held at the Art Institute from 4/28/27 - 5/29/27 •
•..Signed C. H. in lower right; measures 14tx19 7/8";
negative C7672."

*--

Transferred 12/22/86 to CaJ1lbridgehome.

HW-Europe-2000-15x22
19)7.
)"-wide mat, l"-wide natural-color
wooden frame. Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower
right corner.
Big open smooth scene. Three tall toees at left.
Long wall across lower portion of painting. Several
people near wall. Long low range of blue mountains
in background.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS')/21/88 inspection & photo.)
HW-Europe-2010-15x22
c 192~-1926.No mat, frame, glass, or date.
Signed "C J. H" in lower left.
View of four-arch bridge (Pont Neuf) over Seine in
Paris, with tug-boat and barges at center. Bluish banks
of trees at left and right. Rough, almost greenish,
water in foreground. People standing on bridge are
barely visible.
Owned byHHR.
At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

HW-Europe-2200-11xl5t
1924.
No mat, signature, or date.
View of Arno River in Florence, Italy, with tall orange-gray
buildings, including a tower and a dome, at left, and the
Santa Trini ta Bridge at the right. People visible on bridge.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 1989 gift fran IlOther.
(WS 12/1/88 photo.)
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HW-Europe-2200-13x21*
1937.
No mat. 1*" sculptured gold-colored frame. Glass.
3i/\ned,"Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
River, houses,

and hills near Olympia,

Greece.

Red roofed 'houses and cedar trees at left. People
and horses visible beside river.
Back of picture assembly contains the message: "J.H.S. with
love from G.H. & E. H."; also "Oh! What an enchantin/\
spot. Olympia! April 1937"
Owned bX JHS. In her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/9/g8 inspection and photo.)
HW-Europe-2200-22x 15t". "Piazza, Venice".
1924 (or 1926). Mat. No date or signature (?).
View of Venice. St. Marks at left. Campanile at right. Pale sky.
Many persons (barely visible) in foreground.
Owned by Boston Museum of Fine Arts; called 49B68.4; also 48.865.
Bequest of JohnT. Spaulding 6/3/48.
At that museum.
(JHS and WS inspection of data card and small photo, Nov. 1986)

HW-Europe- 222D-llxl0
1926.
J-inch-wide white mat. Slender gold frame.
Glass (?). Signed "C .1. H" in lor.
View (from hotel upper window) of regatta. About 12
gondolas on Grand Canal. Church (San Salute) vaguely
visible in background. Red flag in upper right.
Owned by EB. At Edmonton, Alberta,home of her daughter
Margaret Barr Fowlie. (Per Dec. 1987 ltr. & photo from
that daughter. 'Also S-22.)
HW-Europe-222D-l)x:!9'
'"1926
Signed "C. H." in lower right.
5"-wide mat.
1"-wide white frame. Glass
Venice, with canal and gondola in foreground,
Large building with tower in background. All as
seen through large window area. Full height blank
wall at left. Fringed awning along top.
Owned 1)v JHS.
At her home in QambridJI:e.
(WS 3/9/88 " inspection & Itloto.)
HW-Europe-2220-14x20
(CHH # 32)
Crude 2"-wide mat. No frame. Signed
"Charles Hopkinson. C.H." lower right.
Scene in Venice. Many gondolas. Large ship at left.
At right, the Ilogana (custom house). Pale purple area
in upper right. Pale blue-green water. A delicate
painting.
by C,H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his nother.
(At his hane in California.)
(WS8/27/86 photo;
1989 CHHphoto.)

CMned

I 3 L(
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mr-Europe-2220-about

15x15
4-inch-wide gray-white mat, 1-inch
brown frame. Glass. Signed "C ~ H" in lower right.
Fishing boats at dock in Roscoff, Finistere, Brittany,
France. Tide is low; boat decks are far below the
level of the long pier. Several people at extreme left,
and several buildings at upper right.
Owned by Mrs. Ostrom Enders. At her home in Avon, CT.
(WS 3/19/88 inspection & photc.)
HW-Europe-2220-15x21t
No mat, frame, glass.
1926 Signed "C..I..
H Roscoff 1926" in lo,!,erleft.
Scene in the harbor of Roscoff, France. Beach, with
people, at left. At right, two sailboats with large
red sails. Many other sailboats farther away. Distant
land with buildings.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photc.)
HW -Europe-22zo-21 tX1)"
1926.
)-inch-wide white mat, 1-inch-wide
wood-colored frame. Glass. No date. No visible signature*.
Scene in Heidelberg, Germany. In foreground, Neckar River,
with sailboat and other boats and great bridge with parapets
and statue. People visible in boats. In background,
Heidelberg castle and adjoining buildings, with blue range
of mountains beyond. Bridge is red-brown. Castle is redpurple. Man visible on bridge.
Owned by Frances Eliot Fremont-Smith. niece of CSH.
Received from him as a gift. At her home
in Cambridge. (Oral information of 1/9/86 from owner. Also
WS 1/9/86 inspection & photc.)
*The owner believes that the painting does include a
signature that is in lower right and is obscured by the mat.

Irn-Egypt-0100-14x21•
Palm trees in Egypt
1933 3" white mat.
Signed "C.H." lower left corner.
Seven palm trees on Egyptian plain with temple in
background. Green shadows on lawn.
Ownp.d by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(,IS 3/1/88 inspection and photo)
Note:
House
Child
right

On back there is a painting of Hopkinson
South doorway and portion of terrace.
standing in doorway. Wicker chairs at
and left on terrace.

/3s
HW-Egypt-0200-14x21
(CHH # 78)
1933.
No signature or date.
Matted.
View of Mohammed Ali Mosque, Cairo. In foreground,
a riverfront roadway or terrace, with many white
containers with greenery. Palm trees at upper
right. River vaguely indicated at left.
Owned by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hone in California.
(1989 CHH photo.)
HI/-Egypt-020D-15x21
1933.
3-inch-wide gray mat. Signed "c ......H"
in lower right. No date.
At right, large pots or bags with green contents.
Palm trees above. Terrace and wall at left. Large
mosque (beyond water?) at upper left. Small mosque
at right.
Owned by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.
At his home in Davis, CA.
(May 1987 photo by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.)

;

I

qw-Egypt -0210-1]tx13
3-inch-wide gray-white mat. Glass. No date
or signature.
Scene in F'P.(pt,near Aswan dam. White cliffs at lower right,
sailboat at left (no persons clearly visible). In the
background are rectangular white buildings, three or four palm
trees, and distaY\t pink-purple sand dunes. Clear blue sky.
Owned by EHB. At.her hone in Cornish, ME. In shed.
(WS 10/28/86 photo.)
(Note:the identification of site is assisted by a photograph
of that same scene, a photograph appearing on p.25 of the
Rand-McNally 1980 book "Rand McNally Encyclopedia of
World Rivers'~)
HW~Egypt-1200-12txlBt
1933.
4"-wide black mat, l"-wide black frame.
Glass. Signed "C.H." in lower left corner.
Scene in Egypt. Pyramid at left. "At right, one man and
two camels.

Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME, in first story
southeast room (den).
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

HI/-Egypt 200D-13x19 (CHH # 76)
1933.
No frame, no date. Signed" C.J..H"
in
lower left.
View of orange-red conical piles of sand (?), with
big bare hills beYond and pale blue-green foreground
~grasdSb?Nile River?). People standing on sand piles
wne
Y Charles Hopkinson Halsted ••
At his home in Davi~, CA.
(1~~7, t,t-! phow by Charles H
opkinson Halsted.)

1)6
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HW-Egypt-22/0-11tx19
1933 •• No mat, frame, glass, or date. Signed "C .&... H"
in lower left.
Scene in !'In'Pt, probably
near Aswan.
Gray river in foreground, High red sand
dune in upper right, palm trees at left.
Houses on bank
at right. People and small boat at center. A fully
finished painting.
Ownedby HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-Egypt-.22'O-12tx 19.
193:3.
No mat, frame, or glass. Signed "C.H." in
lower right corner.
View of Sile River in Egypt. Small boat
containing 10 or 20 persons. Palm trees at upper left,
above steep bank. In upper right, gold-colored hills
or sand dunes. Group of buildings near center of painting.
River water at left is deep blue.
Ownedby EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME. On second floor,
in folder.
(ws 7/16/86 inspection & rhoto.)
HW_!'In'Pt-221{)-13x1 0
1933.
No signature or date.
2-in.-wide white
mat, 1/4 in. brown frame.
View of bank of Nile River. Pale blue river, with one
small boat, is at right.
At left there is a cluster
of white buildings on prarontory in background, top
of a green tree in foreground,
and a winding road in
middle ground. people and boats are visible on beach.
Pale colors thrOUghout. AlIrost no verdure.
Owned by EHB. In the Fdrronton, Alberta, hane of
her daughter Margaret f'owlie.
(1989 photo and data fran Margaret Fowlie.)

HW-Egypt-~-l1x12
(0lII /I 77)
1933.
Wide white mat. Signed "C.A.H"in lower left.
View of Nile, river bank, houses. Group of sailboats
moored at shore; sails reflected
in water. Several persons
standing on shore. Blue water. Pink predominates elsewhere.
Ownedby Charles Hopkinson Halsted.
At his home in Davis, CA.
(''H ~ir1 phota:lby Charles Hopkinson Halsted.)
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HW-NZ-0000-14x21t
1952. 5"-wide white mat. No frame. Signed "Hopkinson
1952" in lower right.
Range of heavily wooded hills in New Zealand. Dark
shadows. Deep blue sky. No foreground,
no flat ground,
no road,no building.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted;
1989 qift fran IH. At his hone.
(WS8/27/86 photo. Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
HW-NZ-0000-14~x21
1951(?).
3-in. mat.
or date.

Frame.

Glass.

No signature

At center, a giant fern tree.
Massive bare trunk of
beech(?) tree in left foreground; also grass and
road (?). (Note: the painting is similar to the
painting HW-NZ-OOOO-15x22
owned in 1989 by Thanas
Halsted.
On the back of that painting is the
legend "Tree fern fran dining roan window"•. window
of Rive House near lowry Bay, presumably.)
Ownedby Mary Clarke.
At her hone in Vineyard
Haven, MA.
(Oct. 1989 info. fran Mary Clarke.)

HW-NZ-OOOO-15x22
1951.
No mat. Signed "Charles Hopkinson 1951" in
lower right.
At center
a giant fern tree beyond slender green lawn
andriver ~r pond. Massive bare trunk of beech (?) tree
in left foreground.
On back is the legend "Tree fern
from dining room window" --window of Rive House near
Lowry Bay, presumably.

Owned by T. A. Halsted;
(WS9/12/86 photo.)

1989 gift

fran

rH. At his hone.

HW-NZ-OOOO-15x22
1948-1952.No mat, frame, glass, signature,
or date.
View of a great hill,
deep blue-gray in color, in New
Zealand.
At left are two tall palm trees, with a
near-common base. Strip of yellow grass in foreground.
No people, houses, or water.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection
& photo.)

HW-NZ-OOOO-15x26"
- 1948 - 1952. J"-wide it;ray frame of complicated t:ype.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
Roadway in deep valley in NewZealand. Large central
hills
in shadow. Bright sunlight on trees at right.
Three telephone poles along left side of road.
Owned by ,Isabella
(Bella) Halsted.
1989 gift fran IlDthPI.
(WS8/15/86 inspection & photo.)

13~

HW-NZ-0000-15tx16
1948-1952. No mat, frame, glass, signature,
or date.
"Head-on" view of road in NewZealand, with three
telegraph poles at left and dark green stripes
at
right.
Big hills in background.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection.)
(Note: No photo.)
Note: This painting is much like HW-NZ-0000-15x26
owned by IH; it too includes three telegraph poles.
On back:
HW-NZ-0100-15tx23, which includes a
small box-like house at the left.
Large green hills
in background.

~

~~

.....

~
HW-NZ-0000-16x26". "Public Garden, Nelson, NZ".
1948. Mat. No date. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
Slender white statue on elaborate pedestal.
Dark shrubs and
trees beyond. Owned by the Boston Museumof Fine Arts; bequest
of Mrs. Edward Jackson Holmes; part of Holmes collection.
Called 65B26.4; also 65.53.
At that museum.
(JHS and WSinspection
of data card and of small photo Nov. 1986)

HW-NZ-0010-9x1S.
1948-19S2.No mat,frame, glass, signature,
or date.
View of long ranges of hills and mountains in New
zealand. Foreground: smooth pale blue sea. The nearer
hills
and mountains are very dark, very jagged. The
more distant ones are pale blue-gray.
Much cloud area,
small area of blue sky.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

HW-NZ-0010-10!x15
No mat, frame, or glass.
No date.
Signed "C.H." in lower left.
View of bay in New
Zealand, with huge brown-purple ledge in foreground,
green and yellow hills in background.
Calm blue
water at right.
Clear white sky. Orange yellow
rock at right of center.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted;
1989 gift fran IH. At his hane.
(WS 7/3/89 photo.
Also 'i'. A. H. 1990 photo.)
HW-NZ-0010-11x15
1948-1952.No mat, frame, glass, signature,
or date.
Painting has been covered with varnish.
View of nearby coastal rock and small crags,
with
blue water beyond, and in distance,
long -range of
large hills or mountains ending at a cape at the
extreme right.
No people, houses, boats.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(ws 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

HW-NZ-0010-14x21
1947 - 1952 - J-inch black mat. No frame or signature.
View of 'enormous bay near Wellington, New S~aland.
Long horizontal range of hills in background, pale magenta
gray and pale orange. Lower third of painting is water;
upper half of paintiq( is pale blue' sky.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 3/2788 inspection & photo.)
HW-NZ-0010-14tx22

--

..

~. .. ,.
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"'1947 - 1952.
No mat. l"-wide black frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
View of ocean bay (part of LOHry Bay, lIewZealand,
presumably) with greenish-brown hills in background.
In middle distance, a bare promontory at left, In
foreground, extreme right, a cliff (?). Bay water
is deep blue, except in the most distant region which
is light greenish-blue.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge, MA.
(WS 3/16/88 and 3/21/88 inspections & photos.)
HW-NZ-0010-141:<22
J.JeU .. +
1947 - 1952.
No mat, frame, glass, or signature.
Rocky promontory, ocean bay, and, in the far distance,
low mountains, all near Wellington, NZ. The promontory
is dark reddish-brown. The water is blue-green.
'
Owned bl Elinor /obore. 'tl9 gif': from her n!Other, IH.
At /oboce hone in Maine. (WS/86 photo.
iliM '90 photo.)

On back: HW-NZ-0010-14tx22, showing much the same
scene (promontory, bay, and distant mountains) on an
overcast day. Clouds shrough the distant mountain tops.
Bright gleam of water near the distant mountains.
Brown-black rocks in foreground.

fL({)
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HW-NZ-0010-1L;tx22
fJel\. ~~A
1947 - 1952. No mat, frame, glass, or signature.
In foreground, reddish-brown ledge. Beyond, bay near
Wellington, NZ. In far distance, a range of low mountains,
with clouds shrouding the mountain tops. Bright gleam of
water near the mountain range.
Owned by Elinor H. />bore.
'90 ':Tift fran IIother, IH.
!\t />bore hone in Maine. (WS '86 ohot.o. W,M'90 photo.)

On back:
HW-NZ-0010-1L;tx22, showing much the same
scene (bay, moun"ains) except that a large reddishbrown promontory is visible, and there 1s no shrouding
of the mountains.

HW-NZ-0010-15xgt
1948-1952. No mat or date. Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower left. Tall slender rocky pinnacle, with green
hills and blue water visible beyond. About 20
black and red stones(?) at lower right.
Owned by Peter Pazzati. At his studio in Boston.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)
On back:

1fi.'-Manch-0111-15x9t

HW-NZ-0010-15x22
1948-52.No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of bay in New Zealand. Jagged dark brown rocks
in foreground, very pale blue water beyond, and extremely
pale gray hills in background. Soft white clouds.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
On back. HW-Hawaii-0020-15x22, showing Diamond
Head, bay, three very small boats. At left,
reddish beach and dark green foliage.

/4/
HW-NZ-0010-15x22
(Gill #50)
1947 - 1952
No mat, no signature.
Cliff, bay, and distant hills in New Zealand. Rough
water. Heavy clouds and some blue sky. Seagull on
cliff.
Owned by C.H. Halsted. 1989 gift from his Irother.
At his home in California.
(WS 9/12/86 photo; Gill 1989 photo.)
On back, HW-NZ-0020-15x22. Ocean liner seen
in gap between huge nearby ships.

H'i1-NZ-0010-15x22

1952. No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson 1952" in lower
right. Huge Gibralter-like gray mountain at center, smaller
peak at left. Ocean bay, with irregular breakwater (?),
'
at lower left.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 1989 gift fran Irother.
(WS 8/27/86 inspection & photo~)
HW-NZ-0010-15fx24
1947 - 1952. Great bay near Wellington, NZ. In
foreground at right, cliff with tilted strata.
Yellow-brown promontory at left. In background, long
range of great hills. Smooth water. Large fleecy
clouds in blue sky.
Owned by, and at Cambridge home of, the Somers Hayes
Sturgis family. (WS 12/2/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-NZ-0020-11tx17t" •
Wide white mat. Slender blue & gold frame. Glass.
No date or signature.'
View of Lowry Bay, New Zealand, with many small white
boats at anchor and large blue and green hills in background.
Owned by Edith Appleton Standen. In her home in New York
City.

(Per 12/13/86 ltr. by owner. Photo. by owner.)
HW-NZ-0020-15x22
(Gill # Sl)
1952.
No mat.
Signed "Hopkinson. New
Zealand, 1952" in lower left.
Ocean liner with two yellow stacks -- framed by
black stern of huge ship at left and black-and-red
bow of huge ship at right. Water in foreground is
blue-green. Blue sky.
o.oJlled by C. H. Halsted. 1989 ']ift fran his nnther.
At his home in California.
("IS 9/12/86 choto; Gill 1989 photo.)
On bacl<l HW-NZ-0010-15x22.
near bay in New Zealand.

Seagull on cliff

HW-NZ-0020-15x22
1948-1952.
mat, frame, glass, or date.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
distint
View of huge bow of ship at left,Wellinl';ton Harbor and
land at right, with a small freighter
visible at great
distance.
Sea is rough, and is blue nearby, green
farther away.
Ownedby HHR. At her home in ottawa.
(WS5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

'0

HW-NZ-002D-15x22
1948-1952. No mat, frame, glass, signature,
or date.
View of harbor in NewZealand. Deep blue-green water,
and distant freighter
with red flags flying. Gray-black
headland at right, middle-distance.
Brown rocky
promontories at right foreground. Distant hills,
with
light clouds and blue sky above.
Ownedby HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-NZ-002015 x 21t
1948-1952.
4-in.-wide mat: white with dark borders.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
View of bay near Wellington, NZ, with freighter
visible
at right. Red-brown rocks and promontories in
right foreground, blue and turquoise water. Purple-gray
hills in background. No persons or buildings.
Ownedby the five children of Charles and Alice
Thompson. In the Thompsonhome in Tamworth, NH.
(CHSJuly 1988 photo. Sept. 1988 info. from Katherine
Thompson.: Also June 1990 ltr. and t..o photos fran
Victoria 'l11anpsonMurphy.)

HW-NZ-0020-15x22
1952.
4-in. gray mat. 1-in. black frame.
Signed "Hopkinson May 1952" in lower right.
View of t'-O large ships at Wellington, NZ. At left,
bow of black ship loans large.
Below-Plimsol-line
is red. Superstructure
is white.
At right, ocean
liner, black, with t..o funnels;
also t..o tall yellow
masts.
Sky: blue patches anong white clouds.
Gray water in foreground.
No ocean horizon.
<Mned by John Rive;
was a wedding gift fran his
IlOther.
At his hane in Manila.
Was included in the 1952 Century Association
one-man show.
(1988 ltr. and photo fran John Rive.
Informal
catalog of Century Association show.)
HW-NZ-002D-15x22t. 4-inch-wide white mat; 2-inch-wide
black frame. Glasll •
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left.
Large steamship, with red and black funnel, in
Wellington Harbor, NZ. Stern of another ship at left.
Part of pier in lower left.
Heavily mottled sky.
Ownedby HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(Rive 1987 photo;
WS 1987 inspection)

1'i3
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HW-NZ-0020-15x25~
4-in. gray mat, 2~-in. recessed frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left. Writing on
back: "Fran U:Mry Bay. Evening light. $300 asking
price. Lent by Margaret Brown Gallery. CMned by
Halsted."
In foreground broad expanse of brown-black
yocks.
Beyond,
pale blue water, with two boats barely
visible. In background, hills and pale blue sky with
gray-magenta clouds.
CMned by 1lI. In Hopkinson House library.
(WS 7/4/89 photo.)
HW-NZ-0100-11xl4}
1948-1952. No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of lawn, trees, etc., by Rive House in New Zealand.
Tall trees at left. Long white net of ring-toss court.
Green-white roof of shed housing electrical generator.
Green-yellow grass in foreground, with curving driveway
at right.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HH-NZ-0100-11x15
1948-1952. No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of tan hills near Lowry Bay, NZ, with lone round
tree at left and slender cypress(?) tree beside shed (at
center) •
Owned by HIm. At her home in Ottawa. (WS 5/22/87
inspection & photo.)
HW-NZ-0100-11ixl4}
,-v 1950.
4--inch-wide white mat. ~inch-wide gray wood
frame. Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" at lower right.
Scene near Lowry Bay, New Zealand. At left, pink tent,
with ~alm tree close to it. In background, yellow-green
hills sloping upward to the right.
Owned by Sherry
Adams (Mrs .Peter Adams). Ather
home in Lincoln, MA. She received it, in early 1987, as
a gift from her parents Mr. &. Mrs. Thomas Boylston
Adame;, who had, long ago, received it as a gift from CSH.
(WS 1986 photo and inspection, and May 1987 oral infor.
from Ramelle Adams.)
H\1-NZ-0100-12x15
1948 - 1952. No mat, frame, glalOls,signature, or date.
An incomplete painting of a blue sofa, lamp, etc., in
Rive-house living room in New Zealand. At upper left is
an indication of CSH portrait of his daughter HHR and
her daughter Hallie.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (;IS5/22/87 inspection
and photo.)

''<Lf
HW-NZ-0100-14txl9t
Palms behind high fence
~ 1947 - 1952. 3-in.-wide white mat. No frame or glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
Long near-black fence along lower portion of painting.
Beyond it, at right, is pink-roofed house, and, at left
and center, great array of palm trees, with mcuntain beyond.
Scene near Rive residence in Lowry Bay, New Zealand.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(rrs ')/1/88 inspection and photo.)
HW-NZ-0100 '-(14! x 22?)
1947 - 1952.
Painted in New Zealand, at Rive estate. Large
pink tent at left center, No persons visible.
Small building barely visible at left. Tree in
right foreground. Bench at lower right.
In background, yellowish hills.
CMned until 1990 by IIHR.
CMned after 1990 by Dmforth Museum, in Framingham,
MA; it was given to that museum by IIHR in 1990.
(1/7/91 Itr. from Ms Leah Lipton.)

J

HW-NZ-0100-15x22
1948 - 1952.
2-in. tan-colored mat, 1-in. wood frame.
No signature or dats.
View of forest, with tree ferns, at
Rive estate in Lowry Bay, New Zealand. Small shed at
lower left. No people, ocean, or sky visible.
Owned by Alice Saltzman. At her home in Costa Mesa, CA.
(Dec. 1988 photo and data from Arthur Saltzman.)
HW-NZ{?)-0100-15x22
1951 4"-wide whits mat. No frame. Signed
"Hopkinson 1951" in lower right corner.
Pastoral scene in New Zealand (?), with gigantic elm
tree at right and, at lower right, a flower garden
enclosed by earth berm. Red roofed house and blue
':1111sin background. Purple road and stone wall
'at lower left.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 1989 gift fran rrother.
(WS 8/29/86 inspection &: photo.)

HW-NZ-OlOO-l5"<1.,.::<
",1948-1952.4"-wide ",hite mat. No frame or glass.
Signed

tlHopkinson" in lower left pamer.

Green hills. One house (red-roofed). Telegraph poles.
Owned by EHB. In her home in Cornish, ME.
On 2nd floor, in folder.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection &: photo.)

HW-NZ-0100-15tx2)
1948-1952. No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
Bears stamp imprint "Charles Hopkinson Estate 1962 HHR".
Tall green hills, with small rectangular box-like house
(with tiny chimney) at left. Red brown tree at extreme left.
Tropical tree, painted with stipple strokes, at right.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
On back: HW~NZ-OOOO-15tx16. Roadway, seen end-on,
with three telegraph poles at left. Big hills
beyond. Right end of paper has been crossed out.

~-;[l
HW-NZ-0100-21x14
1947 - 1952. )-in.-wide gray mat. No frame or signature.
Pink tent at Rive estate at Lowry Bay, NZ. Visible above
t~nt are two tropic&1 trees, a house, and a mountain.
Vlew from second story HindoH of Rive House.

O-ned by JHS. At her home in Ca~bridge.
(ws )/9/88 inspection and photo).
Note: On back of painting there is a painting
of a red-and-yellow hill, behind which are
several mountains. One building in lower left
corner. No people or tent.

HW-NZ-0110-11.5x14
1948 - 1952
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
1/2-in. white frame.
View of bay near Wellington,
Painted within the house of Beatrice Seddon (Mrs.
'Ihanas Seddon) in lowry Bay. In foreground,
window sill,
with red flowers at left,
curtain at
right.
In background,
calm blue water, with pale
llOuntains beyond. Prorrontory at right
CMnedby Mr. C. E. Dexter Morse. At his harte in
Mills River, MA. He acquired it by purchase from
the estate of Mrs. Edw'll'd Warren, who had been a
friend of CSH.
(Photo and infonnation fran C.E. Dexter Morse and
Prof. Leah Lipton; S-22)
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HW-NZ-0120-1~x22
(QlH
# 52)
No mat or frame. Signed "Hopkinson" lower
left -- on shutter.
View near Lowry Bay, NZ, from high-up balcony with
conspicuous shutter at left. Large and small ships
visible. Also distant pink hills. Red earth garden (?)
at lower right.
<Mned by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his mother.
At his home in California.
(WS 8/27/86 photo; QlH 1989 p-toto.)

HW-NZ-0200-14tx21
1948 - 1952. 4"-wide white mat. No frame or glass.
Signed

IlHopkinson" in lower left corner.

Green hills. Several red-roofed houses. Road barely
visible at lower left.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME.
(ws 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-NZ-0200-15x22
Mat(?).
No date or signature.
View of Rive houses(?)
in New Zealand.
At upper center, red flag on pole.
At lower
left, a tree set into a stone circular
bench.
A pink path leads to the house.
At lower right a brilliant
flower bed.
All strongly sun-lit with blue shadows.
Given in 1989 (?) by HHR to Leah Lipton.
Af her home in Wayland
(?).
(11/18/90
ltr. & sketch by Leah Lipton)
HW-NZ(?)-0200-15x22
No mat, frame,

or signature

View of church (with square tower) partly hidden Qy
green trees, Red building adjacent to church.
Gray river along lower part of painting.
Probably a New Zealand scene.
Owned byJHS. At her home in Cambridge,
(WS 6/27/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-NZ-0200-23x15
1948-52. No mat, signature, or date.
View of palm trees on hill slope in New Zealand.
In lower left, a small building with reel roof is
visible. A larger building is visible at left
of center. Small portin of sky visible at upper
left.
<Mned by T. A. Halsted. 1989 gift fran mother.
At Halsted home in Manchester.
(T.A.H. 1990 photo.)

HW-NZ-0210-12x28
it" black frame. Signed "CHS, NewZealand" in
lower left corner.
Ocean bay in foreground, high hills of Lowry Bay region,
NewZealand, in background. Twodi~tant buildings visible.
Ownedby
In dining rOOmof Cottage of Shelving Rock Trust, Mancheste'.
(ws 1986 photo & inspection.)
HW-NZ-0210-14xR~
19117-1952., 2-inch white, mat. No frame or signature
NewZealand harbor scene, near Lowry Bay. On,tight,
a horizontal
road, with water (tip of bay) at left.
In distance,
tall steep hills with deep valley between.
No people or boats. S~veral houses.
Ownedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS Apr. '88\.nspection & photo.)
H\oI-NZ-0210-14x21~. 4-inch-wide gray-white mat. It-inchwide natural wood frame.
Glass.
No signature.
Ocean Bay at Lowry Bay, NZ, with red-brown rocks in left
and right foreground and long range of green bill,
with
a few houses, in background. Blue sky at left,
gray clouds at right.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(Rive 1987 photo
WS 1987 inspection.)

m.I-NZ-0210-15x22
1948-52.No mat, frame, glass, or date.
Signed at
lower right "Hopkinson".
View of ocean bay, with tan-colored hills in background
and several houses along the shore. At extreme left is
a bright red spot, perhaps portraying a billboard.
Owned by IIHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
On back. very crude sketch pertinent
to
H-<l1l-Manch-2121-25txJ9, called "Departure
Cythera". Sketch not worth cataloging.

for

ID!-NZ-0210-15x22
1948 - 1952.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower lef,t. No mat
or date.
View of rugged coastal area of New Zealand,
with large jagged red-black rocky islets
in foreground and
steep rounded colorfull
hills in background. Several houses
are visible.
No boats or ocean horizon.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted:
1989 gift fran IH. At his hane.
(WS 12/1/88 photo. Also T.A.H. 1990 photo.)
/lll-NZ-0210-15x22
2"-wide blotchy cardboard mat.
No frame or glass. Signed "Hopkinson" lower right.
Dramatic marine view in NewZealand. Rocky pinacle at
right.
Pale blue water at center. Pale magenta-gray
hills
in background. Soft white cloms in blue sky.
Ow(
ned/by ,IMbella (Bella) Halst~.
1989 aift fran mother.
WS8 27/86 inspection & photo.)

I '{ &'
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EII'-NZ-O?lO-1.9,-x25
White frame. Glass.
Painted about. 1951; (?). S 10Cier rir:htcorner.
Brmm hills,
l>/ith tHO t~oHseR at left.. Strip of sp-a
in mir!.r:ilp, foreg-roun(l.
J"lat p:rouJld in forp,{':Tounn.
Loury ~a::, NeH Zealan(l., area.
Ouner.l by (HHR?
F.lflie Jane nive'?)

At home of CSH's r;ranr1.rl.aw,hter
JO):lie
Jane Rive
in Last...lles Tmmship, P.Q., CM/A1A.
(WS 1986 inspection)
HW-NZ-0220-1Jx21t
1948-1952. 2-inch-wide gray mat, t-inch-wide silver
frame. Glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right. No date.
~.::.:.-~.;~,:~~~z<-~-::.
View of Harbor near Wellington, NZ, with many freighters
'-"c
at anchor. At lower left, dark green land mass, with long
red buildings at the right. In bac~round, vaguely-drawn
pale purple hills. Pale blue sky and water.
Owned by Thomas H. Eliot. At his home in Cambridge.
(VIS 11/JO/87 inspection & photo.)

-

HW-NZ-0220-15x21t
1952
4-inch-wide white mat. 1-inch-wide gold frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson 1952" in lower left.
Scene in New Zealand, with jagged irregular rocky foreground,
mountains in background, and a string of barges visible in
slender ocean bay barely visible bet.weenforeground and
background. Foreground is yellowish. Water is blue.
Owned by Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Boylston Adams; in their home
in Lincoln, MA.
(illS2/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-NZ-l000-14x21t
~1948 - 1952. No mat.
Signed

t"-wide black frame. (Glass?)

I1Hopkinson" in lower right

corner.

Woman with large dog walking alonR road, with heavily
wocxledhills in background. Deep blue shadows at lower
left.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in lowest room.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-NZ-1200-14tx22
1948-19.52.Nomat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of yellow lawns, green hills, and houses (one
of' them red-roofed) in New Zealand. At lower right
a child sits on a bench, under a small tree, beside
a magenta-colored driveway. Brown picket fence at
left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(riS5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

HW-NZ-1200-2]x15
1951. NDmat.
Signed "Charles HDpkir.sDn. New Zealand. 1951"
in IDwer right.
Tall trees (tree-fern
Dr palm) towering above tWDsheds.
Large building in backgrDund. High green hills beYDnd.
Person wearing red sweater at IDwer right.
Magenta rDadway
at IDwer left.
On back is the legend "Tree Fern #2".
OWnedby T. A. Halsted;
1989 gift fran IH. At his hone.
(WS9/12/86 photo.)
HW-NZ-2000-14x21t
1951.
3-in.-wide

white mat,

1-in.-wide

brown

frame.
Scene at Lowry Bay, NewZealand.
At extreme left,
a
pink tent. Near center.
tWDgirls standing beside
bench enclDsing base Df 15-ft-high
tree. Vast range Df
hills
beYDnd, with Dnly a very slender area Df sky
visible.
Included in Childs Gallery shDWOct. 2 - Oct. 27.
presumably in 1951.
OWnedby John Rive. At his hone in Manila.
(Ltr. and photo fr.an John Rive in 1988. See also
leaflest
(card) with photo fran Childs Gallery
ronceming CCt. 2 --CCt. 27 show there, presumably
in 1951. The leaflet
includes a photo.)
Note: the painting shows almost the identical
scene
depicted in a painting with similar rode number that
shows a rrore extensive portion of tent and shows. at
extreme right, a tall slender evergreen tree.
HW-NZ-2000-14xzlt.
]t-inch-wide
black mat.
1-inch-wide
black frame.
Glass.
Signed "HDpkinsDn" in IDwer right.
Dated "1951"(hear-illegible).
Scene at Lowry' Bay, NZ. At extreme left,
pink tent and
three persDns in light-cDlDred
clDthing. At center fDreground
is a wDman,seated, dressed in red: alsD a small child.
Vast range Df olive-colored
hills beyond. Many large white
clDuds in blue sky. Included in 1988 Danforth Museumshow.
OWnedby HR. -In her hone in ottawa •.
(WS1987 inspection in ottawa.
1987 Rive photo.
WSSept. 1988 photo.)
Note: this painting is very similar to the painting
HW-NZ-2000-14x21!(same code number!) which shows only
the extreme right errl of tent and shows, at extreme right,
no tall sharp-pointed evergreen tree.
-

HW-NZ-2000-14XZ1}
~inch-wide
gray mat:
1t-inch-wide
gold-gray frame.
Glass.
Signed "HopkinsDn" in lower right.
View Df large pink tent Dn lawn near Rive HDuse in
Lowry Bay, NZ. FDur persons are seen beneath tent.
In front Df tent is Dne girl kneeling,
with white cat;PrDminent green grass and white ropes.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 phDtD:
WS 1987 inspection.)
Included in 1988 DanfDrth show.

IS"O
HW-NZ-200D-1I4x22.
4-:inch-wide dark gray mat:
1-inch-wide white frame.
Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson 1951"
in lower right.
View of large white-pink tent on lawn near Rive House
in Lowry Bay, NZ. Tent is open at front,
and three
persons and a white cat are visible.
Bit of sky at
upper right,
and red splotch at lower left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo:
WS 1987 inspection.)
HW-NZ-2000-14tx22
J-inch-wide
mat; .'1t"-wide silver
colored frame.
No glass (?).
_
About 1951 (?). Painted in NewZealand, at estate of
CSH's daughter Mrs. Alfred Rive, in Lowry Bay.
Large pink-magenta tent. Children in tent. Tall girl
near right edge of painting.
Greenish yellow grass in
for eground. S IO>ler left corner.
Owned by HHR.
In Hopkinson House library.
(WS1986 inspection
& photo.J
HW-NZ-2000-about 20x30 (guess)
With gray mat.
Signed "Hopkinson", and perhaps date, in lower right.
Broad view of large pink tent, lawns, nearby trees,
and
many distant
hills
near 'live House in Lo>lry Bay, NZ.
At near side of tent is a womanwi th umbrella or parasol:
two other persons, dressed in rain gear (?), at right.
Wooden framework projects
above tent. Two-trunk tropical
tree at gith. TalIs hills at left,
smaller hills at right.
Deep green lawn in foreground, with portion of roadway.
Owned by HRR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo.)
HW-NZ-2100-14x21
.....1947-1952. 4"-wide mat. No frama. Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower right corner. Legend on baCk: "APG6606D.
Tree ferns,
from kitchen window~ View seen from
kitchen dOO:t'>lay
of Alfred Rive House in Lowry Bay,
NewZealand. Visible at far end of driveway are
four persons and a garage. Huge tree fern occupies
central region of painting.
Various shades of green
dominate all portions of the painting.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS3/3/88 inspection
& photo.)
HW-NZ-2100-1~x22
N..ll33
5"-wide mat,
l"-wide black frame. Girt"".
Painted in NewZealand, at Rive estate.
About 195~.
Large magenta-~n~-H~~~ ~~nt at left,
with
children 1n front of tent. Hous~'lat extre~e left.
Rust-colored
hills
beyond.
S&d lower right corner.
Date
appears to be 1951,.,
OWned by Elinor H. ~e.
'R9 gift fran mother. IH.
lit thf> ~re
hane in Maine.
(ws 6/8/86 inspection & photo •. DiM '90 Photo.l

ISI
HW-NZ-2120-15x22
N ..U 37
1952.
Mat(?).
Signed.
No date.
View or large ships at Welli~gton, NZ. At right, bow
of big ship loans large. Anchors praninent. Above,
emblem, or logo. At extreme right, three black poles.
At left, stern of one black ship and, beyond, red
funnel of another ship. In lower right, tlo.Dpersons
are visble, with a building beyond them. Blue sky,
white cloud,.,
Owned by Elinor H.Moore. '89 gift fran IOC>ther,rH.
At Moore home in Maine.
(1990 EHM photo.)
HW-NZ-2200-10x14
About 1951.
No mat, signature, or date.
View of pink tent at Rive hane in Wellington,
NZ. Orange-red houses at left and ri9~t.
Featureless green foreground. Orange colored
hills in background. Several persons are
visible near the broad tent opening.
Owned by E. H. Moore. 1989 gift fran IOC>ther.
At Moore hane in Maine.
(1990 EHM photo.)
HH-NZ-2200-14x21t
5-inch-wide, gray mat. 1-inch-wide gray frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson "in lower left.
View of roadway and distant hills, near Lowry Bay, NZ.
Three children are barely visible in lower center, and
two houses are visible at the foot of the largest hill.
Small tropical tree at near left, and tropical shrub at
near right. Glimpse of clouds and blue sky at top.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo;
WS 1987 inspection.)
HW-NZ-2200-14tx21
1949.
4"-wide mat. No frame. Signed "
"Hopkinson" in lower right corner. Legend on back:
"APe 6607D. Lowry Bay. New Zealand. 1949".
New Zealand rural scene: On right, house (with
white clapboards and orange-red tile roof), and
shed (With dark purple rooV. At left, children and
bicycle; also a long white wall and smooth yellow-'
green lawn. Profusion 'of trees with strangely shaped
foliage. Heavily wooded hills in background.
An excellent, highly finished painting.
Owned bJfJHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 313188 inspection & photo.)
HW-NZ-2200-15x22
1948-1952. No mat, frame, glass, or date.
Signed (almost illegibly) "Hopkinson" in lower left.
View of many green and yellow hills, with deep shadows.
At left, tall slender pointed tree, with two children
and shed to left of it.
Strip of green grass
at lower right. Small house in center distance.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

( ~-2...
152.

Child on bicycle
barely visible
at right.

HW-NZ-2210-141x21.
J-inch-wide gray-white mat with inner
bands;
It-inch-wide gold-gray frame. Glass
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
View of bay in New Zealand, near Lowry Bay.
At right, a smoothly curving roadway skirts a tall orange
cliff. Small pinnacle at left of road. Man clearly visible
on road Deep blue green water at extreme left. Tall
rounded hills, with deep shadows and several houses, in
background. White clouds at left. Orange rocks in lower
right.
Owned by lIHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo;
ws 1987 inspection.)
HW-NZ-2220-7x 10
~1950.
No mat, frame, or signature.
Harbor near Wellington, NZ, with roof of
buildings in foreground. Two-masted ship
with (barely vieible) people aboard at right,
smaller boats at left, great hills at left and right
with inlet between. Sloping spar (of derrick?) at left.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 6/27/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-NZ(?)-2220-14x21t
5-in.-wide white mat, 1-in.-wide silver
frame. Glass. Signed "C. H." in 10 >er right.
View of slender bay, with high rolling hill" covered
by bright green grass, in background. Village of
~ orlOO houses at base of hill. In foreground, a green
hedge and two agave plants. A sailboat cont~ining two
persons is visible at the left. The scene is probably
in Lowry Bay, Wellington, NZ.
Owned by Josephine Pezzati, sister of CSH's friend
Peter Pezzati of Needham, MA. At her home in Hestwood,MA.
(WS 11/29/88 inspection & phOto.)
HW-Land-0000-10x14
(CHH# 60)
No signature,
date, or mat.
View of tip of lake, with pine and deciduous trees
beyond and also in f=eground at left and right.
Featureless
near-white sky.
OWnedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift from his mother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)

1.7.J

HW-Land-0000-1Ox14
'" 1954. On back of mat
Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower right corner.
Unidentified
landscape. View of large flat green
forested area. Long low range of deep blue hills
in background. Reddish brown stone wall in
foreground.
(Scene in Ireland?)
Owned.by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS May'88 inspection & photo.)
This painting is
senior. and is
properly matted.

On back: HW-Manch-0210-9x 1).
View of Kettle Cove, Manchester.
Orange colored hills
In background.

HW-Land-OOOO-1otx14t
2-inch-wide white mat. No date. Signed "C.L H"
in lower right.
In foreground, broad green field.
At center, two tall
slender trees,
probably Lombardy poplar.
At right,
fence (?) and elevated "ign.
Green forest in background.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS4/13/88 inspection
& photo.)

~193D-1940.
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HW-Land-OOOO-11x15~ (CHH# 72)
No signature,
date, or mat.
Grove of deciduous trees at right,
s....<ll.Ier trees
at left.
In the foreground, a flat. orange-gray area,
prcbably a river or lake.
In background, suggestion
of very pale blue-gray mountains.
o.med by C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his nother.
At his home in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)
On back,
a lesser painting --<>f Dana Island,
with yellow flowers in foreground.

HW-Land-OOOD-14x20
c 1940 - 55.
No-mat, signature,
or date.
Two white horses beside massive tree trunk. Brown
hill in background. (Location unknown. Possibly
Naushon Island,
Mass.?)
Ownedby Isabella
(Bella) Halsted.
19B9 gift fran nother.
(WS 12/3/88 photo.)

H\[- Land-OOOO-14x21
~1930-1945. J-inch-wide white mat. No date or signature.
View of vast sky, with horizontal orange-brown clouds
low down, slanting light-gray clouds at upper center,
and deep blue sky at left.
At bottom, long low
stretch of brown-black land that is featureless.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 4/13/88 inspection & photo.)

On back: large

yellow areas.

HW-Land-OOOO-t4i x 10
J-in.white mat. No frame or signature.
Central feature is a statue of a woman, with raised hand.
Statue rests on large pedestal on green lawn, with large
trees beyond at right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambrldo:e.
(WS 3/2/88 inspection & photo.)

HW-Land-OOOO-15~x11 (CHH# 68)
No signatur=:, date, or rlat ..
View of a single large tree of exotic type -- having
long slender leaves.
At lower left a zig-zag dark
line, significance
not clear.
Featureless
gray-white sky.
CMnedby C.H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)

On back:

HW-Land-2000-11x15~
on a lawn, with great
background.
'I'.u persons

trees

in

HW-Land-OOOO-15~x13~ (CHH# 28)
Initialed
(?)
No date or mat.
Luxuriant foliage of tropical
(?) character.
Massive red-brown tree-trunk
at center.
Blue-green
branches, with needles, at bottan and at right.
Yellow-orange distant foliage at upper left.
No sky.
CMnedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)
HW-Land-OOOO-20x14~ (CHH#47)
No signature,
date, or mat.
Woodland scene with several tall slender trees
including, just left of center, a tall birch tree
the lower part of which is brown --stripped
of bark.
'l11efoliage is green, orange, and yellow. No skY
visible.
No clearing
or path.
CMnedby c. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his IlDther.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)

HW-Land-0010-10x14
(CHH# 58)
No signature,
date, or mat.
View, perhaps at Naushson Island,MA, of narrow ocean
bay with dark green trees in background and yellow
and green grass (with two praninent posts) in
foreground.
Pale blue cloudy sky.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his m:>ther.
At his horne in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)
fl\ol-Land-0010-1ytx12
About 1935 - 1950(7).
No mat or date. Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower right.
Ocean bay (7) flanked by wooded hills.
The trees are luxuriant and green; the shrubbery is redbrown.
Ownedby Peter P~zati.
At his studio in Boston.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)

HW-Land-0010-21x13~
No mat, signature,
or date.
Vertical cliff,
topped by slender evergreen trees.
In foreground:
water (ocean?) and pale yellow
Beach. Small area of dark blue sky visible.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran m:>ther.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(T.A.H. 1990 photo.)

HW-Land-0011-~x1J
2-inch-wide white mat. No signature
or date.
View of large dramatic sky, with purple and
yellow clouds at left.
Yellow light from clouds is
reflected
from the ocean's surface, at left.
Blue
calm water at right.
Small bit of purple-brown ledge
at lower left.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 11/2/88 photo.)
HW-Iand-0011-10x14
(CHH# 62)
No signature,
date, or mat.
View of broad flat empty blue ocean, with magenta
and pale blue sky beyond. The foreground =ntains
several softly painted orange deciduous trees,
probably maple and oak in autumn. Sm:>otholive=lored area at center of foreground.
A dreamy m:>odypainting.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his m:>ther.
At his horne in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)

I
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HW-Land-0020-14x10
(CHH# 56)
No signature,
date, or mat.
View fran upper deck of great ship toward distant
blue-gray mountains, with large ocean bay
intervening.
Strong diagonal lines indicate
rigging
cables. Yellow sky.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift from his mother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)
01 bac'<: HW-Land-0200-14x10. View of great
wall atop hill.
Mountains visible beyond.

HW-Land-0100-15ix22t
.
c 1950 - 55. No mat or date. Signed "Hopkinson ln lower
left. View of rectangular house with tall central turret
and at left, large black-framed doorway. Green lawn
at ;ight, hU@e bare tree-trunk at left. Dense forest in
background. perhaps the scene is New Zealand.
Owned by rH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 12/:3/88photo.)
ffl,r-Land-Ollo-1:3x20 (CHH # 45)
1940.
No mat, signature, or date.
Ocean

bay, with islands or promontories

at left and

right. Tall rounded hill at upper left beyond small island
on which a white tower or house is visible.

In foreground,

slender tree-tops slanted upwards toward the left.
A generally sombre scene. (Scene may be in Bermuda.)
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hnne in California.
(WS12/1/88 photo;
CHH1989 photo.)

HW-Land-0110-14tx20
~19:30 - 1950. J-inch-wide blue-black mat. No signature
or date. View of deep-blue ocean bay, with pink-roofed
whi te house beyond. Pale green grass in foreground and
at right. Large white clouds, with sky blue above and
green lower down.

Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 5/12/88 inspection & photo.)

HW-Land-0121-9x10
No mat, signature,
or date.
View of bay, with long low island, topped by a
slender tower, in far background, Small island
at upper left.
TWo sailboats
at left.
'll1e water is green-blue.
Foreground: just water.
Owned by T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran IlDther.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(T.A.H. 1990 photo.)

IS'

HW-Land-0200-1tx9
(CHH1/ 54)
No signature,
date, or mat.
City scene, with large buildings in the background
and, in the foreground, a multi-arched masonry
bridge.
The calm water of the river mirrors the
arches.
Green foliage at upper right.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his rrother.
At his home in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)
HW-Land-0200-14x10 (CHH1/ 55)
No signature,
date, or mat.
View of great hill,
with huge wall at top, and
green-blue foliage below. In background, great
cliffs
risinq above a scattered group of large
rectangular
buildings.
Nt lower right, a large
red-striped
rectangular
object.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift from his mother.
At his home in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)
"::;-Land-0020-14x10
(CHHII 56)
View of ocean by and mountains
from upper deck of a ship.

HW-Land-0220-1lJix22". "Trade Wind Clouds".
-Frame.
No date.
Signed (how?) in lower left.
Range of high hills,
with ocean bay (?) in foreground. Houses
and boats visible near shoreline.
Trees at extreme right.
""Threatening clouds above hills.
(Is the locale Hawaii?)
Owned by Boston Museumof Fine Arts; called 55Bl15.6; also
Prov. 52.1733.
Obtained under Abraham Shuman Fund 11/13/52.
At that museum.
(JHS and lIS inspection of data card and small Ii>oto, Nov. 1986)

.
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HW-"Land-.1000-llJix21"
~1930 (?)
)-in.
gray mat.
Signed "C. H." in
lower right corner. Legend on back: "AR; 6601 D"
Unidentified
landscape.
Perhaps NewEngland.
Golf cours~in
middle distance,
with person visible
at right,
at a green.
sumac in foregroud.
Long, low, rounded hill
distance.
Line of red foliage along horizontal
certerline
of the painting.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS3/9/88 inspection
& Ii>oto.)
"

in
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Ne.~~~'i
H-W - Land-ll00-18x14".
On board. No frame, glass, signature,
or date.
An unfinished, but powerful, sketch of a lady, in profile.
G~«y-black hair, black dress; legs crossed, red shoes.
She is seated on sofa, with yellow flowers (?) visible
just above her head. Some greenery at right. Face is blank.
Ownedby Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift fran lOClther, IH.
At Moore hane in Maine. (WS1986 photo.
mM 1990 oonto.)

Note: There may be, in Ho1?kim.on House studio, a
portrait or sketch of the same woman, per WS recollection.
IH wonders whether the subject is Mary (MalY) Hopkinson.
Note: Because the face is blank, this is not called a
portrait.
HW-Land-2000-11x15~
(CHH # 67)
No signature,
date, or mat.
View of raw of great trees, lOClstof them deciduous.
In the foreground there is a yellaw and green lawn,
with two persons barely visible at left.
At extreme
left there is the base of a mighty tree.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his lOClther.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHH photo.)

On back:
single

HW-Iand-OOOO-11x15!.It shows a
large exotic tree.

HW-Land-212l)-l1x1Yz- (CHH # 71)
c 1920-26. No mat, signature, or date.
Scene perhaps at Roscoff, in Brittany,
France. View via a wife upper-story window flanked with
heavy red drapes. people standing on pier or jetty.
Several rowboats and one salboat with red sails.
Distant mountain.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his lOClther.
At his hane in California.
(WS12/3/88 photo;
CHH 1989 photo.)
HW-Land-2200-15x22
(CHH # 38).
No signature,
date, or mat.
Rural scene, with two persons and many CXMS on a
broad tan-colored
field.
In background, building,
church and green-black lolOOded area.
Distant pale blue
lOCluntainsdimly visible.
Giant tree-trunk
in left
foreground, with luxuriant branches overhead.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift from his !lI:lther.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHH photo.)

1:09

HW-Ocean-0020-9tx14
C 1900-05.2-inch-wide white mat, No frame, glass,
signature, or date.
Two schooners, racing toward the viewer's right-escaping a black storm area, The painting is in
black, gray, and white. Huge area of white spray and
brighly lit water to the right of the ships.
Owned by HHR. At her home in ottawa.
(liS5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-Qcean-0021-10x14
(CHH # 59)
No signature, date, or mat.
View of two nearby gaff-rigged sailboats sailing
to the left in a moderately rough sea. Gray sky.
Ckmed by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his rother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHH photo.)
HW-Ocean-0021-10x14
Becalmed tHo-masted "chooners.
1920-)0. No mat, frame, or signature
Three or'four two-masted schooners
(fishing boat.?)
becalmed in flat gray sea. No land, no clouds.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 6/19/86 inspection and photo.)
Note: on back" is a painting of shore front at
Minchester, with snow, vari-colored near-horizonal
branches;

no lawn, ocean, or horizon.

HW-Ocean-0021-14x10
c 1915-1925.No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
View of two large schooners under full sail in
moderately rough sea.
The nearer ship, at right, is
flailing toward the left, and has pink sails. Its large
jib is silhouetted against the farther ship, with white
sails, that is sailing toward the right. lIater. mostly
white with some blue. Sky deep blue.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(liS5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

16>0

Hw_Ocean_0021-14x16
Uppermost deck with lifeboat
1930. J-in. white mat. Signed "C. Hopkinson" in lower
left corner. Painting covers only about 90% of paperboard

area.
Uppermost deck, with lifeboat,
of transatlantic
passenger
ship SS Drottningholm, with (tricolor)
Netherlands
flag. Ocean visible at right.
Ownedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS3/1/88
inspection & photo.)
Note: On back is an unfinished pa.intin" of
terrace at Hopkinson House. Adult -eated by
yellow table. Child in doorray. BluR chair at right.

5t

HW-ocean-1022-1Jtxl
1930.
No mat, frame, glass, or signature.
Large ocean-going ship, tilted.
View looking down
onto main deck. One person at left.
Ocean horizons
at left and right.
Ownedby EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME. On second
floor,
in folder.
(WS7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-Qoean-2020-13~xl0
Mat.
Initialed
"C.H." in lower left.
No date.
Black-and-white painting of two schooner. The bow of
the nearer one, at right, block the view of much of
the farther one, at left.
The former is dark, in
silhouette,
while the latter
is near-white.
Oily
dark water, dark gray sky. Several persons are
visible in the ships.
No ocean horizon.
<>.medby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran nother.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(T. A.H. 1990 photo.)
HW-Qoean-2020-13~x10
Mat•. Initialed

"C.H." in lower

left.
No date.
Black-arrl-white painting to two schooners, with
curved sails and much rigging.
Dark water, dark sky.
Light foam between ships.
Ligh cloud, or fog bank,
at center backgroWld.
Two persons barely visible
on the ships.
No horizon visible.
<>.medby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran nother.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
HW-Ocean-2021-7txl2t
1930 - 1935. J-in-white mat. No Il:lass, frame, signature.
Eight or ten sailboats
going before the wind; going to
the right.
Emphasis on the billowing sails.
A quick sketch.
Ownedby ,JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS3/9/88
inspection and photo.)

'6{

HW-Oce~021-8¥x12
1940.
5"-wide mat. No frame or signature.
Two sailboats, with yellow sails, racing at Marblehead,
MA. Boats proceeding toward the left. Four perons in
boats are clearly visible. Choppy see with whitecaps.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 7/3/86 inspection & photo.)
HW-Ocean-2021-9fx14
Three scudding sailboats.
1935 - 1940.
2-inch-wide white mat.
Signed "C.H." in lower right corner.
Three sailboats,with full sails, running before the
wind midst white-cap waveS. No land visible.
o..med by Cape Ann Hist. Assn. 1990 gift from JHS.
Included in 1990-91 exhibition at The Boston Canpany
in Boston.
(WS 3/1/88 photo. 1990 ==eswpondence
with the Cape
Ann Historical Assn.)
Note: On back is a faint artddelicate painting of
the southwest view from Hopkinson House.,Distant
promontory. In foreground there are delicate
bits of foliage, but no land.

HW-Ocean-2021-11x15
1949 (?). No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
The inscription "Charles Hopkinson Estate, 1962, HIIR"
appears at lower right.
(SS Aorangi ?)
View of uppermost bow deck region of large steamship!
with a tall black mast at right, and, to left of: it,
several people and three lifeboats. Blue water at left,
and dazzle-on-water at right.
Owned by HIIR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)
HW-Ocean-2021-13x9
(CHH # 80)
2-inch-wide white mat, f-inch brown frame.
,Not sicmed or dated.
At center, big dark two-masted schooner. At upper left,
large sailboat healed far over. In foreground, rowboat
in very choppy sea.
Owned by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.
At his home in Davis, CA.
(May 1987 photo by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.
Also 1989 photo by him.)

16~
HW-Ocean-.2021-1)x9t
'" 1910 - 1920. 2-inch white mat. No si&!natllre.
Three distant
sailboats,
with mainsales and spinakers,
racing toward the left.
People barely visible
in boats.
hazy horizon.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WSApi:. ;88 ins pection & jiloto.)
HW-Ocean-2021-1)x22t
No mat, frame, signature.
Long slender surf-riding
sailboat,
probablY in Hawaii.
Four nersons, wearing
bathing suits in boat, paddling.
Two short masts; yellow sails.
No foreground other than
moderately large waves.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/29/86 inspection
& photo.)

HW_~dn_2021_13!x19!
3-in. mat. Frame. Glass.
Signed
"Hopkinson".
No date.
Sailboats
on the open ocean. In foreground,
large
areas of white sails.
Distant sailboats
at center.
One ocean horizon.
People can be discerned on
two of the sailboats.
ria ter is deep blue. Some
white foam.
Owned by Mary (Schatzie)
Clarke.
At her home in
Vineyard Haven, MA.
(Leah Lipton 1988 photo.)
HW-Ocean-2021-14x19.
~1930.
No mat. Frame. Glass.
Signed "C.... H." at
lower left.
Group of about six or eight sailboats,
probably racing,
probably at Marblehead, MA. Several persons visible;
one
ocean horizon.
Owned by Thomas and. Ramelle Adams. At their home in Linooln,
MA. (WS 11/)0/86 inspection
& photo.)

HW-ocean-2021-15tx22t
19)0.
4"-wide compound mat, l"-wide gray
frame. Glass.
Signed "Charles Hopkinson" in lower
right corner.
View of upper decks of transatlantic
passenger ship
SS Drottningholm.
People and lifeboats
at center,
more lifeboats
at right,
view of ocean horizon at
left.
Pale colors, mostly gray and blue, used
throughout.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge, MA.
(.m 3/16/88 inspection & jiloto.)
HW-Ocean-Z021-21tx29t
l"-wide broan frame. Class.
Signed ''Hopkinson'' in lower right corner.
Group of 5 to 7 sailboats
sailiIll'; to the right-possibly near Marblehead. People barely visible.
Owned by Mary C-. Clarke. In Hopkinson House.
(WS 7/9/86 inspection
& Jiloto.)
Appraised in 1986 byR. C. Vose, Jr.,
at high value.

Ib.3
HWSTL-OOOD-14x19t
Large agave plant
1940. J-in. white mat. No frame or sil';nature.
Huge agave plant, centrally
placed and occuping
almost entire area of paperboard. Bare tree
truru:
at right.
Painted in Bermuda.
Owned by JHS. At her
(WS 3/3/88
inspection

home in Cambridge.
and photo.)

HW-STL-OOOO-22x15 (am # 49)
No signature,
date, or mat.
Still
life of five or six lillies,
reddish-brown,
in a tall slender, wide-llOuthed vase (Hopkinson
House vase).
Beyond the flowers there is an
outdoor sene of house and foliage,
perhaps reflected
fran a small rectangular
mirror.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his IlOther.
At his hone in California.
(1989 am photo.)
H-oil-STL-0000-Z2x28t
1934 "or 1938.
3"-wide mat, 1"-wide black frame. GLass.
Signed "Hopkinson 'S-I1" or "Hopkinson '38" in lower left
corner. Actually painted in tempera.
Tall blue vase conta:ning a compact mass of blue, yellow,
and red flowers, with a gold-colored screen beyond. Two
edges of table (supporting the vase) visible.
Ownedby l\lary Clarke.
In her hone in Vineyard Haven, MA.
Received as qift fran her rother's
estate.
(WS7/11/86 inspection & photo.)
Appraised in 1986 by R.C. Vose, Jr.,
at high value.
HW-STL-000D-22tx15
c 193D-40. No mat, frame, glass, signature,
or date.
Blue white vase containing yellow-crange flowers that
lean toward the left.
Red mahogany table-top.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

HW-STL-0000-Z9x21
1930 - 1940. 2"- wide recessed black and gray frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
Three large broccoli leaves; bronze vase.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(liS 3!Zi;l38inspection & >hoto.)
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HW-STL-OOOO-30x22
....lq3, - I~"O. No mat, frame, or signature.

Colorful painting of slender octagonal blue vase
in which are many yellow and deep red li11ies.
lillies. Also visible are
many
purple
beach
leaves. Gold screen at
lower left. Two long slender /(reenshoots
hanging low at the right. A very strong .painting.
Owna<'.by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 7/1/86 inspection & photo.)

HW-STL-OOOO-

?

Still life, showing gladioli and cabbage leaves.
Owned by John Adams (son of Thomas and Ramelle Adams)
of Baker Farm, Lincoln, Ma 01773.
At his home.
(Oral information of April 1987 from Ramelle Adams.)

'f

Note concernin9 the H"'''''S-GBseries: The paintin9s of this series are all '.'latercolors, all very
small ..all ~'ainted blJ CSH duri ng a ~lulIJ-5eptember .. 1890, leisurely tri p throuqh ~'arts oi
England and Scotland. He 'w'as accompanied blJ his friends Arthur Brooks and Henry Vaughan.: all
'Were Harvard College students. In the code slJmbol, H, 'W, S, and G8 stand for Hopki nson,
.....atercolor ..small, Great Britai n.
HV"~:-GB-1- 4.5:>::7.Gray mat. Inscri bed "Devon ~Iuly 24 1890" on front
and "On the road from Exeter to Ne'.....ton-Abbot July 24th" on back. Line of
pur ple- bro\oin hills. Small jagged rock outcro~,pi ngs sil houetted agai nst
sklJ.

OW'nedblJ .JW:;. At her home in Cambri,1ge.
(''1'1:. Nov. 19B;:: ~Ihoto.)
HV'fS-GB- 2- 5)J I,'Vhite mat. Inscri bed "Brixham Jul y 25 1890" on
front and ::'ame on back. Six or seven ~'mall <'ailboats traveli ng to the left
on cal m 'dater 'dith li ne of gralJ hills in background.
O',,'ned by ~IHS.At her home in Cambridqe.
(WS Nw. 1988 photo,)
H'y'l:::-GB- 3- 5x7. Gray mat. Inscri bed "Yestor Dartmoor ~Iuly 28 '90" on
front. (On the bae!: there is a crossed-out pai nti ng of coW'sand W'indmilU
One large smoothl y rounded hill ",'ith several agricultural fields. Line oi
dark shrubs or tn~es in center. Pale flat featureless foreground.
O.....ned by ~IHS.At her home in Cambridge.
(INS Nw. 1988 photo.)
HWS-GB- 4- 5x6.5. Gray mat. Inscri bed "Clovell y ~Iuly 30 1890" on
front and same on back. fishi ng vessel at center, pier at left, shoreli ne
and hills in background.
O'vlned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS Nw. 1988 ~,hoto.)
HWS-GB- 5- 4x5.5. Gray mat. Inscri bed "Clovell y Jul y 30 1890" on
front and same on back. four or five houses on side of hill, seen from
10W'er doW'n. Blank area at 10W'erleft.
OW'nedby ~IHS.At her home in Cambridge.
(WS No~.1988 photo.)
HWS-GB- 6- 5x6.5. Gray mat. Inscri bed on back "Valley of the Rocks,
Lynmouth, Aug. 2nd." Pai nted in 1890. Large hills at center and at right.
Wi ndi ng road at lwer left.
OW'nedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS NOy. 1988 r,hoto.)
HWS-GB- 7- 5x6.5. Gray mat. Inscribed "The Thames, Near Windsor,
Aug. 10, 1890" on iront and "Thames Windsor Aug. 10" on back. Small
boat carryi ng tW'oor three people (one W'ith red umbrella) at center.
Pale green grassy and W'oodedriver banks at left, right, and in
background.
OW'nedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS Nov. 1988 photo.)
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H'W'S-GB-8-4.5x6.5. Gray mat. Inscribed "Aug. 12 Oxford" on front and
"Oxford A'Jg. 12",)1'1 b",cl::.P",inted in 1890. Green field in foreground,
cathedral tOl,'ler rising above woodedarea beyond.
0\1ned by ~IHS.At her home in Cambridge.
(WS NoII.1983 photo.)

HWS-GB- 9- 4.5x7. Gray mat. I nscri bed "On the Roadto Leicester ..Aug.
15 1:::90" on back. Foreground is a flat orange- bro ...' 1'1 field. Beyond is a
slender b",ndof green (trees obscuri ng a village) and a church spi reo
Owned by ~IHS.At her home in Cambridge.
(WS Nov 1%8 photo)

HWS-GB- 10- 5x7. Gray mat. Inscr; bed "On the Roadtei Keswick AWl 2B
1890" on back. (On the back there is a crossed-out pai nti ng of distant
purple- black mounta; ns) Distant bl ue- purple mounta; ns at center ..
green slope at lower left, slender winding stream at lwer right.
OI"lned by JH5. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS ~o>l. 1988 photo)
HWS-GB-l1- 4.5x6.5. Gray mat. Inscribed "Kes\'lick AUI~ust28, 1890"
on front and "Kes'w'icl: Aug. 23 1890" on back. Group of bl ue- purple
mount;;.ins in upper half. Lower half is largel y blank.
Owned by .JHS.At her home in Cambridge.
('WS t-JOI. 1988 phto)
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HWS-GB- 12- 4.5x6.5 Gray mat. I nscri bed "Lakeside (Wi ndermere)
AU'l 25" on front and "Vii ndermere Aug. 25" on back. In foreground, a
pale bl ue lake, \1ith sail boat at right. Many bl ue- purple hills and one
green-gray hill in background.
O'w'nedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 1401/.1988 photo.)
HWS-GB- 13- 4.Sx6. Gray mat. I nscri bed "On the Roadto Penrith,
August 301890" on back. BLue-purple hills in background, green-gray
field in foreground, and near- black grove of trees in middle-ground
right. Lwer corners blank.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS Nov. 1988 photo.)
HWS-GB- 14- Sx6.S. Gray mat. I nscri bed "In the Trossachs, September
4th 1890" on back. Sloping rocky green field at lwer left. Dark
blue-purple hills at left, center, and right, with deep valley 3t lower
right.
Owned by JH5. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS NOv.1988 photo.)

1(,7

HW'S-GB-1S-Sx7. Gra~ mat.
In~:cribed "Trossachs Se~lt. 4th
1890" on kick. (The back (:ontains aho a crossed-out vie'w' of mountain:::
'w'ith yello ..,o/-'Jold- bro ....
in field in foreground.) Reddish- bt-o'~ln mottled
field in foreground, dark blue- purple mountai n in right bilcbJround.
Gree n- bro'\\"n hill sin 1eft bilCkgro und.
O\\"ned by ,JHS.At her home in Cilmbridge.
(WS (\(0,/.1988 photo)
HV....
S-GB- 16- 4.Sx6. Gray mat. Inscribed "Trossachs ~;ept. S" on back.
Pai nted in 1890. I n middle distance a lake with is18nd~:.Beyond are small
ru~:t-colored hills and, in background. a range of bl ue- puq,le mountai n,:.
O"lined blJ ,JHS.At her home in Cambrid'Je.
(V....
S I-Iov. 1988 photo':;'
H'w'S-GB-17- 5x7. GralJ mat. Inscribed "Trossachs, Sept. Sth 1890" on
back. I n foreground, gentle slopes covered with red- purple Tlowers. In
bacbJround ..deep purple mountai n.
Owned blJ .JHS.At her home in Cambridge.
(V'iS W.v: 1988 photo.)

16ft
H-oil-Manch-OOOO-1}t~17t
1902 (per JHS). 4"-wide gold-and-black frame. No glass.
Signed" to
Charles Hopkinson, June 1902 «or 1909??»
Flower-garden in ravine 100 ft. east of Stone
House (Curtis House) in Manchester. Lar~e flowers in
foreground,
Italian
fountain in_center,
trees in background.
Ownedby HHR.,-o~ hI?
In Hopkinson House master bedroom.
(ws (>/6/66 -inspection & p,oto.)
~

Transferred

in Dec. 1966 to bank in Manchester.

H-oil-Manch-0000-19tx16.
No stretcher, frame, glass, signature.
A pale dreamy winter scene, with snow on grou~d, snow
clinging to tree trunks and shrubs. Three tall trees
visible,
with shrubs beyond. Tree-trunk bare sides are
dark. Everything else is pale blue-gray.
OWnedby Sara ~ischer; 1Y~Ygift from mother Elinor
H. Moore, who received it in summer of 1989 as gift
from her mother, IH.
At Fischer hane in Portland, OR.
(WS1986 photo.)

H-Oil-Manch-0000-20x18~
About 1910-1020.
Not stretched.
or date.
View, toward north, of
estate tennis court, with cw:ved
at left and, in background gold
autumn foliage on distant hills.
OWnedby E. H. Moore. 1989 gift
At Moore hane in Maine.
(1990 EHMphoto.)
There is another painting

No signature
Sharksmouth
tree trunk
and red
fran mother.

on the back.

H-oiI-Manch-0000-21x28
2-in. deeply recessed frame. No
signature or date.
View of woods at Sharksmouth estate.
At center, a
tall straight
tree trunk in front of a large blue-gray
boulder.
Large yellow leaves in foreground.
Owned by Mary Clarke.
At her hane in Vineyard Haven.
(WASOct. 1989 inspection when painting was in
Cambridge. )

H-oil-Manch-0000-28x24.
N
1905 - 1925 (JHS est.)
;::"-wide black frame. N" glass.
Signed in lower right cornerc..It."
Long ledge of rock, snowfield below. Trees above.
Ownedby.lIDD.
In l~v~ng room of ,Stone House, Manchester.
(VIS516/86 inspection & p,oto~
Appraised in 1966 by R. C. Vose, Jr.,
at very high value.
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H-Oil-Manch-0010-6x8
1920-1930.
Stretched.
No signature or date.
View of Dana Island, which is barely visible
between large green trees at left and right.
Very small bit of ocean visible at lower left.
Heavy green-black foliage atop the lsland.
Large pale gray sky. No shore-front
or rocks
visible.
CMnedby E. H. !>bore. 1989 gift fran IlOther.
At !>bore hone in Maine.
(EHM1990 photo.)

.. _-~--

H-Oil-Manch-0010-10x14
(CHH # 10)
1905 - 1915(~) No frame. (No signature?)
Winter seascape. Cold gray smooth ocean, with a
feH Ion" parallel
waves. No visible
horizon.
In foreground, smooth area of snow, with evergreen
branches at lower right,
bare twigs at lower left.
A bleak gray p~intings,
with no bright sunlit areas
and no shadows.
Owned by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.
At his home in Davis, CA.
(May 1987 photo. by Charles Hopkinson Halsted.)
H-Oil-Manch-0010-1~x24
About 1900-1920.
No mat, frame, glass, signature,
date.
View of slightly
rough green-blue sea, with brown-black
rocks and ledge in foreground and a burst of spray,
indicated by black stipple,
at extreme right.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS5/22/87 inspection
& photo.)
H-Oil-Manch-0010-15x20
Framed.
No signature
or date.
View of bathing place at Sharksm::>uthestate,
with sm:x>th pale gray ledges in foreground,
prrnontory of orange-brown rock at left .
. Dark gray-blue water with dark blue areas
(small waves).
CMnedby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran IlOther.
At his hone in Manchester.
(T.A.H. 1990 photo.)
H-Oil-Manch-0010-16x12
(CHH# 20)
On cardboard.
No signature,
data, or frame.
View toward southwest fran H09kinson House in sunrner
In foreground are orange-red earth of flower garden
and a retaining
wall.
Yellow grass in lower left.
Great deciduous trees at upper right.
At upper left
one has a glimpse of the pale gray ocean, with an
orange-colored
prrnontory beyond, and distant green
land.
CMnedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his nother.
AT his hone in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)
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H-Oil-Manch-0010-16x20
No frame, signature, or date.
Vi~ of great bursts of spray as wild waves
crash against the rocks and cliffs
of the
Shark5lrouth estate.
No persons, houses,
islands, trees, shrubs.
No ocean horizon.
Just brown rocks and green and ~ite
water.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted.
1989 g1ft fran rother.
At Halsted hare in Manchester.
(T.A.H.1990photo.)
H-Oil-Manch-0010-17xI9
No stretched.
No signature or date.
View of Egg Rock, which appears at center, small
and distant.
Some near-featureless
ledge
in near foreground.
Broad expanse of rough blue
sea with a few white-caps.
Pink-brown sky.
Ownedby E. H. /-bore.
1989 gift fran rother.
At /-bore hare in Maine.
(1990 EHMphoto.)
There is another painting on
the back: Heavy snow scene:
H-Oil-Manch-0010-17 "19 .

H-Oil-Manch-0010-17x19
Not stretched.
No signature or
date.
A snow scene:
heavy blanket of snow
on all trees and shrubs. Scarcely any tree
trunks visible.
Dana Island is barely visible
in background, partly hidden by snow-laden
branches.
Dark gray sky. No ocean horizon.
Ownedby E. H. /-bore.
1989 gift fran rother.
At /-bore hone in Maine.
(1990 EHMphoto)
On the back there is
H-Oil-Manch-0010-17x19

H-oil-Manch-0010-about
Canvas.

.. _._.
-~._-..
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18x26.
Not stretched.

Winter scene of deep-snow-covered shore, at Sharksmouth
Estate,
with near black comber-wave above, much foam in
center,
and "black hole" in center foreground.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo.)

'"1 (
H-Oil-Manch-0010-20x12
(CHH # 21)
On cardboard.
No signature, date, or frame.
Winter scene at Manchester. Near sunset. Deep'snow
in foreground. At center, a single hard pine tree
silhouetted against extensive dazzle on water.
The
sea is fairly calm, pale blue. Dana Island visible
at upper left. Headlands at upper right. Dark gray
sky. No ocean horizon clearly visible.
Owned by C. H. Halsted.1989 gift fran his IOClther.
At his home in California.
(1989 CHH photo.)
H-oil-Manch-0010-21tx25t
~1910 - 1915. No mat, frame, glass, signature.
Dana Island, seen from nearbYj
gorgeously and
extravagantly colored. A hard-pine trunk and bough cut
across the upper left portion of the painting.
Owned by EHE. At her home in Cornish, ME; in first story
southeast room. (WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
H-Oi I-Manch-OOl 0-22x25t"
1905 - 1925.
2-inch-wide gray frame.
Signed in lower right.
View toward west, at Sharksmouth Estate shoreline.
In foreground, black-brown seaweed-covered rocks, with
reflected later-afternoon sunlight on nearly calm ocean
surface beyond. Massive cliffs at right. Glimpse of red-tinged
promontories beyond, at upper right. Huge near-black limb
of hard pine tree occupies upper le1.tregion. No island
visible,

no ocean horizon.

Owned by Alice Saltzman. At her home in Irvine, CA.
(1986 photo by Arthur Saltzman; written information on
back of photograph.)

H-oil-Manch-0010-23x26
No stretcher, frame, glass, signature.
Romantic wild scene of Waves and spray at Manchester.
Purple, blue, and orange rocks in foreground. Green-gray
water beyond, with great burst of spray hiding the
ocean-front cliffs. Spray rises about 30 ft. Pine bough
at upper left. DaYk gray hill at upper ri~ht. No horizon.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted. 1989 qift fran IOClther.
(WS 10/25/86 inspection and phOto.)
H-oil-Manch-0010-23~x14
(CHH # 17)
No signature, date, or frame.
Winter sene at Manchester. Heavy snCM =ver in
foreground. At center is a hard pine tree. Beyond is
a rough blue-green sea. lDW-lying distant land
is vaguely visible, with rust-red sunset clouds and
pale orange-<JTay sky.
Owned by C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his IOClther.
At his home in California.
(1989 CHH photo.)

l7
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H-oil-Manch-0010-24x26
AJ 1905-1915. No mat, frame, glass, signature.
Great wave dashing high against rocky cliff at Sharksmouth
estate. Predominating colors: pale blue, pale green, white.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME, in first story
southeast room. (WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
H-Oil-Manch-0010-25x21
Not stretched. No signature or date.
'h~ to.rard southwest fran Sharksmouth estate.
Deep snow on ground. Some dazzle on slightly rough
sea.
Small hard pine tree at left. Some brown and
<Jreen foliage visible at right. No ocean horizon.
CMned by T. A. Halsted. 1989 gift fran mother.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)

H-oil-Manch-0010-25tx2J
_Iqos-_ Iqt. On canvas. No frame or signature.
Shoreline of Sharksmouth estate, at low tide. Brown
seaweed coats the lower portions of cliffs, rocks, etc.
Blue water at left. No large waves. No ocean horizon.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/15/86 inspection & photo.)
On back: H-oil-Manch-0011-2Jx25t. View of
great waves off the Manchester coast. Dana Island
at right. Also much spray at right.

H-Oil-Manch-0010-26x18
(CHH # 12)
On cardboard.
matted. No signature or
date.
Winter scene at Manchester. '!bepicture is
daninated by a tall slender hard pine tree; its trunk
is largely bare, but its crown is laden with snow.
At right are other snow-laden trees. At center and
left the rough gray-blue sea is visile. No island,
no headlands, no ocean horizon.
Owned by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his nother.
At his heme in california.
(1989 CHH photo.)
back: H-Oil-Iand-2010-18x26.
Small
stranded boat being rescued by many men and
a larger heat.
On
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H-oil-Manch- 0010-26x24 (3)
About 1935 - 1940.
2-inch-wide brow~ frame. Signed "C .....
H" in lower right.
View, from terrace at SW side of Hopkinson House, toward
the southwest. Bare trunk of hard pine tree to left of
center, with dense green foliage at right. The foreground
.is covered by luxuriant flower bed.
In the distance one sees a low strip of land beyond sparkling
light blue water. No persons, buildings, boats, or ocean
horizon.
Owned by CSH's grandson John Gibbon. At his home in Ossining
NY. (Per photo lent in March 1987 by that grandson's wife
Miriam. )

tnmk of ;j r"laTd pine. tree. LO\'Y-ll~irllJ Ijj:::tCint J<:incj i::;; ':;.8en
tl8UOn(j Ddn;j I ':.]ijnlj. T"iere i:::; no oe:8,jn fiori:on.
O\h/TII?ljtlY ~;ar6 Fi::,cher Hull .. ~.la'.,.'inQtleen n?cei\.'ec~ ~n r""1fJld 19i:it:i ;j:::.. j
gift. fr-otYI her qran1jrnother,
lH. In th:? F':::r-t.li:;n:j.. D;.e;~on. hcrne cot'
'3al-,~Fi~;crler Hull.
(8/4/69 Ht-. and 19i39 photo fn=:rn '::;Clnjt"! Fi'::;e:t"rer HunJ
.~,It.nd8i.

H-oil-Manch-0010-30~20
Oil on canvas.
No frame, no signature.
View southwest from Sharksmouth estate, with deep snow on the
ground. Dana Island vaguely visible at upper left. Pine tree
at right. Deep snow in foreground. Ocean horizon not visible.
A delicate and soft painting.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(\o1S 8/7/86 inspection & photo.)

H-oil-Manch-0010-30x25i.
Not stretched or framed. No signature or
date.
\o1interscene. Deep snow. Bright sunlight. View toward
southwest from Sharksmouth estate. North tip of Dana
Island visible at left. Large misshapen tree branch at
upper left corner. Small snow-covered trees in foreground.
Calm blue water. No boat or ocean horizon visible.
Owned by Alice Saltsman. At her home in Costa Mesa,.CA.
(Dec. 1988 photo. & info. from Arthur Saltzman.)
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View toward SWfrom Sharksmouth estate.
North tip of Dana Island
is visible at left. Promontories are visible at right. The center
of the painting is occupied by a large oak(?) tree.
(per clipping of about 1915 - 19~O from unidentified
catalog or
magazine. )
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HW-Oil-Manch-OOll-l4xlO. (CHH# 11). On cardboard.
No signature,
date, or frame.
Winter scene at Sharksmouth estate,
with emphasis
on tall hard pine tree at center;
red-brown
trunk, with orange, red, and brown foliage at lower
left and lower right.
Rough blue sea beyond.
Horizon is sanewhat blurred. Rust-colored sky.
Snow in foreground, with blue-gray shadows.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his nother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)
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H-oil-Manch-0011-14x18
(CHH#85)
No signature or date.
Framed.
View of pale brown sandy beach, breaking waves,
a di.stant pranontory at right, and distant cloud
b.ml;.
View fran beach at Manchester.
No island
no
rock, no foliage
Ocean horizon at upper left.
'
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his home in California.
( 1989 CHHphoto.)

H-oil-Manch-0011-15!x25t
Stretched.
No date of signature.
Green ocean with large green-and-white breakers in foreground.
Egg Rock at upper left. with three regions of white spray.
Green-gray-blue sky.
Ownedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS11/29/86 inspection & photo.)

17;;-

H-Oil-Manch-0011-16x20
Not stretched. No signature or date.
Scene near Bathpoint at Sharksrrouth estate.
Vi2" of very stonny sea, with giant foam-covered
waves striking a the cliffs and producing plwnes
of ,.hite spray leaping 10 to 25 ft. into the air.
In foreground, only the sea. At upper right a
small bit of foliage is visible. Srrooth pale sky.
lMnecl by T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran nother.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
H-oil-Manch-0011 - about 16 x 20
Canvas. 1-inch-wide natural wood frame.
Dana Island almost fills upper half of painting; island
capped by green trees. Some white foam at island shore.
Rough sea occupies nearly all of the foreground. Three
small white-caps. Bare Y-shaped tree trunk on rock at
extreme left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(1986 Rive photo.)
H-oil-Manch-0011-17t18t
Canvas. No frame. No signature.
View, looking south from Sharksmouth estate, of dark brooding
ocean. In foreground,

seaweed-covered

ledges. The ocean is

dark ~ray-green-blue, moderately rough. No islands, promontories
Of Shlps shown.
'
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/15/86 inspection & photo.)

H-oil-Manch-0011-18x14.
)-inch-wide gold frame. No glass.
No signature or date.
Huge expanse of sea at Manchester, with Dana Island at
extreme top. Reddish sunset in upper right corner. Sunset
dazzle on water. Slightly rough blue sea. Foreground (rocks?)
dark reddish purple.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo ;
WS 1987 inspection.)

H-Oil-Manch-OOl1-about 18x22" (guess)
Stretched. No frame.
No signature or date (?).
Seascape, with low-lying rounded 20-ft-diameter
boulder surrounded with white foam after big wave
has receded. High cliff, largely seaweed-coated,
at right. Egg Rock barely visible near horizon.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 phOto.)
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H-Oil-Manch-0011-18!x20
Not stretched. No signature or date.
View of Dana Island. 'llie
tide is low, and there
are great areas of surging waves and white foam.
Portion of sand-spit visible at right. No other
mainland visile. No foliage'. No foreground
other than water and foam. No distant land
visible.
Owned by T. A. Halsted. 1989 gift fran lOClther.
At Halsted hone in Manchester.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
H-Oil-Manch-0011-19x17
No date or signature.
In poor
condition.
Not stretched.
View of orange and brown Sharksmo~th
cliff, with
pal~ calm blue sea beyond.
A portion of
Egg RDck is visible at upper right. Some pine
branches are visible at upper left. Dark
blue-brown
areas at lower right. Blurred
ocean horizon.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted.
Received
as 19V9 gift from her mother.
At the owner's home.
(1990 info & photo from owner.)
H-oil-Manch-0011-19x17
No mat. H-in. brown frame. No signature.
Winter scene, with deep snow and blue shadows, looking
southwest fran SharkSlOCluth
estate. Dana Island at
upper left. Hard pine tree (very dark) at right.
Foreground shows merely snow and shadows. Blue
sea in distance. Blurred ocean horizon.
Owned by John Rive (?).
At John Rive's hone in Manila.
(1988 photo and letter fran John Rive.)

H- ,oil-Manch-0011-about20x24
Stretched. No frame.
View of projecting tip of Sharksmouth Cliff. There are
deep orange-brown shadows on underside of overhang.
Foam and spray at lower right. Slightly rough blue sea
beyond. No boats, shrubs, grass.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 phOto.)
H-Oil-Manch-0011-21x26(?)
No date, signature,
or frame.
View toward SW from Sharksmouth
estate.
At center, Dana Island looms large, crested
by a clump of deep red-brown
trees.
Green
tree tops in foreground.
Headlands barely
visible at right. Calm blue-gray sea.
Vaguely indicated soft clouds.
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted.
1989
gift from her mother.
At owner's home.
(1990 info and photo from owner.)
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H-oll-Manch-0011-about 22x22
Canvas, unstretched.
View of dramatic ocean, dramatic sky, at Manchester.
Dana Is., dark brown, barely visible at upper right. Portion
of dark cliff visible at lower left. Ocean. rough, green-gray,
with much foam. Sky is magneta, with yellow-white at upper left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo.)

r.-oil-Manch-0011-2Jtxl9t
1"-wide silver

frame..

No glass

Wi~te= sce~e: view of snow-covered Da~a
Ait~ snoN-cove~ed b=~~chesof ha--a pi~e
~o=eg=o~~~.31~ish ~~ougrou~. Almost a
~~e ~ai~ ~~te=est is ~~e del:cately and

or signature.

Isl~d,
~=ee l~
monoch=ome.
acc~ately d=a~n

pine boughs.
()-..n:ed by MeT hei::-s.

I~ ~o?ki~son~o~e second :100= ~est ce~oow closet
(.S 7/9/86 inspection & photo. 'Also 8/J/86 and 8/5/86
inspections. )
Appraised in 1986 by R. C. Vose, Jr., at high value.
H-oil-Manch-0011-2)tx27t.
}-inch-wide natural~wood frame.
No glass. Signed "Hopkinson" (near-illegible) in lower left.
-br,own
Winter scene at Manchester, with yellow/snow-capped cliff
(Bathhouse point) at right, w~h Dana Is. visible above it.
Much snow in foreground. Yello~~Bks
at left, snow capped.
Much dazzle on blue water. Clear blue sky.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo;
WS 1987 inspection.)
H-oil-Manch-0011-24x2
,-1910 -1915. No mat,
or glass. Signed "C.H.S."
n OWer left corner.
View of Dana Island, close up, gorgeously and extravags."tly
colored --yellow, brown, red, orange, blue, green.
Foliage very green. Water in foreground is a strong
sparkling blue.
Owned by ERB. At her home in Cornish, ME. In first story
southeast room (den).
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & >hoto.)

H-oil-Manch-OOll-about 24xJ2" (guess)
1910 - 1920.
No frame.
Autumn view of Dana Island in Manchester. There is
much brown foliage on the upper portions of the island.
Slightly rough blue sea in foreground and background.
No persons, houses, boats or trees visible. One ocean
horizon segment (?).
Owned by CSH's grandson John Gibbon. At his SUllUnerhome
on Martha's Vineyard •.
(Per photo lent in March 1987 by that grandson's wife
Miriam. )

:-li.l-Manch-0011-25x36
On back of a painting (rough, not
cataloged) of sea and schooners. Stretched.
-le> signature or date.
}inter scene: Dana Island loc:ms large. Heavy
snow. Orange-brown fringe of island represents
'ure rocks and seaweed. In foreground,
snow-covered ledge. Slightly rough blue sea.
Owned by T. A. Halsted. 1989 gift fran I1Dther.
At Halsted hane in Manchester.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
H-oil-Manch-0011-z5tx23
-1905 - 1915. On canvas. No frame or signature.
View of great Waves off the Manchester coast. Dana Island
at upper right. Rock barely visible at left. Spray at right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/15/86 inspection & photo.)
On back: H-oil-Manch-0010-25tx23. Shoreline of
Sharksmouth estate at low tide, with black and
brown seaweed coating lower portions of cliffs and
rocks .

H-oil-Manch-0011-251x29~
On CanVas. Not stretched. No signatll'r~ordate.
About 1910 - 1915
Ocean view at Manchester. Large expanse of blue ocean with
large white tossing Waves. Dana Island is in center background.
Ocean horizon at left, distant land barely visible at right.
Overhanging tree branch at extreme top and also lower right.
No foreground land and no nearby promontories at right.
Owned by T. A. Halsted. 1989 qift fran I1Dther. In Mar.i~hester.
(WS 1986 inspection; also 1986 photo by KZP: also WS 1~7
inspection & photo. Also T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
tlote ad:led 8/12/90: On 8/1/90 this painting was offered
for sale at a Barridoff Galleries auction in Portland, ME.
The highest bid, $4000, was rejected as too low.

H-oil-Manch-0011-26~J7t
Wood frame.

No mat, no glass, no signature.

This painting is on the back of a more important
one, namely H-oil-Manch-2021-28~J9}. See below.
View to southnest from Sharksmouth Estate. Dana Island,
with light-magenta-colored cliffs and rust-colored trees,
at upper left. At upper right, a slender promontory.
In foreground,

trees and foliage: dense orange, green,

and brown foliage. Many tiny glimpses of ocean may be
obtained via gaps in the large tree-foliage at right.
Owned by IH.
In Hopkinson House lower west bedroom.
(WS 1986 inspection & photo.)
On other face: main painting: H-oil-Manch-2021-28~J9t.
Group of sailboats, with high cliffs at left and
right. Two persons barely visible on cliff at right.

H-oil-Manch-0012-22t~24
1910
2"-wide gray frame.

No glass. No signature.

Dana Island in winter storm. Much snow on island.

Wild white-and-green waves in foreground; also
Rt left., snow-covered cliff. No other land shown;
no nearby

trees.

Owned by JHS. At her house in Cambridge.
(ws 3/21/88 inspection and photo.)
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H-oil-Manch-0012. -2Jtx2e.
Stretched. No frame, glass, or signature.
View of big wild green sea at Manchester. Small area of brown
cliff, with green plants, in lower left. Dana Island in
background. Huge swells in ocean, with much foam in
foreground. Two ocean horizon segments visible.
Owned by Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift fran nnther, III.
At Moore hane in Maine.
(WS 1:Pr!~'clk6:
!J\'s>lfr-lr-tanch-0022-24x28,
showing Sharksmouth and two

~
" '~__
"

schooners.

H-oil-Manch-0012-24~26
'" 191O-19JO?? t"-wide brown frame. No glass or signature.
View of area of big breaking waves and spray between
Sharksmouth estate shoreline and Dana Island. The island
is almost concealed by spray. In foreground, cliff at
Bathhouse Point.
Owned by Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Halsted. At their home
in Manchester. (ws 9/17/86 inspection & photo.)
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H-Oil-Manch-0012-25x27
(QiH # 5)
No signature, date, or fraroo•.
View of ocean at Manchester.
Egg Rod., very small,
is at upper right. 1£>119breaking and foaming wave
at center. In foreground, large rock at left and
another at right Blue-black sea. Dark gray sky.
Owned by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his IlOther.
At his home in California.
(1989 QiH photo.)
H-Oil-Manch-0020-10x14
View of Dana Island at center, red-brown cliff at
lower right, and two dimly visible gaff-rigged
sailboats between island and cliff. Rough
gray-blue sea, with white caps.
Owned by E. H. Moore. 1989 gift from IlOther.
At Moore home in Maine.
(1990 EHM photo.)
H-oil-Manch-0020-29txJ1.
5-inch-wide ornate ppld frame. No glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
Summer view of Dana Island with lush green trees. Two
sailboats visible in light"blue water to right of island.
Much g>een foliage of Sharksmouth Estate in foreground.
Thin crossed tree trunks at extreme left. prominnent nearbare pine trunk at mid-left. Slender vertical diamond-shaped
object at lower left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (1986 Rive photo;"
WS 1987 inspection.)
H-oil-Manch-0020- J1tx29
~1905 - 1915. Canvas. No frame, no signature.
Fanciful view of Dana Island, with sailboat in foreground
and another in background. Twin pine tree trunks at left.
Red foliage in lower left foreground. No ocean horizon.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(ws 8/15/86 inspection & photo.)
On back: H-oil-Manch-2021-29txJ1f. View to the
southwest from Sharksmouth estate. Most of the
painting is occupied by a large green tree.
At left, two children, one wearing a red dress.

I
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H-oil-Manch-OOZO -JZxJ4t"
View to southwest from Sharksmouth Estate. At center of
painting there is a small sailboat. Close beyond it Dana
Island looms large. Trees fill the lower half of the
painting, pines at left, oak and maple (with some autumn
coloration) at center and right. The horizon is defined by
distant low-lying land. No people, house, or ocean horizon.
Owned by Mary Thompson heirs. At the home of Mary (Schatzie)
Gibbon Clarke (?) on Martha's Vineyard, MA.
(March 1987 photo. by J. Masek.)
H-Oil-Manch-0021-14x24
Frame. No signature or date.
View to southwest fran SharkSIrouthestate,
with Dana Island at left, several small islands
at upper right. Green foliage in foreground
and at left. Ocean horizon at upper left.
Pale blue sea, fairly calm.
Owned by T. A. Halsted. 1989 gift fran rrother.
At Halsted hone in Manchester.
(T. A. H. 1990 photo.)
H-oil-Manch-00Z1~~
Limp ca~as.

No stretcher,

frame, mat, date,

or signature. A pale dreamy view of Dana Island and
promontories beyond. Yellow-green trees and brush in
foreground. Ocean pure blue. Sailboat barely visible at
upper left. Sky is pale magenta just above horizon, blue
farther above.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME. In shed.
(WS 10/28/86 inspection & photo.)
On back: H-oil-Manch-ZOll-24x25, a fine painting
of Sharksmouth Cliff, looking east. Foreground in
shadow, cliff in bright sunlight. Many white breakers.

H-Oil-Manch-0021-about z4xz6" (guess)
Stretched. No frame.
No signature or date (?)
Seascape with four or more sailboats in upper left,
on rough sea with some whitecaps. Gray-blue sky with
pale distant clouds. In foreground, Large orange-tan
~cks of Manchester Estate coast. Much white foam in
lower right.
Owned by HHR. At her home in ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo.)

H-oil-Manch-0021-26x24t
On board.
1-inch-wide gold frame. No signature
or date.
View of Dana Island, Manchester, as seen from
terrace of Curtis House (Stone House). Large lawn, witl.
deep shadows, in foreground. Green trees at right and left.
Pale blue ocean, with two sailboats
barely visible.
One
ocean horizon. Pale yellow-gray sky. A conservative
painting employing little
other than green abd pale blue.
Ownedby EB. At Edmonton,Alberta, home of her daughter
Margaret Barr Fowlie. (per Dec. 1987 Itr. & photo from
that daughter.)
.

H-Oil-ManCh-0021~~~
lIbout 1895 - 190'2'(.?~.~/ Stretched in Nov. 1989.
No frame, signature, or date.
Shows large expanse of rough blue-gray ocean, with
pleasure sailboat in middle distanace and, at great
distance,
a three-masted schooner.
Horizon is
blurred. In foreground, great white wave breaking
over dark seaweed-=vered rocky ledge extending along
bottom of painting.
Uniformly pinkish-gray sky.
CMnedby JHS. At her hane in Cambridge.
(Nov. 1989 photo & inspection by WS.)
Cl-~-Mancfi-~~
Nett)..7
_'1'9.10_1S:-Sl:l'etchecl.
No frame, "glass, signature.
Strong, romantic, colorful winter scene at Manchester.
In foreground, much snow. Beyond are Sharksmouth cliffs
~nd rocks. yellow, orange, purplel at right,
deep purple
truck of pine tree. In distance, two multi-mast schooners
under sail in pale green-blue water. Many-hue stipled ',ky.
CMnedby Elinor H. Moore. '89 gift from ITDther, IH.
In Moore home in Maine. (WS1986 photo. EIlM1390 photo.)
On back. H-oil-Manch-0012-2y';x28.
View of Dana Island and green
sea with large swells.

H-oil-Manch-0100-1)x20
No stretcher, frame, glass. or signature.
Moonlight-like view of Sharksrnouth Estate's
Stone House
in background, with lawn in foreground. Giant beech
tree, blue-black,
at right.
Lawn is pale blue.
A strong sombre painting.
Ownedby IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS10/25/86 inspection & photo.)
H-Oil-Manch-Ol00-14xl0
Before 1912.
Not stretched.
No Signature or date.
View of living roan of Hopkinson House. At center,
white flowers in vase on side table.
At left,
wicker chair.
At lower right, wicker chair
with red and blue cushions.
In background, a
yeUow-qold screen.
CMnedby E. H. Moore. 1989 gift fran mother.
At the Moore hale in Maine.
(1990 EIlMphoto.)

I

H-Gil-Manch-0100-14x10
Before 1912.
Not stretched.
date.

fJ3

No signature or

View of p:>rtiol1of Hopkinson House living roan,
with small side-table at center. A large n~:;;;
spherical vase on table hold a small shrub W1
a wide display of green leaves and flowers.
Featured is a rag with bold red and blue-green
areas.

<Mned by E. H. /otxlre. 1989 gift fran IlDther.
At /otxlrehane in Maine.
(1990 EHM photo.)
H-oil-Manch-0100-20x22
",1930-1940. No mat. l"-wide silver frame. ::lass. Sil'ned
"Hopkinson in lower right corner. Tem1.=era.
View of Hopkinson House west piazza, and, to left of it,
a retaining wall. In center of upper portion of painting
there is a slender reddish cedar tree, with other red
foliage just to the right of it.
Owned by EHB. A t her home in Cornish, ME; on eas t wall of
2nd story guestroom.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
II

H-oil-Manch-0110-26x23
"-'1905-1910. On 1/4" hardboard. No mat, frame, glass,
or signature.

View of coast to southwest of Sharksmouth estate.
Various promontories shown, but not Dana Island.
On distant hilly land there is
a small tower. Center of painting is occupied by a hard
pine tree with very bright green foliage. Smaller
promontory at right is yellow. At left, tree with red
leaves.

Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in first story
southeast room. (WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
On back: Portrait of Elinor Hopkinson at about age 3.
Seated. Black hair-ribbon. Pink dress.\Jhite bib.
Blue vase with red flower at left. Cup at right.

H-oil-Manch-0111-25x21
Canvas. No frame, no signature.
View to shoutwest seen. through doorway of living room of
Hopkinson. House. White colwnn of porch appears in center of
painting. Greenish-yellow foliage at upper right and lower
left. Pale blue water. No islands or promontories visible.
A delicate low-key painting.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(.[S8/15/86 inspection &: ;noto.)

I Y'r
H-oil-Manchb0221-about 22 x J4
Canvas. Not stretched.
View of shore (at Manchester?), with houses silhuetted
again blue sea. Sailboats visible. Small island at left.
Large area of overhanging foliage at upper left. Deciduous
trees (green and brown) at right. Yellowish sky.
Owned by 1UlIl. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo.)

H-oil-Manch-1010-21x24
"Morning Sun on Rocks at Low Tide" written on back by JHS.
'V 1910 (per inscription
by JHS on back). 1t-inch-wide graywhite frame. No glass (?).
Not signed or dated.
View to the west from the Manchester Sharksmouth Estate shore.
Bathhouse point, with person (fisherman?) visible near base
of cliff. The tide is low, exposing a broad band of dark
red-brown seaweed. The cliffs along the shore, illuminated by
the morning

sun, are rich in yellow,

brown,

and orange.

The sea is calm, and deep blue in color. Many large rocks,
in deep water, are exposed, and are covered by'seaweed.
In distance,

vaguely

seen land.

No island. No ocean horizon •

.Owned by Mrs. Thomas Hale Ham (formerly Fanny (Fin) Chapin
Curtis). At her home in Hanover, NH.
(JHS 12/6/86 inspection: CHS 1/20/87 inspection & photo.)
H-oil-Manch-1011-about 22 x 14.
Canvas. Stretched. No frame.
Dark rich painting of horizontal terrace west of Hopkinson
House. Three(?) year old child (presumably HH), in white,
in foreground. Behind her a big trunk of pine tree. Lush
green pine at extreme right. Egg Rock visible at left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo.)

H-oil-Manch-1011-))x45
No mat, frame, or si~nature.
Relined.

View of waves southwest of Sharksmouth Estate.
At upper left the north tip of Dana Island is visible.
At upper right a small portion of a promontory is visible;
also a burst of spray. In right foreground a person is
visible,on a cliff. pine tree at left. The sea is green,
yellow, purple, and lavender. Sky is yellow.
The (single) ocean horizon segment is near the upper
edge of the painting -- about 80% of the way from .LOWer
edge to upper edge.
Owned by Elinor Halsted Moore.
At the Albert and Elinor Moore house in Saturday' Cove
(near Belfast), Maine.
(liS& JHS partial inspection of 7hi/861 Elinor Moore Hr.
of '86 and '88. 1986 photo by 0iS. l!!!!U EHM (CtIoto:)
Note. the painting was cleaned and lined in 1975.

H-oil-Manch-1020-)Ox24.
Stretched. No frame, glass, date, signature.
Dana Island, with purple-magenta cliffs and lush green foliage.
Dramatic pine at upper left, lush green foliage at lower right.
In foreground, man barely visible in small boat. Pale blue
calm water. Pale green-yellow sky. No visible horizon.
Paint flaking off in places.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 11/29/86 inspection & photo.)
H-oil-Manch-1100-19x17
About 1910 (?). No frame, signature, or date. Canvas
folded and cracked at top.
View of flowers at west end of Hopkinson House lawn in
Ma~chester, with white columns of west piazza beyond.
?h11d in light dress, with wide-brimmed hat, standing
1n doorway. Emphasis on the profusion of pale blue
larkspur flowers; also foxglove and poppies.
Owned by EB. At Edmonton, Alberta, home of her daughter
Margaret Barr Fowlie. (Per Dec. 1987 Itr. & photo from
that daughter.)
H-Oil-Manch-1100-26x22
About 1908.
Not stretched.
No'signature or elate.
The painting is is bad physical =ndition;
50ne
clear loss of paint.
View of Hopkinson House living room, with child
seated at l~
right.
The child is presumably
Harriot Hopkinson. At center there is a side
table on which is a tall slender near-white vase
with large array of fl~ing
branches.
In
background there is a yellow-gold de=rative
screen.
Red rug in foreground.
Ownedby E. H. M=re.
1989 gift franIrOther.
At M=re hone in Maine.
(1990 EHM
photo :J-----.----.-~
"'71.;- >' 1- q IMtA143
(!../~b pr1l11'

"'L-------::-:-t
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H-oil-Manch-2000-aboutI7 ft. x 4 ft -- tall and slender.
About 1917.
5-inch-wide gold frame. 'No signaturE> or inscribed
date.
Called "The Grapevine".
Scene at grapevine trellis in the orchard near Hopkinson
House in Manchester. The scene includes CSH's three oldest
daughters Harriot, Mary, and Isabella. Harriot, in pink dress,
is seated on an upper portion of the trellis and is placing
grapes in a basket held by Mary, in a light purple dress;
she is facing away from the viewer. Isabella, wearing yello~
dress and black jacket and seated on the lowest portion of
the trellis, is picking grapes.
Owned by the National Arts Club; acquired by gift. Attached
inscription reads: "Charles S. Hopkinson, Permanent Collection.
presented by John Agar and Alexander Konta. 1917." According
to a 1917 letter fromMrs. G. S.CurtiElto her daughter
Margaret, the painting was "a great success at a contemporary
gallery" and subsequently was bought " ••• by a rich Hungarian
who presented it to some arts club in New York~' The painting
is prominently displayed in the Members Room of the National
Arts Club" 15 Gramercy park South, New York, NY.
(per JHS 3/7/87 inspection and photo. Also letter mentioned
above. )

H-oil-Manch-201Q- 10x1~
1910. No signature or date.
2-inch-wide white mat, 1-inch-wide gold frame. Glass.
Three small girls (in light-colored dresses, ~nd wearing
broad-brimmed straw hat with blue ribbons) wading in the
surf at Dana Beach, near the Sharksmouth Estate. The giris
cannot be recognized. but are known to be the three oldest
daughters (Harriot, Mary, Isabella) of CSH.
Strip of beach in foreground, dark blue water in background.
Included in 1988 Danforth Museum show.
Owned by Mary (Schatzie) Gibbon Clarke. At her home in
Martha's Vineyard, MA.
(MarCh 1987 photo by J. Masek; Sept. 1988 photo by 1'1.S.)
H~oil-Manch-2010-about 16x10.
1-inch-wide white frame.
Mother, in black, seated, and J(?) ye~old
child, in white.
(The mother is Mrs.Hopkinson and the daughter is Harriot
Hopkinson.) Slanting pine tree beyond. Pale ocean in
background.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo.)

H-oil-Manch-201Q-about 22x18
Stretched.
View to southwest from Sharksmouth Estate. In foreground,
small pine trees at left and right. In middle ground,
two large pine-tree trunks and a girl in pale blue dress.
Dana Island visible in background at left. Beach, with
two barely visible persons walking thereon, at right.
In background, pale pinks and magentas predominate.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo.)
H-oil-Manch-2010-24x28
~1920 - 1925. No mat, frame, or glass. Signed "C.H." in
lower right corner.

View of Hopkinson HOuse lawn, with ocean and promontories
beyond. At left, retaining wall, partly obscuring two girls
(who are, perhaps, Hopkinson's daughters Harriot and Mary).
Prominent tree at upper left. Deep green foliage at upper
right. Flowers at lower center.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in living room,
resting on floor.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

H-oil-Manch-201D- )1x)2
"Landscape with Children", also
"Hide and Seek". Signed "Charles Hopkinson 1922" in lower
right. At left of center there is a tall near-bare hard
pine tree. At upper left, Dana Island with blue ocean and
distant land beyond. In foreground there are five children;
four of them are visible to right of pine tree. The five
include the artist's two youngest children Elinor and Joan
and three children (Laura, Frazier, and James) of James
Freeman Curtis,

the artist's brother-in-law.

Large masses

of foliage cover most of the lower and right areas. The
colors are predominantly blue and green. (WS 11/20/86 photo.)
The painting, stretched but not framed, was owned for many
years by the artist's youngest daughter Joan Hopkinson
Shurcliff and kept in her home in Cambridge,MA. On 11/20/86
she sold it to Edward Pollack, art dealer of New York City
and Florida. Later, it was offered for sale by the JordanVolpe Gallery, Inc., of New York City; it is pictur8d in an
advertis8ment on p. A-12 of the "Architectural Digest" of
November 1988. The offering price was $55,000.
H-oil-Manch-2011-)(,<U.
About 1926. 2-inch-wide white mat with t-inch-wide black
frame.

Scene on lawn SW of W piazza of Hopkinson House.
At upper left a tall girl is standing; she is wearing a long
pink or red dress with wide white collar. At lower left,
seated, is a girl in long light-colored dress with widebrimmed hat with dangling ribbon. At lower right is a
younger girl standing. (Family members recognise the girls
as CSH's daughters Mary (Maly), Harriot (Happy) and Joan
respecti vely.) In background, a glimpse of tee blue ocean,
with some foliage in upper left.
This painting was clearly a study made in preparation for
the very large'painting, called "Five in the Afternoon" that
includes portraits of all five of the CSH daughters; however,
details of the poses there are different.
Owned by CSH's grandson John Gibbon. At his home in Ossining,
NY. (Per photo lent in March 1987 by that p;randJion'swife
Miriam. W .A.S. 's 1987 pheta-of-photo is in file.)
H-Oil-~anch-2011-20x25
About 1926.
No signature or frame.
Scene on lawn SW of W piazza of Hopkinson
House. At upper left a girl is standing.
At lower center a girl with broad-brimmed
hat is seated. At lower right a third girl
stands. A portion of Dana Island is
visible;
also a bit of blue ocean with one
segment of ocean horizon.
This painting was clearly a study made in
preparation for the very large painting
called "Five in the Afternoon."
Owned by Isabella (Bella) Halsted; a 1999
gift from her mother.
At the owner's fome.
(1990 photo and info from owner.)

H-oil-Manch-2011-24x25
Limp canVaS. No stretcher, mat, frame, glass.
Also no date or signature (?).
View of Sharksmouth cliff gleaming gold-yellow in late
afternoon; view looking east. The rocky shore in the
foundground is in shadow. Big green trees at upper left.
Several big breakers in the blue ocean. Three persons
barely visible standing on shoylder of cliff.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME. In shed.
On back: H_oil_Manch-0021-24x25. Dreamy view of
Dana Island and promontories farther west.

H-oil-Manch-2011- 24x26
No mat.

l"-wide black frame.

No signature.

Pine tree in foreground at extreme left.
Three small girls (CSH's oldest three daughters)
in middle foreground, standing on long flat ledge.
Empty blue sea beyond.
Owned by Harriot Rive.
In master bedroom of Hopkinson House. -1\'-:
(WS 1986 inspection & photo.)

-'lit

Transfe=ed

in Dec. 1986 to bank in Manchester.

H-oil-Manch-2012-1.5!-xl9t. "Bathing Place".
About 1920.
Not stretched. No date or signature.
Manchester: Sharksmouth Estate, swimming place. Five
persons, in black bathing suits. Cliff at left. Large
rocks. Person at right standing on rock su=ounded by
water. No boats. Two ocean-horizon segments.
Owned Until 11/20/86 by JHS; at her home in Cambridge.
(WS 11/20/86 inspection & photo.)
Sold 11/20/86 to Edward Pollack, art dealer of New York
and Florida.
H-oil-Manch-2020-24tx)6
one inch Wide.
Stretched. No frame, date, or signature. Wood frame/
Highly romantic portrayal of boats (with people visible
therein) in rough water, with Dana Island beyond. One boat,
at right, is a sailboat. Vivid green, blue, and purple colors
predominate. Bright sunlight and shadows on island.
No ocean horizon, no coastal promontories.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME.In living room.
(WS iO/28/86 inspection & photo.)
On back. Portrait of Elinor Hopkinson at about age 2,
dressed in white fur coat,hand holding edge of door.

H-oil-Manch-2020 25~30~
"-1905-1915. J"-wide black frame. No glass.
Manchester scene,

roma.nticized,

with Dana Island,

big surf,

and shipwreck. Tattered rigging of large sailing
vessel behind island, two smaller boats in foreground.
At upper riGht, rocky leeges and heavy white surf.
Land visible in upper left. In lower right, large
green tree. Two or more water horizon segments.
Owned by JHS.
At her home in Cambridp;e.
(lIS 1986 and 3/21/88 inspections & photos. )
H-oil-Manch-2020- (JOxJ? :efore framin&)
1905 - 1915 (?). No visible i.rame.No sagllatur<cor date.
Fanciful view, based on Dana Island, of sailing ships
moored in fron of high rocky cliffs topped by red and
brown foliage. Ships at left and right have sails up,
flapping. People barely visible aboard the ships.
Sailboats beyond the island. Long range of hills in
the backgro~d. A colorful romantic scene.
Until 11/20/86 owned by IH; in her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/19/86 inspection & photo.)
Sold 11/20/86 to E. Pollack, art dealer of New York & Florida.
Later sold to Georgh Haigh of Art Research of Cambridge,
145 Huron Ave., Cambridge,MA. 02138. On 5/4/88: owned OV
him. (Per oral statement by him.)
H-oil-Manch-2021-about 26x28
Stretched. No frame.
View, partly imaginary, of rough sea, large orange

promontory at right, and Dana Island at left ~- with
several large sailboats negotiating the passage between
island and promontory. A large sail-top is visible above
promontory. Two people are visible at edge of promontory.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(Rive 1947 photo.)
Note: the scene is very similar to that of
the watercolor painting HW-Manch-0021x1Jx10.

{'fo
/90
H-oil-Hanch-2021-28x 39t
---1910(JHS est.)
l~""-'"lide
natural-color
wood frame. No "lass. Si!';ned"C.H." in lower ri!';htcorner.
Dramatic rocks and cliffs, mainly orange, at left and
ri!';ht,with small area of sea (with sailboats) visible
in center. Two or more persons barely visible at rir,ht.
Owned by IH.
In Hopkin~on House lower bedroom.
(WS 19136inspection and photo.)
On back: HW-oil-Manch- 0011-26x37~. (The frame
construction is such that this painting is slightly
smaller than the one on the other face.)
No mat, glass, or signature.

View to southwest from Sharksmouth Estate.
Dana Island, with light-magenta-colored cliffs
and rust-colored trees, at upper left. At upper
right, a promontory. In fore!';round,trees and
foliage -- dense oran!';e,green, and brown foliage.
Many tiny !';limpsesof ocean may be obtained in gaps
in the lar!';etree-foliage at ri!';ht.

H-oil-Manch-2021-2%x31~
No frame. Painted in oil (?)
No signature.
View to the southwest from Sharksmouth estate. Most of the
painting is occuped by large green tree (oak
tree?) at
center and other foliage at right. At lower left, two children,
one
wearing a red dress.
At upper left Dana
Is~and, with sailboat beyond. Promontories, including'a sand
Splt, visible at upper right.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/15/86 inspection & photo.)

-l'l>,f-ff/ •. Canvas.

On back: H-oil-Manch-"bOzo-:31tx29."
Fancilful view
of Dana Island and sailboats. Twin pine tree trunks
at left.

H_Oil_MB9ch-2Da1-)2x42
~ 1940 pHS est.). 3"-wide sculptured silver frame.
No glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
"Juigment of Paris", showing man (CSH) facin!';three
seated women (CSH daughter and others). Hopkinson
House lawn in foreground. Ocean, screened by several
trees, in background.Sailboats barely visible at left.
Owned by IH. In dining room of Hopkinson House.
(WS 1986 inspection & photo.)

('If
H-oil-Manch-2021-32x45
No mat,

frame,

or signature.

View of waves southwest of the Sharksmouth estate.
At left, the north end of Dana Island is visible. At
right, two persons stanging on cliff in foreground and
two very small portions of a promontory in the middle
distance, with a great burst of spray separating these
two portions. Tree is lower left. Sailooat ncar island.
The (single) ocean horizon segment is slightly above the
horizontal centerline of the painting. A gray stormy scene.
Owned by Elinor Halsted Moore.
At the Albert and Elinor Moore no use in Saturday Cove
(near Belfast) Maine ...
(W.S. & JHS partial inspection of 7/31/86; Elinor Moore Itrs.
of .'86and '88. 1986 photo by Charles H. Shurcliff
lliM 1990 photo.)

Note: On the back is a portrait (sketch) of
Harriot and Mary (Happy and Maly) sitting side-by-side
on a sofa; their ages are about 17 and 15.
H-oil-Manch-2100-Z1x29
No mat, no frame,

no F,lass.

Children and grandchildren of CSH on lawn in front
of Hopkinson House. Two grandchildren on piazza.
Seven persons in all.
Owned by Isabella Halsted (Ibby).
Above desk in library of Hopkinson House.
(WS 1986 inspection & photo-)
H-oil-Manch-2100- (?)
About 191e - 1925.

(small).

Indoor scene at Hopkinson House, Manchester, Mass.
Scene includes two small girls, probably the two youngest
Hopkinson daughters, Elinor and Joan; one seated, one standing.
This painting, which was owned by the youngest daughter Joan,
Was lent, in about 1966, for display in patients' rooms at
the Mass. General Hospital. In about early 1967 it disappeared,
presumably having been stolen. Never recovered. (S-22;
also 1967 report -- for income tax reduction purposes-by W. A. Shurcliff; the report lists about seven paintings,
mostly landscapes, that were stolen from the hospital.)
H-oil-Manch-2110-about 22x36.
About 1926.
Stretched. No frame or glass. No
signature or date.
Sketch, in tempera or oil, of the five Hopkinson
daughters. Painted in preparation for painting the
well-known "Five in the Afternoon" oil painting which
fairly closely resembles it. The daughters, some sitting
and some standing, are on the terrace immediately west
of Hopkinson HoUse. The faces are indicated schematically.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo.)

H-oil-Manch- 2110-2/p,-xJ2
19J5.
21-inch-wide gold frame. (No glass?),
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
View of Hopkinson House west piazza with four white
columns. At left, girl (Harriot)is sitting on red cushion
on piazza floor, reading. Beyond, on lawn, a woman (Mrs.
Hopkinson) stands, holding the hand of a J-year-old girl
(Nell) . in white. At center, an older girl (Elinor)
leaning over. Luxuriant trees at left, lone tree-trunk at
right. Ocean, with no horizon, vaguely indicated beyond.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 phOto.
Identifications by JHS •. 'is 1987 inspection.)
;{-oil-Manch-2111- 22x15.
Tempera.
About 1926.
J.-inch-wide tan mat with i-inch brown
frame. Glass.
Scene on terrace SW of W piazza of Hopkinson House. One
pillar of piazza is visible. At upper left is a girl
in pink girl. (Family members recognize her as CSH's
daughter Elinor (Elly).) In center foreground is a girl
in white dress, with right foot resting on large stone.
(Family members recognize her as CSH's daughter Isabella
(IbbY),
A small area of ocean is visible beyond.
This painting waS clearly a study made in preparation for
the very large painting, called "Five in the Afternoon"
that includes portraits of all five of the CSH daughters.
however, details of the poses are there different.
Included in 1988 Danforth Museum show.
Owned by CSH's grandson John Gibbon. At his house in
OSSining, NY. (Per photo lent in March 1987 by that
grandson's wife Miriam; also W.S. Sept. 1988 photo. anc
Leah Lipton 1988 photo.)
H-oil-Manch-2111-2Jx2Yz
"Dark Interior"
About 1907 (JHS est.)
Not stretched. No date or signature.
View from living room of Hopkinson House looking through
doorway to southwest piazza. Visible on piazza are two
persons (who are not recognizable but in fact were Mrs.
CSH and daughter Harriot). In the distance
is a portion of ocean. 80% of the picture area is very
dark, portraying indoor walls and floor. also, at right,
a wicker chair.
Until 11/20/86 owned by JHS; at her home in Cambridge.
(WS 11/20/86 inspection & photo •.Also Rive (& KZP) 1986 photos.)
Sold 11/20/86 to Edward pollack, art dealer of New York City
and Florida.
The Nov. 1987 issue of "Antiques", p. 1034, contains a
colored photograph of this painting, calls is "The Studio
porch", and indicates the date as 1906. The photograph is
part of an advertisement by D. Wigmore, Fine Art Inc., of
New York City. a..1<'~1
2>.; ....

,r,.,. ,...

I'D
H-oil-Manch 2111 - 241X29t
'"1907 (JHS est.)
J"-wide gold frame. No glass. No signature.
View :rom living

room of Hopkinson House lookinr;

through doorway to southwest piazza. Visible on
piazza are two persons' (~ho are not recognizable,

but in fact were Mrs. CSH and daughter Harriot ).
In the distance are Dana Island and a portion of
ocean. 80% of the picture area is very dark,
portraying indoor walls and floor.
Owned by LH.
In Hopkinson House lower west bedroom.
(WS 1986 inspection & photo~

~

~

Transferred Dec. 1986 to bank in Manchester.

H-oil-Manch-2121-18x25.
Stretched. t-inch-wide wood frame. No date or
signature.

Dana Island, with purple, dark blue, and red cliffs, green
foliage. Two men visible 'in small boat in middle distance.
Green deciduous trees in foreground.;alm sea. Blue-green sky.
Large sailing ship and lighthouse visible in background.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 11/29/86 inspection & photo.)

H-oil-Manch-2121-25txJ~
195J
2"-wide gray mat, 2"-wide gray frame. Glass.
Signed "C. Hopkinson 195J" in lower left corner. Tempera.
'TIeparturefor Cyther~'
Romanticized view of Hopkinson
House lawn, with ,.,15 people thereon, and sailboat visible
beyond. Dana Island in background. West piazza of house
visible at right.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in living room.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection & photo.' See also Christian Science
Monitor of 6/22/66 for large photo and long article.)
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H-Oil-Mass-0020-17x19.
c 1900-1020. 2-in. white mat, brown frame. No sicmature,nnt:p..
View of ocean, with white foam at lower left and center,
One cliff or large rounded rock at right, deep blue water,
two distant sailing ships, one of which is a schooner.
Unifonn strip of land 1n far background.
Owned by HHR. In her home in Ottawa or:5/22/87, but
transferred to John Rive home in Manila in 1988.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo. John Rive 1/16/88 ltr.
and photo.)

l'l'j

H-oil- Mass.-2000-16x24
Ladies on lawn near tent
'V
1895 - 1905. Oil on canvas. no mat or visible frame.
Signed in lower left corner.
Ladies with parasols on tree-shaded lawn. Tent in
background; at Harvard commencement (?).One of Hopkinson's
earliest landscapes.
Owned by HHR. ?
In Hopkinson House studio.
(ws 6/19/86 inspection and ,*,oto,)
H-oil- Mass -2021-25x21
No frame. No signature.
View of pier (T-Wharf, Boston) with
a group of about 20 men thereon) and a two-masted sailing
vessel (with four sails up) proceeding toward the right.
Executed in a detailed and literal manner.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/6/86 inspection & photo.)
(Note: In April 1989 WS lent this painting to George Haigh
and asked hJ.sadVJ.ce re repair. On 5/12/89 WS tcx>k the
painting back, on learning that repair would be expensive
and perhaps not fully successful.)
H-oil-Mass-2100-1y,.x17t
}-inch-wide white wood frame. (No glass?).
No signature or date (?)
Three men in academic gowns, several ladies in formal
attire, with long white dresses, broad-brimmed hats,
parasols. Large lawn shaded by canopy of trees.
Pink and white building beyond. Many Japanese lanterns.
Presumably a scene at Commencement Day at Harvard
University. Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(Rive 1986 photo i WS 1987 inspection.)
H-Oil-Mass-zzgO-17txzz
1918.
Zoo-wide backward-sloping wooden frame. No glass.
Signed "Hopkinson 1918" in lower right corner. Legend on
back says: "Harvard Hall, Hollis & Stoughton Halls"Class
Tree. Painted by.Charles Hopkinson, 1918."
View of above-mentioned Harvard University halls, with
two platoons of sailors ("radio boys") in foreground.
Large green elm at left.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(ws 7/8/86 inspection & ,*,oto. 3/21/88 likewise.)

H-oil-Maine-2020- 32x29,-"
1899.
Called ''WindyAnchorage".
Signed and dated "Charles Hopkinson 1899" in lower left.
Coastal scene, probably at Northeast Harbor, Maine.
Shows large float or pier, sailboat, and distant mountain.
On- the float there is a slender woman wearing a hat, a darkcolored blouse, and long light-colored skirt. Beside her
is a small boy wearing cap and dark suit. Coil of rope in
foreground. At upper left, a small catboat containing one
person. Many small white-capped Waves. Rounded mountain
at upper right. No house, no ocean horizon.
Included in, _and sold at, Sotheby's 12/6/84 auction in
New York City. Called Item 129. Provenance: The Casson
Galleries, Boston. Expected price range: $8,000 to $12,000,
Sale price: $15,000. (Per auction catalog. See also 3/7/87
letter from Stuart P. Feld-of HirschI & Adler Galleries,Inc.,
to JHS. The catalog included a photograph.)
Purchaser

not known.
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H-oil-Ireland-0200-1ot~21. Tempera.
1957,
2"-wide gray mat. No frame or glass.
Signed "Hopkinson, Ireland, "57" in lower right corner.
View of Dodder River, with buildings beyond. White horse
visible at right. Near Dublin.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME. On second
floor, in folder.
(ws 7/16/86 inspection & photo.)
H-oil-Europe-0021-19x21t
On canvas. No frame. Signed "Gharles Hopkinson"
in lower right corner.

-
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Marine scene: France. Low key. At left, several large sailing
ships tied up at pier. Small island at center. Small sailboats
and small promontory at right. Large-area gray-brown foreground.
All areas of the painting are at nearly same value and of low
saturation, grayish throughout.
Owned by JHS.
At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/15/86 inspection & photo.)
H-Oil-Europe-2021-about 28 x 32" (guess)
1896-1901(?)Stretched. No frame.
No signature or date (?)
View of siling ships in harbor. (probably at Roscoff,
Breton, France).
Sailboats, with one large sail raised, in upper right.
Many-masted ships in background, at upper left. In
left foreground, a large pier, with 6 or 8 people and
two large, long, slender white bundles (sail-wrapped
spars?). In extreme distance, at upper left, a long
low sunlit hill.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo.)

r9b

H-oil-Europe-2100-46x42"
About 1901.
Two-inch-wide wood frame.
Breton (France) group of four men and a boy. Wearing
berets. Central figure carries large oilskin coat over his
right arm. At upper right Ste. Barbe Church is barely
visible •. Owned by
At her home in Ottawa. (.,S1986 inspection.
Rive 1986 photo. HHR commentary. See also CSH article
"My Life as an Artist", which indicates date (1901) and
says the painting won a prize "at Worcester the next year".)

!lHIi:'

H-oil-Europe-2220-'9ix9t
,1896 _ 1901. On board (?). No frame or glass.
Scene at Roscoff, France (?). (or painted, much later, in Gloucester?)
Fishing boats tied up at wharf, at right. Many masts with
cross-arms visible. Close-packed buildings in back~und.
Much use of brown color. Black patches on water at lower left.
Owned by CSH's grandson John Gibbon. At his house in
Ossining, NY. (per photo lent in March 1987 by that grandson's
wife Miriam.)
H-Oil-Europe-2220-17x15
c 1895-1900. Stretched. But no frame, glass, signature,date.
Many gondolas on the waters of Venice. Two large.posts at
lower left. Row of red-roofed buildings in distance.
Green-blue water. No water horizon. Painted from hotel window.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

H~il-Europe-2220-23!x18
1894 _ 1901.
signed "Hopkinson"
in lower left.
Cleaned and framed in 1990.
The scene is the harbor at Roscoff, Finisterre,
France, In the foreground
are several sailboats,
i.e., fishing boats, at anchor.
Several persons
are aboard the boats.
In the background
are
several multi-story
buildings close to the water.
In early 1990 the painting was owned by Thomas A.
Halsted, who had received it as a gift from his
mother, Isabella Halsted. The painting is in his
home in Manchester.
On 8/1/90 the painting
was offered for sale at the Barridoff Galle~L~J
auction in Portland, ME; but it was notsold,
because no bid equaled the reserve price of
about $8000.
(Info., incl. photograph,
from auction catalog.
See Item 22.)

H-oil-Europe-2220-about 28x26
J/4-inch-wide white Dr silver frame.
Seen at harbor (in Roscoff?), with fishermen standing at
extreme right. Tall bare masts at center. Several sailboats
at anchor beyond. One boat under sail. Land and pale uniform
sky in background.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo.)
H-oil-Land-0021-17x18t
Limp. No frame, glass, date, or signature.
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Blu~ ocean, with three small sailboats (with bare masts)
in background, narrow strip of beach (?) in foreground,
barely visible land in extreme background. There are four
long waves parallel to the beach.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 10/20/86 inspection & photo.
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Note: Somewhat similar paintings, showing same locale,
are: H-oil-land-0021-20x20 and H-oil-Iand-1021-24tx26.
Y-Oil-Land-0021-18x36
(CHH # 4)
No signature, date, or frame.
Dark gray scene. In far distance, a three-masted
schooner proceeding toward the left, away fran a
dimly seen hill or island. In left foreground, a
large near-black rock, with foamy breakers at left
and right. Smooth beach in immediate foreground.
Owned by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his mother.
At his California home.
(1989 CHH photo.)
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H-oil-Land-0021-20x20" .
Limp. Very vague throughout. Large pale
blue sea with some small Waves parallel to one
another - in foreground. Tiny boats in distance. Pier
projects obliquely into the picture at the left. Headlands
barely visible in far distance. Rock in sea, at lower right.
Owned by JHS. At-her home in Cambridge.
(WS 11/20/86 inspection & photo.)
Note: A somewhat similar painting, showing same scene,
is H-oil-land-1021-24txz6. The same applies to
H-oil-land-0021-17x18

t.

Dr glass. Signed "C.H."
are
At left, a float.
Owned by EIlB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in first. story
southeast room (den).
(ws 7/16/86 inspection & moto.)
Note, A somewhat similar painting, showing same locale,
is H-oil-Iand-0021-20x20". The Same applies to
H-oil-Iand-0021-17x18'.

I 'if-

H-Qil-Land-2010-18x26.
(CHH #13)
On cardboard. -Nb signature, date.
No frarre (?)
A complicated scene, perhaps painted in 1894 or 1895
'~f 1901 at Roscoff in France.
" small beached OOat, at left, is being freed by
,nany men employing pry-bars, with assistance fran
larger OOat beyond. On the deck of the larger
OOat are three standing wanen, in black, and one man
at the wheeL
Pale tan-gray sky. No water is
clearly visible --unless the mottled foreground
is indicative of foaming surf.
Owned by C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHH photo.)
On ba~~ is H-Oil-~~ch-0010-26x28.
scene, \lith trees and ocean.

Winter
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H-oil-Land-2021-about 15 x 18
4t-inch-wide very ornate gold frame.
Red cliff at lower left. Rough sea with dazzle beyond.
Four or five two-mast sailing vessels, under sail, are
shown. The nearest, at right, has two persons standing
on deck, between jib and mainmast. All of the boats are
gaff rigged.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo.)
H-oil-ocean-0021-5tx9~
1888 It''-wide gold mat, 1~"-wide natural-woad-color frame.
Glass. Signed "Hopkinson 1888" in lower left corner.
Large sailing ship in distress in a storm. Spray partially
covers the ship. Sails in tatters. Flag wrong side up to
indicate

"Help!".

Owned by IH. In her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/15/86 inspection & photo.)
H-Qil-Qoean-0021-6x7
(CHH # 88)
No signature or date. No frame
Very small painting of ocean scene, with 6 or 7
small sailOOats visible in distance, mainly at
the right. Enornous clouds daninate the upper
portion of the painting. In foreground,
nr::xlerately
rough blue-gray sea, with sane dazzle
at center.
Owned by C. H. Halsted. 1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHH photo.)

1'1'1

H-oil-Ocean-0021-about 18x20
i-inch natural-color wood frame.
Foreward half of salboat fills right half of painting.
Ropes and lower half of sail visible at center. White foam
and dark blue-black water at left.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo.)
H-Gil-Ocean-0021-2Jx25
About 1918 (?). Framed.
Signed in lower left corner. No date.
Called "A Cloucester Fisherman". Painted at the
Sharksmouth estate in Manchester.
Gloucester fisherman ( sloop?) at upper left, in
turbulent sea with flashing sunlight. No island or
mainland is visible.
Said to have been painted during WW-J and donated for
sale to help th war effort. Later discovered by CSH
(or py a friend of his?) in a (dealer',,?),;howroom~nd
observed to have the signature "Winslow Homer". The
paintin~ was then reclaimed by CSH, and many years later
(1950's?) was displayed at a one-man show at the Century
Club and then purchased by Chauncey Stillman of New York.
Later is was given to Stillman's daughter Dr. Theodora
Budnik. At her home in Poughkeepsie, NY.
(Ltr. of 11/28/88 by Chauncey Stillman and 1989
ltrs.by Dr. Theodora Budnik. Also Budnik photo.)
H-oil-Ocean-0021-25x29t
About 1900-1910(?). On plywood. No signature or date.
Nearly empty ocean, with small sailboat on horizon.
Myriad waves in blue water, and many low and dark clouds.
Owned by Peter Pezzati. At his stuio in Boston.
(WS 11/9/88 photo.)
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H-Oil-Ocean-0021-25x36
Cleaned and framed in 1990.
Siqned
"c -4- H" in lower left.
Vast expanse of ocean with five sailboats
(schooners?)
in the far distance.
No
clearly visible people or land.
Hundreds of
small ripples on the ocean.
In early 1990 the painting was owned by Thomas
A. Halsted, who had received it as a gift from
~is.mother,
Isabella Halsted.
The painting
1S 1n h1s home in Manchester.
On 8/1/90
the
painting was offered for sale at the Barridoff
Galleries
auction in Portland, ME;
but it was
not sold, because no bid equaled the reserve
price of $9000.
(Info., including photograph,
in auction
catalog;
see Item 20J

~oo
H-oil-Ocean-10il-13txl6t
Very early style painting.
Stretched, with use of four steel expander-type fixtures.

:2..00

No framet

glass, or

signature.

Sailboat, with large hatch-cover in foreground, sail at
left. helmsman with hand on tiller. Pale purple boat,
pale blue sea.
Until 11/20/86 owned by IH; in her home in Cambridge.
(WS 10/25/86 inspection & phOto.)
Sold 11/20/86 to Edward Pollack, art dealer of New York
and Florida.
H-oil-ocean-2020-)2tx)O
Stretched. No glass or date. Signed "Hopkinson"
in lower right.
Imaginary ocean scene: gigantic whale leaping out of the
water, adjacent to men in small boat (about to capsize)
trying to harpoon it. Burst of white foam. Large salling
ship in background.
Owned by JHS. At her home in Cambridge, MA.
(WS 1986 inspection & photo.)
On back: portrait of Mrs.Charles Hopkinson and
her youngest daughter, Joan. A study made to assist
in creation of the famous "Family Group" painting
showing all seven members of the Hopkinson family.

,.-.
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H-Oil-0cean-2021-37~x34
1930 - 1933.
4"-wide white frame. No glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right.
Large yachts racing through white =nbers on windy
day. Yachts heeled well over.
On opposite tacks.
Ownedby JHS. At her hane in Cambridge.
Included in 1952-1953 century Assn. show in NewYork.
Received a prize at Boston Art Showof about 1955,
in Public Garden. Won.a prize at a show in Hamburg,
West Gennany, in about 1970. Included in a show at
Peabody Musetun, Salem, MA,in 1970.
(WS1986 inspection and photo.)

H-Oil-STL-0000-10x14
c 1920-)0. No mat, frame, glass, signature, or date.
Blue-and-white vase, with no flowers. The vase rests
on a blue and red cloth (actuallY Hopkinson parlor rug).
Owned by HHR. At her home in ottawa.
(WS 5/22/87 inspection & photo.)

H-Oil-STL-OOOO-about12x8
1905 - 1910.
On board.
No signature,
date, or frame.
Shows drapery and arm of ornate chair.
Ownedby JHS until 1986.
Sold by her in Jan. 1986
to T. Fairbrother,
Curator of American Art at the
Boston Musetunof Fine Arts.
(JHS and WS1986 inspection.)

H-Oil-STL-0000-13~x8~
(CHH# 7)
No signature,
date, or frame.
Spaced array of large red, orange, and yellow
flowers, with sane blue larkspur at upper left.
The vase is barely visible.
Ownedby C. H. Halsted.
1989 gift fron his nother.
At his hane in California.
(1989 CHHphoto.)

H-Oil-STL-0000-16x12
Not stretched.
No signature or date.
Slender light-=lored
vase =ntaiing
three large
near-white flowers.
Beyond, three panels of a
screen are visible.
At botton of painting,
a
l~e
black area.
'Xmed by T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran nother.
i\t Halsted hane in Manchester.
h'. A.B. 1990 photo.)

H-oil-STL-0000-16x12"
On board. No frame, date, or signature.
Flowers, including 4 or 5 red ones, in slender blue vase;
bottom of vase is not seen (off-painting). Large dark
rectangular area fillS upper left 50% of painting.
Owned by JHS. At her home in cambridge.
(WS 11/20/86 inspection & photo.)

H-oil-STL-OOOO-about 16 x 24
Not stretch~d.
Shallow green tray holding severAl bananas, orangos,
etc. Red apple at left. Bunch of yellow grapes at top.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (rive 1986 photo.)

H-Oil-STL-OOOO-18x15
Not stretched. No signature or date.
Below center, a collection of fruit: large melon
flanked by orange and apples. Resting on cloths.
White pillow or towel at lower right. Reddishpurple cloth or' cushions in upper portion of
painting.
ONned by E. H. IbJre. 1989 gift fran mother.
At IbJre hare in Maine.
(lliM 1990 photo.)

H-oil-STL-0000-18jx1&t
2-inch-wide gold and "'hite frame. No glass.
No signature or date.
Yellow and orange flowers in a slender Delft vase--which
is gray with dark blue blotches. Yellow and gray
cylindrical container at right. Brown-black patch of table
top at lower left. Portion of rectangular frame at upper right.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1987 photo;
WS 1987 inspection.)
H-oil-STL-OOOO-about 20 x 16
Canvas. Not stretched.
Slender vase, deep blue in color, containing many tall
white and pink nicotiana flowers and pink and purple petunias.
Entire background is rust color. No table visible.
Owned by HHR. At her home in Ottawa. (Rive 1986 photo.)
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H-Oil-STL-0000-21-tx29" ,
'" 1'l'\'O(J),No mat. Glass.
Frame. Signed "Hopkinson" in
lower left.
Wide shallow scalloped yellow bowl. ("H.enry Varnum Poor
Vase") containing many flowers; gold-colored
calendulas
dominate. Bowl is resting on Hopkinson House dining room
mantelpiece
with a portion of Dodge MacKnight autumnal-scene
watercolor visible
at left and a portion of a black Chinese
lantern visible
at right.
Mantelpiece
is brown-black.
Owned by Thomas and Ramelle Adams. At their home in
Lincoln, MA. (WS 11/30/86 inspection
& photo; 2/22/87
reinspection)

H-Oil STL-0000-22x16
Gouache. No mat,
View or large pink flowers
date.
green bowl, with white narrow-necked
left.
In background, three-paneled
screen.
OWnedby E.H. Moore. 1989 gift fran
At Moore hane in Maine.
(EHM 1990 photo.)

signature,
or
in shallow
vase at upper
ornamental
mother.

H-oil-STL-0000-26x22
1956. ]o'';ame, glass. No mat. Signed "C. H•. 1956"
in lower right.
Painted in gouache.
Still
life of tall red and orange gladioli
against
a background of large dark green brecoli
leaves.
Very bright colors.
Owned by Mrs. James Barr Ames. At her home in Lincoln,
(JHS Jan. 1987 inspection)

MA.

H-oil-8TL-0000-26tx4)t
About 1935 - 1940. #'-wide sculptured
silver
frame.
No glass. Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
Flam?uoy~t array of large red, yellow, and purple
popples ln a black vase that has a very wide rim.
Owned by IH. In her home in Cambridge.
(WS8/15/86 inspection
& photo.)

H-oil-STL-0000-2Btx21
1930-1940. Done in tempera. No mat, 1"-wide black frame.
Glass. No signature.
Wide-mouthed blue vase containing many flowers. Single flower
rests on table, at right of vase. Other flowers to left
of vase.
To left of flowers in vase is a frame, barely visible.
Owned by EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; on east wall of
2nd floor guestroom.
(WS 7/16/86 inspection
& photo.)

H-0 i l-S TIr-0000-29t x16"
3-inch-wide dark frame. Signed "Hopkinson" lower left.
Seven orange-red tiger lillies,
with a few large unopened
buds in low, wide-mouthed white Vase. Beyond the vase is a
Chin~floral-decorated
three-panel screen. The vase is resting
on a table that has a dark shiny top.
Ownedby I'Iarjorie Masek. At her home on Martha's
MA. (March 1987 photo by J. Masek.)

Vineyard,

H-oil-STL-00OO-29tx22
1934.
2"-wide gray-and-black frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson 1934" in lower right corner.
Glass vase or carafe
(colorless)
containing tall red
flowers. Blue bowl at right, with book nearby.
Ownedby EHB. At her home in Cornish, ME; in first
story
master's bedroom.
(WS7/16/86 inspection & photo.)

H-oil-STL-0000-29tx22
1950 - 1960. Tempera. It''-wide black frame. Glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower right corner.
Tall slender blue vase, on table, containing red, yellow,
and blue flowers. A rich hearty design. Tall slender blank
area at lower right.
Ownedby T. A. Halsted.
1989 gift fran his mother.
At his hane in Manchester,
(W. A. S. 198' photo. Also T.A.H. 1990 photo.)

H-oil-STL-0000-29tx22
3"-wide white mat. No glass. No signature.
Tall black vase filled with red, yellow, and purple flowers.
Square object at lower left.
Ownedby rH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS8/19/86 inspection & photo.)

H-oil-STL-0000-~O~21
~1920 - 1940.
On canvas. No frame or signature.
Slender blue vase with
lillies,
blue larkspur,
etc.
Group of three green leaves at lower left,
The canvas is not rectangular,
it is narrower at the top
than at the bottom.
Ownedby JHS. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS8/15/86 inspection & photo.)

H-oil-STL -0000-36x25
'"1920 - 1930 (JHS est.). 2"-wide black frame.
Painted at Manchester, per JHS. No signature.
Arrangement

of flowers;

near-white

near center,

with green leaves surrounding, and a few projecting red
flowers. In tall slender bluish-white vase on hrown
table.
Owned by Isabella Halsted (Ibby) (per JHS).
In living roOm of Hopkinson House.
(WS 1986 i~spection & photo.)
H-oU-8 TL-0000-4ax 20"
No mat. 1t"-wide gold frame. No glass. No
signature. Tempera.
Tall slender blue vase filled with lillies and other flowers.
Rectangular frame (Of mirror?) visible at upper right.
Owned by IH. At her home in Cambridge.
(WS 8/15/86 inspection & photo.)

H-oil-3TL --0000-40x30
" __
'V
1920 - 1930. Signed "Hopkinson 1956 In lower rlght corner.
1!."-wideblue frame. Painted at Manchester (per JHS).
nfsplay of about one hundred flowers, including several
long slender blue larkspurs.
_
in ~lender-based
blue vase. The painting
is sue.:gestlve
of an explosion
of color.
Background behind vase is

rendish-brown-gold-colored screen.
Ownerl by Isahella Halsted (Ibby).
In living room of Hopkinson House
(ws 1986 inspection & photo.)

(per JHS).

H-oil-STL-0000-47tx37t
About 1920 - 1930.
2"-wide sculptured gray frame. No glass.
Signed "Hopkinson" in lower left corner.
Great array of flowers and slender leaves in short and
fat green vase, with gold screen beyond lower part of
Vase.

Owned by JHS. In her home in Cambridge.
(WS inspection and photo early 1986.)
H-Qil-STL-OOOO_ ?
An

oil painting of a flower arrangement.

lMned (many years before 1989) by Mr. A. McVoy
Maci':ltyreof Anderson St., Boston. Perhaps purchased
b~ h1l11.--purchased fran the Herman family at about the
t1l11ethe Herman family left their heme on Pinckney
St., close to Anderson St.
(Oral infonnation of early 1989 fran El:lward Driscoll,
a prarn.nent member of the Boston Globe staff
to JHS.)
,

THEFOLIDHINGLANffiCAPES
ANDSEASCAP8SARECALLEDUNKNO\/N,
because there is
insufficient
information to permit specifying
the four digits of the four-digit
portion of the painting symbol.
H\l-Manch-

lot

(?)

x 15"

(or 15 x lot")

Shows island.
Owned by Emily M. Gratwick or her mother; at home in
Amherst(?) •
(per ltr.
of about April 1987 from Emily (Lee) Gratwick
to Isabella
(Bella) Halsted,
and accompanyin.g ltr.
by
Isabella
(Bella).)
(For address of Gratwisks, see
Portraits
file.)

H\l-Manch (?) 14 x 21".
Before 1928.
Signed "C.H."in lower right.
Called"Cool Afternoon; \/ind and Dazzle".
Owned by Fogg Museum. At that museum. No. 1928.189.
Purchased from L. E. Bettens Fund.
(Per 4/7/8) ltr.
from M. Steward of Drawing Dept., Fogg
Museum, to KZP.) At H".v,,(.l. r.....,Lt, G,,,4 1
H\lBefore 1944.
Called "Seascape

-15x11
Signed

"Charles

Hopkinson" in lower left.

ll
•

Owned by Fogg Museum. At that museum. No. 1944.15.
Purchased from Wm.M. Prichard Fund.
(per 4/7/8) ltr.
from M. Steward of Drawing Dept., Fogg
museum.)
(Leverett

HOuse, Mailing

Mem. Hm.)

(?)

H\l-Ocean- 11 x 16".
Signed "C. H." in lower right.
Before 1924.
Called "Sea from Steamer Deck".

Owned by Fogg Museum. At that museum. Gift
Wm. T. Aldrich.
No. 1924.160
(Picture

Study,

from

Bin 19-1)(?)

HW-Mass- ???
Quarry at Rockport,

MA.

Owned by CSH's grand-nephew Paul Frmmont-Smith.
At his home in West Gloucester.
(12/2/87 oral info. from owner.)
HW-NZ-????- about

)

t

12x28".

Scene in NZ. A long slender

painting.

Owned in the 1960s by Mrs. Karl T. Compton wife of
the late president
of HIT. She had •.een it 't
had pur has d (
.'
a a show and
c
e.
JHS inspection
in 1960s.)
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